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Summary

The work described in this thesis considers autonomous robots in an environment

that is not well understood or modelled at the design stage. In such a poorly

understood environment, it is not possible to develop and validate adequate

robot controllers a priori; therefore, the robots need to be able to adapt their

behaviour to suit various conditions.

To illustrate our concept of adaptation, consider the controller of a robot

as a process that maps inputs, read from the robot’s sensors and internal

states, to outputs, typically actuator and state settings. Learning can then be

defined as any change to the mapping between inputs and outputs. Learning

in robots can take hours for simple tasks but possibly days or weeks for more

complex tasks. Learning is in essence trial and error, and therefore it stands

to reason that multiple robots that learn together, i.e. robot-to-robot learning,

can offer advantages. This thesis aims to investigate whether and under what

circumstances the potential benefits of robot-to-robot learning occur.

The main contribution of this thesis is an in-depth analysis of the benefits

of robot-to-robot learning on top of individual learning. Individual learning

takes place within a single robot that adapts the controller based on its own

experience. Robot-to-robot learning requires more robots as it amounts to

changing the controller based on another robots experience. We choose to adapt

the controller through evolutionary algorithms. As a result, this thesis belongs

to the research field of evolutionary robotics.

The field of evolutionary robotics originated in the late 1980s and aims to

create robotic controllers with evolutionary algorithms. These algorithms are
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inspired by Darwin’s theory of the survival of the fittest. In nature, animals

survive and procreate when they are more suited to their environment. Similarly,

a robotic controller is tested by observing the behaviour of the robot and is

given a corresponding fitness measure. The higher the fitness of the controller,

the higher its chance to procreate.

Robot-to-robot learning is implemented by sharing controllers between

robots. Results show that robot-to-robot learning usually results in increased

learning speed and increased performance compared to individual learning only.

These results are in line with the current literature. However, we discovered

an additional benefit of robot-to-robot learning. We show that robot-to-robot

learning can reduce the sensitivity of the learning process to the choice of

parameter values. This reduction in sensitivity is visible in two ways: an

increase in the number of successful runs and a decrease in the number of bad

performing individuals. These two effects are similar to the effects desirable

when tuning parameters. Therefore, we argue that robot-to-robot learning could

be an alternative to the tuning of parameters.

While these results can explain the difference in observations of the benefits

of social learning in the current literature, they do not explain why robot-to-

robot learning results in benefits. We show that the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning depend on the complexity of the task to learn, i.e. the complexity of

the fitness landscape with one or multiple peaks. Specifically, the results show

that a simple task (a unimodal problem) benefits from more knowledge sharing

among robots, while a more complex task (a multi-modal problem) requires a

better balance between robot-to-robot learning and individual learning for the

best results.
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1
Introduction

We can distinguish two stages in the robot lifecycle: design stage and operational

stage, separated by deployment. During the design stage is it not always possible

to understand and foresee the environment the robot will face in the operational

stage; therefore, the robots need to be able to adapt their behaviour to suit

various conditions.

The robots have a controller which is a process that maps inputs, read from

the robot’s sensors and internal states to outputs, typically actuator and state

settings. Learning, or adaptation, can then be defined as any change to the

mapping between inputs and outputs [78].

In general, adaptation allows the robot to cope with three fundamental

challenges [173; 127]:

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

Unforeseen environment The environment in which the robot operates may

not be fully known during the design stage. Therefore, the robot controllers

at the time of deployment are only approximate solutions that need to be

adapted to the real circumstances during the operational stage.

Changing environment The environment may change to such an extent that

the given skill set of the robot is no longer adequate. Hence, controllers

must adapt to the new situation.

Reality gap Even if the environment is known in advance and does not change,

it is possible that the robot design is based on approximations and simula-

tions of the real operational conditions [92]. Hence, the robot controllers

must be fine-tuned after deployment.

Adaptation in robots can take hours for simple tasks but possibly days

or weeks for more complex tasks. Learning is in essence trial and error, and

therefore it stands to reason that multiple robots that learn together can offer

advantages. If a group of robots operates in the same environment and is to

solve the same set of tasks, then sharing knowledge implies that the robots

jointly collect a wider variety of experiences and that they collect them at a

faster rate than they can individually. This parallelisation can increase the

speed of learning as well as the quality of the learned behaviour (concerning task

performance) because in any given time interval more robots can execute more

trials. Sharing knowledge implies that each robot can benefit from the results

of all trials, including those performed by others. In other words, the costs of

learning are shared, and all robots can benefit. Learning in a collective can also

lead to more generally applicable controllers because they can be based on more

diverse samples covering a wider range of circumstances. Finally, the loss of a

robot that only learns individually implies the loss of its acquired knowledge.

Learning in a collective facilitates knowledge dissemination and turns the robot

collective into a ‘knowledge reservoir’. Even the loss of an eminent (or lucky)

learner will not necessarily mean the loss of its knowledge. Recovery from such

a loss is then much easier. This thesis aims to investigate whether and under

what circumstances these potential benefits of social learning occur.

4



1.1. Definition of Robot-to-Robot Learning

The widely used definition of social learning reflects animal behaviour: social

learning is learning through observation of conspecifics. Considering humans,

the definition can be extended: social learning is learning through observation

of conspecifics or transferring knowledge through language. In other words, the

ability to use language offers a new method, a second tool in the toolbox of

social learning. Concerning robots, we can add a third tool to this toolbox based

on the ability to transfer robot controllers directly from one robot to another.

(In common parlance, this would be the robotic equivalent of ‘telepathy’.) Thus,

the definition of social learning can be broadened again. For robots, social

learning is learning through observation of conspecifics or transferring knowledge

through language or direct exchange of knowledge. The information that robots

exchange can comprise rules, experiences, controller parameters or even the

whole controller. We use the term knowledge bit as a generic label for such

information.

In this thesis, we focus on the third option of social learning for robots, the

direct exchange of knowledge bits, which is a special case of social learning that

is only available for robots. Therefore, when the term social learning is used

in this thesis, we mean this social learning of the third kind. We have used

the term social learning in earlier publications to be consistent with the known

literature. At a later stage, discussions with reviewers helped us to sharpen our

definition of social learning resulting in the term ‘robot-to-robot learning’. This

does, however, mean that the terms social learning and robot-to-robot learning

used in this thesis both refer to social learning of the third kind and thus are

interchangeable. In the next section, we define robot-to-robot learning.

1.1 Definition of Robot-to-Robot Learning

Before robots can potentially take part in robot-to-robot learning, the capacity

of the robots to communicate with others as well as their potential to learn

from them must be established. This last aspect is often overlooked, sometimes

leading to the false impression that multi-robot systems implement robot-to-

robot learning when in fact they do not. This section provides a working

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

definition of robot-to-robot learning to avoid such confusion. This definition

holds for physical robots as well as simulated robots.

A Working Definition

The act of robot-to-robot learning pertains to the modification of the input-

output mapping of a robot that is caused by the reception of knowledge bits

from another robot. Robot-to-robot learning entails that interactions between

learning robots trigger a modification of their controllers that can be traced

back to the information transferred between them. We clarify this intuitive

description by stating four requirements that must be met to constitute robot-

to-robot learning. This provides a working definition of robot-to-robot learning

and serves as a filter to identify and correctly compare related work in the next

chapter.

The four requirements for robot-to-robot learning are as follows:

1. Each robot must incorporate received knowledge bits autonomously;

2. At least two robots must interact to exchange knowledge bits;

3. The interaction must trigger a learning event;

4. At least one robot in an interaction must explicitly act to change its own

or another robot’s controller.

Taking a closer look at these requirements, we refine and motivate each

in turn. To clarify our reasoning, we will sometimes provide counterexamples,

referring to papers that do not satisfy a particular requirement. It is important

to note that the authors of such papers did not necessarily study robot-to-robot

learning and that the reference should not be interpreted as an unfavourable

assessment of the cited work in any way.

Requirement 1. Each robot involved in robot-to-robot learning must possess

a mechanism that enables it to learn, i.e., to modify the mapping between

its sensory inputs and motor outputs autonomously. This mechanism can be

6



1.1. Definition of Robot-to-Robot Learning

embedded in the robot itself or run on an external server (e.g., on a computer that

provides additional processing power) as long as only the individual experiences

and decisions of the robot inform the learning. If there is an external helper,

the functional boundary of the robot extends to include this device so that the

robot and its external helper form a single functional entity. This entity may

then interact with other entities.

This requirement defines the unit of interaction in robot-to-robot learning.

Consider, by way of a counterexample, a system where robots execute and

evaluate the performance of controllers provided by a central server. The central

server gathers the performance feedback from the robots and uses that to

develop new controllers that are in turn executed and evaluated. Here, the

central server is the learning entity, not the individual robots: these do not

interact and can be seen as extensions of the central server. Examples of such

systems have been described by [101] and [64]. In both cases, a central server

develops a controller learning from experience gathered by multiple robots.

Another example is described by [103], where a central server processes the

sensory information from multiple robots before deciding on an action for each

of them. In this case, the robots do not even have autonomous control.

Requirement 2. To be part of robot-to-robot learning, learning must in-

volve some interaction between at least two robots that transmit information

between them. The nature of this interaction is not specified: it can (and often

does) entail the explicit exchange of controller components, but can also be

effected through a blackboard mechanism [164] or through observation [58].

The interaction does not necessarily involve collaboration in solving the given

task and robots can have different goals.

Requirement 3. The cause of a robot-to-robot learning act must be traced

back to an interaction: the input-output mapping in the controller must be

modified as a consequence of a transfer of knowledge that occurred when robots

interacted.

This requirement excludes systems where interactions do not lead to learning,

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

for instance signalling to synchronise actions in some collaborative task [14; 18;

102; 170; 108; 118]. Such interactions may influence a robot’s behaviour, but

they do this by changing the robot’s perceptions of its environment and itself,

not by changing the way in which the robot reacts if it were to encounter same

sensory inputs at a later time. In short: the robot does not learn because its

controller does not change. Many swarm robotic systems that rely on stigmergic

interactions to synchronise behaviour [132] do not meet this requirement. This

is because the robots do not contribute to a robot-to-robot learning system, not

to the fact that the interaction is stigmergic.

Requirement 4. At least one robot in an interaction must either act to

incorporate knowledge from another robot or must exhibit a behaviour intended

to be learned by another robot.

This requirement excludes cases where an interaction causes a change in the

controller’s input-output mapping, but no information is exchanged. Consider,

for instance, multiple robots learning an obstacle avoidance task in a shared

arena. When a robot touches an obstacle, it will modify its controller to reduce

the probability of collision in the future. The learning algorithm will execute

the same instructions regardless of a robot’s touching another robot or a static

obstacle. This implies that, in this case, an encounter with another robot is not

social interaction, and the robots are mere obstacles to each other.

1.2 Scope

We consider a group of autonomous robots that need to adapt their controller

to learn a predefined task. We chose the controller of the robot to be a neural

network. Many techniques can adapt a neural network. We choose to adapt

the network through evolutionary algorithms. As a result, this thesis belongs

to the field of evolutionary robotics [131; 26; 51].

The field of evolutionary robotics originated in the late 1980s and aims to

create robotic controllers with evolutionary algorithms. These algorithms are

inspired by Darwin’s theory of the survival of the fittest. In nature, animals

8



1.2. Scope

survive and procreate when they are more suited to their environment. Similarly,

a robotic controller is tested by observing the behaviour of the robot and is given

a corresponding fitness measure. The robot has a population of controllers that

are evaluated sequentially. The higher the fitness of the controller, the higher

its chance of procreating. Over the generations, the quality of the controllers

will improve and lead to robots that are capable of executing a predefined task

properly.

We adopt the conceptual framework presented in [78], distinguishing three

types of adaption within population-based adaptive systems in general: indi-

vidual learning, robot-to-robot learning and evolution. Evolution acts on the

inheritable features of the robot while individual learning and robot-to-robot

learning act on the learnable features of the robot. Robot-to-robot learning

creates an evolutionary dynamic in the development of the population’s knowl-

edge, experiences and skills. Therefore, it is logical to implement robot-to-robot

learning as an evolutionary algorithm. We also chose the individual learning

mechanisms to be evolutionary, but we could have chosen another method as

discussed in the next chapter.

This distinction between inheritable and learnable features is not new per se

[88], [59], [3],[180], [172], and [109]. However, these authors did not investigate

the interplay between evolution, individual and robot-to-robot learning and did

not implement their work in hardware.

Having a collective of robots that learn individually with an evolutionary

algorithm and exchange information can still be implemented in many different

ways. Different implementation choices will be explained in the literature study

in the next chapter. However, our experiments share common features of which

we believe contribute to a good analysis to study the benefits of robot-to-

robot learning within an evolutionary robotics context. If we deviate from

these features, we will mention that in the experimental setup of the dedicated

chapter. The features are:

Individual Task It is important to separate the task to be performed and

the learning process to improve task performance. Both of these may be

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

individual or collective. The term robot-to-robot learning means that the

learning process is done collectively, regardless of the type of task. The

experiments considered in this thesis focus on individual tasks that are

learned collectively, i.e. no cooperation is necessary to complete a task.

One Robot one Arena The robots do not need to operate in the same arena

when the task to learn is an individual task. In this thesis, we mostly

performed experiments, where robots have their own arena to observe the

benefits of robot-to-robot learning in isolation, e.g. the observations, are

not interfered by the inter-robot collisions that might increase when the

number of robots in the arena increase. Additionally, this setup facilitates

the possibility of robot-to-robot learning where the robots are not in the

same physical space. They can be even be learning in different countries

and share knowledge over the internet.

Online learning The robotic controllers are learned online, while the robot

is performing the task, as opposed to offline learning, where only the

best controller is transferred to hardware. Online learning facilitates

the possibility to adapt after deployment. Investigating robot-to-robot

learning in an online setting is more relevant than in an offline setting

because adapting can take a long time and robot-to-robot learning might

help to adapt faster.

Because of our choice to use an evolutionary algorithm for the learning

mechanisms, one might expect overlap with the field of parallel evolutionary

algorithms and island models. The field of parallel evolutionary algorithms and

island models is concerned with optimising functions with a parallel implemented

evolutionary algorithm. Parallel evolutionary algorithms and island models are

commonly known to increase diversity which increases performance [73; 179;

9; 138]. However, not all research papers in parallel evolutionary algorithms

analyse diversity measures in the population but do mention it as the reason

why performance is influenced by [38; 27]. Research in parallel evolutionary

algorithms mostly focusses on the decrease in runtime due to smaller population

sizes [9]. Measuring the runtime in evolutionary robotics is of less importance

10
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because the evaluation time of the robot is much larger than the computational

effort. Additionally, the fitness function in evolutionary robotics is extremely

stochastic. This is due to the specific location of the robot and the behaviour

required in that location. This notion of “location” is not defined in general

evolutionary algorithms where the location is purely abstract [174].

Although the field of evolutionary robotics has different research questions

compared to the field of parallel evolutionary algorithms and island models, we

do believe that the topic in some chapters touches upon the more fundamental

question on how multiple robots (or islands) change the diversity of the aggre-

gated population and therefore impact the performance of the system. However,

the embodiment present in evolutionary robotics makes the current literature

between the two fields incomparable.

1.3 Contributions

Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a comprehensive overview of the robot-to-robot

learning research in robotics to date. This review includes different types of

robotic controllers and learning mechanisms as opposed to our limited scope.

From the existing literature, there is evidence that set-ups in which robots

can share knowledge outperform otherwise similar set-ups in which robots

learn in isolation. The most frequent observation is that, when robots share

knowledge, they achieve better performance and/or the learning curve is steeper

[175; 42; 141; 143; 67; 116; 172].

Chapter 3 describes the conceptual framework, design choices, platforms

and research metrics used to observe the benefits of social learning used in this

thesis. One research metric, quantifying the selection pressure, is investigated

in detail in Chapter 4.

Chapters 5 and 6 describe the different robot-to-robot learning implementa-

tions, in software and hardware for a range of tasks. We confirm the observations

from the existing literature that robot-to-robot learning increases learning speed

and performance. However, the benefits differ per implementation. In the

existing literature, there is no general explanation for the difference in obser-
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vations. This makes the results highly dependent on the particular system

and parameter settings. The aim of Chapter 7 is to understand the differences

in the observations of the reported benefits of robot-to-robot learning. We

do this by looking at the impact of the parameter settings of the learning

mechanism on the reported benefits of robot-to-robot learning. Parameter

settings are known to impact a system’s performance, and we show that the

choice of parameter settings also influences the conclusions drawn about the

benefits of robot-to-robot learning. We show that applying robot-to-robot

learning increases the robustness of the system against the parameter settings.

Chapter 8 investigates the components of robot-to-robot learning in more detail

to understand how these benefits of robot-to-robot learning arise. Chapter 9

proposes a new method to identify and recognise situations from raw data. This

chapter only focusses on the ability to identify and recognise situations, i.e.,

there is no individual or robot-to-robot learning. However, we believe that the

ability to isolate and share specic knowledge can further improve robot-to-robot

learning implementations and we therefore included the results in this thesis.

To conclude, this thesis aims to help the research field of robot-to-robot

learning to go further than merely observing the benefits. Once we understand

when robot-to-robot learning leads to certain benefits, e.g. increased learning

speed and/or performance increase, we can design a system that exploits these

benefits to achieve optimal results.

In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:

1. A comprehensive overview of the robot-to-robot learning research to date.

2. Proposing how to best measure the benefits of robot-to-robot learning

using consistent metrics.

3. Validating and understanding the reported benefits of robot-to-robot

learning.

4. Discovering and understanding a new benefit of robot-to-robot learn-

ing, which is the increased robustness against parameter settings of the

individual learning mechanism.
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5. Proposing a new method to identify and recognise situations from raw

data.

This thesis is based on the publications listed at the end of this chapter.

The papers are positioned in the table below based on their contribution and

the year of publication.

Contribution 2015 2016 2017 2018 UR

1 [8]

2 [4]

3 [1,2] [3] [7]

4 [6] [7] [9,10]

5 [5]

List of Papers

Papers that have been published at the start of this PhD, use the term “social

learning” for any implementation of robots that exchange knowledge. In the

field of evolutionary robotics, it is common to use this term, and we aimed to be

consistent with existing literature. Reviewers made us realise that the definition

of social learning used in evolutionary robotics is not shared outside our research

area. We, therefore, sharpened our definition. We define robot-to-robot learning

as a particular case of social learning where robots directly exchange controller

information or experiences as explained before. In this thesis, we consistently

use the term robot-to-robot learning. However, in already published papers the

general term of social learning was used.

[1] J. Heinerman, D. Drupsteen, and A. E. Eiben (2015). Three-fold Adaptivity

in Groups of Robots: The Effect of Social Learning. In Proceedings of the 17th

annual conference on Genetic and evolutionary computation, GECCO 2015, pp.

177-183. ACM.

[2] J. Heinerman, M. Rango, and A. E. Eiben (2015). Evolution, individual

learning, and social learning in a swarm of real robots. In Proceedings - 2015
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IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence, SSCI 2015,

pp.1055-1062. IEEE. Nominated Best Student Paper Award, second

place

[3] J. Heinerman, A. Zonta, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben (2016). On-line

evolution of foraging behaviour in a population of real robots. In Applications

of Evolutionary Computation - 19th European Conference, EvoApplications,

Volume 9598 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp. 198-212. Springer.

[4] E. Haasdijk and J. Heinerman. Quantifying Selection Pressure (2018).

Evolutionary Computation. MIT Press. p. 213-235. v. 26(2).

For this paper, I reran some earlier experiments and tested new methods to

quantify selection pressure. I also contributed to the writing in general but

especially the sections explaining and analysing the methods.

[5] J. Heinerman, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben, A.E (2017). Unsupervised

identification and recognition of situations for high-dimensional sensori-motor

streams. Neurocomputing Special issue Online Real-Time Learning Strategies

for Data Streams 262, 90-107.

[6] J. Heinerman, J. Stork, M. A. R. Coy, J. Hubert, A.E. Eiben, T.

Bartz-Beielstein, and E. Haasdijk (2018). Can Social Learning Increase

Learning Speed, Performance or Both? In ECAL 2017: Proceedings of the

Fourteenth European Conference on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living

Systems, p. 200-207, MIT Press.

[7] J. Heinerman, B. Bussmann, R. Groenendijk, E. van Krieken, J. Slik, A.

Tezza, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben (2018). Benefits of Social Learning in

Physical Robots. In Proceedings - 2018 IEEE Symposium Series on

Computational Intelligence, SSCI 2018, pp. 851-858, ACM.

[8] J. Heinerman, J. Hubert, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben. Learning Robots –

How to Benefit from Sharing Knowledge (under review)
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[9] J. Heinerman, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben (2019). Importance of

Parameter Settings on the Benefits of Robot-to-Robot Learning. Frontiers in

Robotics and AI 6, 10.

[10] J. Heinerman and A.E. Eiben. Benefits of Robot-to-Robot Learning in

Evolutionary Robotics (under review)
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This chapter is based on the following publication:

J. Heinerman, J. Hubert, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben. Learning Robots – How to Benefit
from Sharing Knowledge (under review)
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Chapter 2. State of the Art

This chapter provides a survey on robot-to-robot learning: we will review

and discuss work into learning in groups of (simulated or real) robots that are

not only capable of learning by themselves but can share knowledge with each

other as well. The papers reviewed in this chapter do not necessarily refer to

their work as robot-to-robot learning. The definition of robot-to-robot learning

is stated in the introduction and served as a filter to select the papers considered

in this survey.

Based on existing literature, we identified three streams of robot-to-robot

learning research: the first considers robot-to-robot learning as parallelisation for

individual (reinforcement) learning, the second as an extension to evolutionary

computing to provide horizontal, intra-generational knowledge transfer and

finally a stream that considers robot-to-robot learning as the sole driver for

the learning process. This last stream actually often does not acknowledge

that it concerns robot-to-robot learning but views the learning process only

as an evolutionary process. We stress that such systems do in fact implement

robot-to-robot learning and that they should be viewed in this light so that

findings from any of the three streams identified above may shed light on the

others.

This disparity in viewpoints has led to different terminology to describe

robot-to-robot learning systems. Where researchers with a reinforcement learn-

ing background mention policies and rewards, those with a background in

evolutionary computing will typically talk about controllers and fitness. Evolu-

tionary researchers typically consider direct policies such as neural nets that

provide a direct reactive mapping between sensory inputs and actuators. Rein-

forcement learning usually considers more deliberative controllers that select

discrete actions from the state that the current sensor inputs describe.

Robot-to-robot learning in a population of robots creates an evolutionary

dynamic in the development of the population’s knowledge, experiences and

skills. Authors such as Dawkins [45], Blackmore [24], and Boyd and Richerson

[28] noted that the social spread of information in human societies leads to

an evolutionary process (‘cultural evolution’) that shapes beliefs, knowledge,

and traditions. This extends to social learning in robotic societies: Denaro
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and Parisi [49], for instance, show that social learning implemented through

behavioural imitation leads to an evolutionary system. Similar findings were

published by Acerbi and Nolfi [1] and Marriott and Chebib [110]. Evolutionary

computation researchers study artificial evolution as a method for optimisation

and adaptation, resulting in an extensive body of relevant knowledge in the

literature. Viewing implementations of robot-to-robot learning as artificial evo-

lutionary systems implies that at least some evolutionary computing knowledge

is relevant to understanding the effects of implementing robot-to-robot learning

and can provide guidelines for effective applications. In particular, the insights

into the effect of various selection schemes in evolutionary algorithms align

with findings that incorporating knowledge from robots that reap high rewards

improves performance as reported by, e.g., Jolley et al. [93].

This chapter aims to provide an integrative review encompassing all streams

of robot-to-robot learning research. We position the field of robot-to-robot learn-

ing in section 2.1 and categorise the benefits reported in the literature in section

2.2. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the most common robot-to-robot learning

designs conceptually, providing a framework to organise a comprehensive listing

of related work, which is presented in Table 2.1.

2.1 Related Research Fields

The requirements described in the introduction of this thesis capture our intu-

ition of what constitutes robot-to-robot learning. We can use these requirements

to identify where robot-to-robot learning overlaps with related fields, and where

it differs from them. We consider the fields of Multi Agent Systems (MAS),

Swarm Robotics, and Embodied Evolution.

MAS is concerned with the behaviour and coordination of a group of in-

dependent agents. There are multiple literature studies on MAS, each with

its focus: cooperative MAS [137], robotic MAS [54], and robotic MAS with

reinforcement learning [36]. MAS experiments naturally satisfy requirement 2

as at least two agents are by definition present in the environment. There are

no specific requirements for the agents to be able to learn at all. It can then be
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said that all robot-to-robot learning research is part of the field of MAS, but

the opposite is not necessarily true. For instance, a substantial part of MAS

research considers task coordination, but does so assuming fixed controllers:

this cannot be considered robot-to-robot learning because the robots do not

meet requirement 1.

Swarm robotics is a subset of MAS with (often large) groups of robots.

Swarm robots are typically simple robots where local interaction between the

robots resulting in complex behaviour at the global level [17]. The robots in

the swarms are generally homogeneous with simple, fixed controllers. Just as

for MAS, requirement 2 is met by definition, but the other requirements are

not always met because many swarm robotic systems do not concern learning

at the level of individual behaviour at all.

Embodied evolution was introduced by [62]; it defines a specific subset of

evolutionary robotics where the evolutionary process is distributed over the

robots. Traditionally, an evolutionary robotics system concerns a centrally con-

trolled population whose individuals are evaluated by running them on (possibly

simulated) robots. In embodied evolution, robots locally exchange controller

information, and each robot autonomously selects and creates controllers to

evaluate. Each robot, therefore, learns autonomously, meeting requirement 1.

Evolution is not centrally orchestrated, but arises from the interactions between

robots, meeting requirements 2 and 3. Embodied evolution defines interactions

between robots to exchange controller information specifically for the purpose

of enabling changes in their controllers, meeting requirement 4. Embodied

evolution thus meets all requirements stipulated above and we conclude that

it comprises a subset of robot-to-robot learning. However, we do not refer to

robot-to-robot learning in embodied evolution because there only is one evolu-

tionary process. We see robot-to-robot learning as an additional evolutionary

dynamic in the development of the population’s knowledge, experiences and

skills.
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2.2 Benefits of Robot-to-Robot Learning

This section catalogues the various benefits of robot-to-robot learning that

have been reported in the literature. Robot-to-robot learning is often used

as an extension to improve the performance of individual learning (in speed,

attainment level, or both). Some researchers report increased consistency of

performance or increased resilience to the failure of individual robots.

As noted in the introduction of this chapter, robot-to-robot learning results

in an evolutionary dynamic. Denaro and Parisi [49], for instance, show that

robot-to-robot learning implemented through behavioural imitation leads to an

evolutionary system that increases performance when the teachers are among

the best individuals in the population. Particularly when there is some selection

pressure towards controllers that perform well, the evolutionary process that

arises from robot-to-robot learning can substantially increase the efficiency of

the search compared to simply searching in parallel (see section 2.3 for examples

of the effects of selection in robot-to-robot learning). This goes some way to

explain how robot-to-robot learning provides its benefits.

Curran and O’Riordan [41] showed that robot-to-robot learning allowed a

broader exploration of the search space and provided an increase in robustness

against changes in the environment. Federici [60] showed that the combination

of robot-to-robot learning with Lamarckian evolution outperforms evolution

and a combination of evolution and individual learning. These results indicate

that combining learning mechanisms with different speeds and/or motivations

can provide benefits when robot-to-robot learning is employed in evolutionary

settings to enable intra-generational transfer of knowledge bits. Combinations

of learning mechanisms in nature exhibit similar effects: Aplin et al. [11] showed

that the combination of individual and social learning in parus major (a passerine

bird) allows individuals and populations to acquire adaptive behaviour and to

track environmental change.

Reported benefits of robot-to-robot learning include increased speed of

learning, which Tan [169] attributes to parallel exploration: because robots

explore different parts of the state space, sharing knowledge results in a faster
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exploration of the search space and therefore an increased learning speed. Other

research that reported an increase in learning speed includes Kelly and Keating

[98] and Hu et al. [89].

Other researchers report higher attainment levels: the robots learn to perform

their tasks better when robot-to-robot learning is enabled. See for instance

Nunes and Oliveira [133, 134]; Jolley et al. [93]; Huijsman et al. [90]; Garćıa-

Sánchez et al. [67]. However, robot-to-robot learning does not consistently

deliver these benefits in every experimental set-up. Nunes and Oliveira [134] and

Ahmadabadi and Asadpour [8] reported that robot-to-robot learning improved

performance in some, but not all cases: it increased attainment levels only when

the difference in performance between exchanging robots was considerable.

A substantial number of papers report both a speed-up and higher attainment

levels, e.g., [178; 181; 66; 164; 128; 153].

Robot-to-robot learning enables the spread of achieved knowledge through

the population. This can speed up the search process, but it also means that

once discovered, good controllers can be shared with all robots, implying greater

resilience to failure in individual robots. Vogt and Haasdijk [176] showed that

appropriate behaviour rapidly spreads through a collective that is seeded with

preprogrammed ‘teacher’ robots. Whitehead and Ballard [178] showed that a

mentor robot guiding student robots with intermediate rewards reduces the

expected search time from exponentially to at most linearly increasing with the

size of the state space.

Robot-to-robot learning can also reduce the sensitivity to noise and increase

robustness as reported by Kelly and Keating [98]. Their experiments show that

the volatility in attained performance decreases when robots share information,

increasing the robustness of experimental outcomes. Similarly, Huijsman et al.

[90] found that the variability of attained performance with different (but all

good) parameter settings decreases as the number of robots in the collective

increases.

We showed in [85] that robot-to-robot learning reduces the impact of poor

parameter settings for the individual learning algorithm: instances with mediocre

parameter settings would match the performance of well-tuned instances when
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robot-to-robot learning was added. This could also cause researchers to find

improved performance when the parameters of their systems were not optimally

set.

Matarić [111, 112] showed that integrating observed behaviour of other robots

to reinforce a robot’s behaviours can help learn social behaviours. In particular,

they used similar behaviour in a peer as a source of positive reinforcement and

the observation of rewards received by conspecifics as vicarious reinforcement.

2.3 Design Choices for Learning Partners

Communication is an essential part of any social learning implementation. This

section outlines the choices regarding the communication design at a conceptual

level. This review disregards the actual communication protocol: the robots may

communicate by WiFi, Bluetooth, infrared, or vision, and they can transmit

knowledge bits directly or via an intermediate repository such as a blackboard

[164]. We identify two components that apply regardless of the protocol used:

the decision whether or not to accept a received knowledge bit and the trigger

to engage in an exchange.

The following subsections discuss each of these components in turn.

2.3.1 Selection

A robot must decide to send a knowledge bit to instruct another robot, or, when

a robot receives a knowledge bit, it has to decide whether or not to use it. Ideally,

this decision would be based on an assessment of the quality of a knowledge bit,

but it is not always possible to measure this directly. Therefore, the decision is

often based on traits of the sender as a proxy for the knowledge bit’s quality and

thus amounts to deciding with whom to engage in robot-to-robot learning. We

list the criteria used in the literature below. Note that criteria can be combined.

Performance A common selection rule is based on the sender’s apparent

performance. The performance can be assessed by the sender or by the

receiver. In Chapter 6 of this thesis, we will see an example when sending
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is allowed when a predefined threshold is exceeded [81; 83]. A recipient

robot accepts a knowledge bit if the sender’s collected rewards exceed some

limit. This limit is usually relative to the recipient’s collected rewards

[116; 181; 184].

Huijsman et al. [90] did explicitly assess the quality of received knowledge

bits by testing it before deciding whether to incorporate it. Acerbi

and Nolfi [2] considered robot-to-robot learning in the context of an

evolutionary set-up and compared the efficacy of learning socially within

a generation and learning from the previous generation (in either case

by selecting the best performing individuals in that generation). These

experiments showed that intra-generational knowledge transfer allowed

faster adaptation to environmental changes.

Trust Also known as reputation, trust develops over time: robots gain trust

by delivering knowledge bits that increase the recipient’s performance.

Thus, robots that tend to offer relevant knowledge bits are preferred as

teachers. Nunes and Oliveira [133, 134] use such a trust metric to select

suitable advisors. Nunes and Oliveira also argue that trust is a more

relevant criterion than performance when the suitability of a knowledge

bit depends on the conformity of hardware as well as on performance:

advice from a robot with gripper actuators, for instance, may not be

meaningful for a robot without gripping capabilities.

Similarity Learning from a robot with behaviour that is similar may be more

efficient than learning from arbitrary other robots. Therefore, it makes

sense to consider the relatedness/similarity when selecting a partner

in a social learning exchange. Learning from parents is universal. In

implementations where robot-to-robot learning is added to an evolutionary

set-up, the individuals are explicitly related as parents, siblings, etc. and

this indicates similarity. Researchers such as [15] and [93] exploited this

to implement systems where an individual learns from its parent by

incorporating the parent controller so that it would provide feedback after

every action. Stanley and Miikkulainen [165] defined species based on the
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structural similarity between the controllers. They argue that the use of

species could protect innovative structures that are not yet optimised.

On the other hand, it can also be beneficial to pursue diversity: Garćıa-

Sánchez et al. [67] and Silva et al. [156] implemented systems where

knowledge bits are selected to be different from what the recipient already

knows. They argue that such emphasis on originality promotes the

exploration of various behaviours, and so prevents premature convergence.

Miikkulainen et al. [116] and Tansey et al. [172] show that the use of

subcultures, where robots are randomly divided into a new subculture

every generation, has this same effect.

None The simplest option is to accept any received knowledge: the recipient

does not assess the quality of knowledge bits. Tan [169] showed that

this results in faster learning compared to individual learning. Usually,

there is some modulation on the transfer mechanism that implies that

transmitted knowledge bits are relevant. For example, Steyven et al. [166]

vary the range and the rate of transmission based on a robot’s estimation

of its performance compared to other robots in the vicinity. Bredeche and

Montanier [33] showed that exchanging knowledge bits only when robots

are in close proximity causes a preference for controllers that cause the

robots to move fast because faster movement implies more opportunities

to disseminate knowledge bits.

There is ample evidence that the performance of the robots increases when

the quality of knowledge bits is taken into account when deciding whether or

not to accept them, but that allowing promising knowledge bits to spread too

quickly reduces the diversity of knowledge and therefore reduces the capability

for exploration [e.g., 172; 116; 93]. Seen in the light of evolutionary computing,

this is an obvious consequence of the exchange of knowledge bits and the

resulting evolutionary dynamics. The acceptance rule implements a selection

operator that guides evolution towards improved behaviour. It is well known

that this guidance must be carefully tuned to prevent premature convergence on

seemingly optimal solutions [57]. Similarly, the approach of Garćıa-Sánchez et al.
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[67] shows that strategies to mitigate premature convergence from evolutionary

computing translate to robot-to-robot learning systems.

2.3.2 Trigger

Robots engage in robot-to-robot learning in reaction to a trigger event; often

this occurs at regular intervals, but there are more deliberative options as listed

below.

Time based The simplest, and quite common, scheme is to exchange infor-

mation at regular intervals in time. Tan [169], Baldassarre [15] and many

embodied evolution implementations use such set-ups where robots ex-

change knowledge after a fixed number of time steps. As mentioned

earlier, Watson et al. [177] modulated the length of the intervals so that

the rate of transmission depended on the amount of reward gathered by

a robot. Thus, more successful robots transmitted more knowledge bits

than less successful ones so that adapted behaviour spread rapidly over

the collective.

Encounter Another straightforward scheme is one where robots exchange

knowledge bits whenever they meet other robots, i.e. when two robots

are in communication range of each other. The communication range

can be explicitly defined [e.g., 76], or it can depend on the medium of

communication, e.g., camera vision [58], sound [143], infrared sensors

[33], or some other distance-sensitive mechanism. This kind of schemes

implies modulated communication: behaviour that causes more encounters

implicitly spreads at a faster rate as mentioned above and shown by

Bredeche and Montanier [33].

Request for help When a robot detects that it does not know how to handle

its current situation, or that other robots handle it better, it can request

help from other robots. The request for help can be, for example, activated

when some metric of self-confidence is below a certain threshold. Nunes

and Oliveira [133], for instance, implemented a self-confidence metric
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where robots compare their performance with that of their peers. The

robots would ask for advice from more successful peers if this metric

dropped below a threshold value. Other examples of this trigger can be

found in [181], [2], and [141].

Discovery When a robot has a new insight that it wants to share we speak

of a discovery. A discovery usually means that the robot received an

environmental reward. When an agent receives a reward, other agents

observe the event and determine if it qualifies as an acceptable training

example [116; 172] In [169], when a hunter catches a prey, it shares all

the experience up to that point.

Note, that a communication mechanism that requires physical proximity

does not imply that there is an encounter trigger. In many such cases, physical

proximity is just a requirement that must be met, but the trigger is another

one.

2.4 Design Choices for Knowledge Bits

In the previous section, we discussed the preconditions for exchanging knowledge,

the ‘when’ and the ‘with whom’. In the following we elaborate and consider the

act of knowledge exchange: the ‘what’ and the ‘how’.

Obviously, the type of knowledge that can be exchanged between robots is

determined by the manner in which the knowledge is represented, i.e., by the

architecture of the robot controllers. For an analysis of knowledge exchanges,

it is helpful to distinguish between direct policy and actor critic controller

architectures, and we discuss these separately in the following subsections.

Direct policies are common in research that views social learning in addition to,

or as an implementation of, evolutionary computing. Actor-critic architectures

are commonly used in research that considers social learning as an extension of

individual reinforcement learning.
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2.4.1 Direct Policies

A direct policy is a function that directly maps the robot’s perceptions and

internal state to actions. The majority of relevant work uses neural network

controllers, and learning entails finding the appropriate combination of nodes,

connections and connection weights that make up the network. Robots can

share (parts of) their neural networks directly by transmitting a subset of

weights, nodes and connections. Implementations like Watson et al. [177] and

Pugh and Martinoli [142] immediately incorporate the received information,

while others store received information to integrate it when a new learning

epoch commences, evaluating the performance of a new neural network [33; 83].

There is substantial common ground between these robot-to-robot learning

implementations and neuro-evolutionary approaches. In fact, a lot of this

research is only labelled as social learning (which we labelled robot-to-robot

learning) when considered as an add-on to a generational evolutionary system.

Instead of directly transferring information about the network, robots can

also transmit input-output tuples that are used to update the recipient’s neural

net with standard gradient descent training. Miikkulainen et al. [116] and

Tansey et al. [172] implemented such an indirect sharing scheme where the robots

transmit input-output tuples from the robot’s memory representing instructive

experiences. Similarly, Billard and Hayes [22]; Billard and Dautenhahn [21];

Noble and Franks [129] implement knowledge exchange by imitation: the

recipient observes exemplary behaviour by means of real-time transmission of

input-output tuples [see also 80; 41; 129]. Denaro and Parisi [49], Baldassarre

[15], and Jolley et al. [93]; Acerbi and Parisi [3] use similar approaches to show

the recipient the ‘teacher’ robot’s outputs when confronted with the sensor

activation values that the recipient currently experiences. A potential benefit

of exchanging training samples is that it sidesteps any incompatibilities in

the robots’ neural network layout such as the competing convention problem

described by Montana and Davis [120].

Perez et al. [141] and Vogt and Haasdijk [176] used decision tree controllers

that traverse a series of tests to select an action given the current sensor
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activations. The tests are organised in a tree structure so that each test selects

a subtree of further tests or, eventually, an action (represented as a leaf node in

the tree). The robots can exchange subtrees and parameters of the tests in the

tree.

2.4.2 Actor-Critic Mechanisms

An actor-critic mechanism consists of a utility function and, possibly, a forward

model. A utility function calculates the expected rewards of a state or a state-

action tuple. The most common implementation of the utility function is a

Q-table where the utility of a state or a state-action tuple can be looked up,

but, for instance, Federici [60] uses utility functions encoded as neural networks.

Utility functions with state-action tuples allow the robots to select the best

action for a state directly: the tuple with the current state and the highest

expected rewards describes the most desirable action. When the utility function

describes the expected rewards for states, however, a forward model is required

that predicts the resultant state from the current state and proposed action.

The action that yields the highest expected reward is most desirable.

The robots can exchange value functions, for instance by transmitting

(partial) Q-tables. These can then be integrated by averaging the utilities for

states, possibly taking the sender’s performance into account to weight the

averaging [e.g., 169; 98; 89; 8]; [184] combined the tables by taking the maximum

expected reward.

Garćıa-Mart́ınez and Borrajo [65] and Garćıa-Mart́ınez et al. [66] use robot-

to-robot learning to refine the forward model, with the robots sharing the

expected state and utility for a state-action tuple. The robots also share and

update their estimation of the probability that an action will result in the

predicted state.

As with direct policies, the robots can also share experiences, either actual

or generated as a suggestion relevant to a particular state. Tan [169] shows an

example of sharing actual experiences: a robot sends a sequence of state-action-

reward tuples leading to a goal (in this case catching a prey). The recipient uses
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this information to update its utility function as if it had the same experience.

Noble and Franks [129] implemented a system where robots share the states

that yielded a reward. The robots then adjust the expected reward of all actions

resulting in that state.

A robot may receive a suggestion for action from multiple teachers. These

can be combined using a usefulness measure [107; 128] or via a level of expertise

as in Song et al. [164]. The selected action is then performed, and the resulting

experience is used to update the utility function. Yamaguchi et al. [181] and

Zhang et al. [184] have the robots share the expected reward as well as the

suggested action. In this case, the recipient can update its utility function as if

it received this reward. Zhang et al. [184] show that sharing the Q-table directly

results in a faster learning speed than sharing experiences.

Whitehead and Ballard [178] did not transmit experiences or utility functions:

instead, a teacher robot watches a student robot and provides rewards in addition

to those awarded by the environment to bias the student’s control strategy.

2.4.3 Controller Independent Mechanisms

Most studies use the same control architecture for all robots, e.g., all robots

have a neural network. When robots directly share (a part of) their controllers,

having the same control architecture is necessary to be able to incorporate

the information. Nunes and Oliveira [133] and Nunes and Oliveira [134] show

that sharing experiences can be beneficial when robots have different control

architectures, and Hayes and Demiris [80] even considers robots with different

sensory layouts.

Another mechanism that is independent of the control architecture is imi-

tation. Cakmak et al. [37] compared four mechanisms of imitation: stimulus

enhancement, emulation, mimicking and imitation. With stimulus enhancement,

the teacher attracts the attention of the learner toward the objects it interacts

with. With emulation, the learner observes a goal reached by the teacher and

tries to reproduce it using its action repertoire. With mimicking, the learner

copies the actions of the teacher without understanding their purpose, and with
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imitation, the learner reproduces the actions of the teacher in order to obtain

the same results with the same goal. In all tests of this study, robot-to-robot

learning was superior to individual learning, but none of the robot-to-robot

learning mechanisms was overwhelmingly superior to the alternatives. Nonethe-

less, goal-based mechanisms like mimicking and imitation seemed better in

general. The results also showed that simpler mechanisms could provide high

performance in specific scenarios at lower computational costs. [130] conclude

the same and recommend scientists to first try simple mechanisms instead of

implementing imitation indiscriminately.

2.5 Research Challenges

It can be concluded that robot-to-robot learning implementations with an

evolutionary computing viewpoint typically apply some kind of selection on

the transmitted knowledge bits. Researchers with a reinforcement learning

background can take inspiration from this approach, including the need for

diversity maintenance. For instance, they could consider including metrics such

as the diversity of exchanged Q-tables or experiences.

Conversely, robot-to-robot learning implementations based on reinforcement

learning often employ interesting triggers for the exchange of knowledge bits,

such as requesting information when there is a lot of uncertainty. Such triggers

should also be considered in the context of evolutionary computing with robot-

to-robot learning as it may yield more interesting dynamics than sharing at

fixed intervals in time.

The most important conclusion of this overview is that it is evident that

adding robot-to-robot learning to a collective of learning robots provides clear

benefits, usually improving the achieved level of performance. Very often this is

the only measure that has been reported, and we can only guess the impact of

robot-to-robot learning on learning speed, robustness, and any other benefits.

These benefits have been shown when robot-to-robot learning is combined

with individual reinforcement learning and combined with population-based

evolutionary adaptation, and with both.
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Chapter 2. State of the Art

Robot-to-robot learning researchers stem from different fields, resulting in

disparate approaches, methodologies, and terminology. A more homogeneous

view of the field with common metrics would facilitate the comparison of

research findings and the drawing of general conclusions. Most researchers

report achieved performance, sometimes completed by the speed of learning, but

it is important also to show the trend of achievement levels over time, to consider

the amount of training effort when comparing set-ups with different numbers

of robots, and to check whether learning has converged. Further research in

robot-to-robot learning can take this as a foundation and focus on understanding

at a more profound level how robot-to-robot learning improves performance to

provide practitioners with guidance when designing robot collectives.

Robot-to-robot learning seems to offer more than a parallel search: selection

criteria can give rise to interesting dynamics, and the potential for exploring

and (re)combining diverse behaviours is very great. Tan [169] argued that there

is a ‘generality’ benefit that results from robots exploring different parts of the

state space, increasing the amount and variety of common experience. Robot-

to-robot learning by nature gives rise to an evolutionary process, whatever the

terminology. When combined with another evolutionary process to provide

intra-generational knowledge transfer, the resulting interplay yields interesting

and complex dynamics.
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Table 2.1: Overview of Social Learning research. Some entries taken from [32]
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[178] • • • • • • • • • maze navigation 1-10 •
[169] • • • • • • • • • • predator-prey 2 •
[111;

112]

• • • • • • • foraging 4 •

[80] • • • • • • • maze navigation 2 •
[49] • • • • • • • foraging 100 •
[181] • • • • • • • • ball pushing 2 •
[22;

21]

• • • • • • • • communication

protocol

2-8 •

[98;

89]

• • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

2 •

[65;

66]

• • • • • • • • world model 2 •

[62;

177]

• • • • • • phototaxis 8 •

[107] • • • • • • • • • maze navigation 3 •
[15] • • • • • • • food/poison 50 •
[8] • • • • • • • • predator-prey 3 •
[129] • • • • • • • • • foraging 25 •
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[60] • • • • • • • • • food/poison 30 •
[170] • • • • • • • • patrolling 2;3 •
[133;

134]

• • • • • • • • • predator-prey 8 •

[41] • • • • • • • food/poison 50 •
[2] • • • • • • • food/poison 100 •
[142] • • • • • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

20 •

[3] • • • • • • • • • foraging 10 •
[69] • • • • • • • • • • predator-prey 4 •
[37] • • • • • • • • object manipula-

tion

2 •

[184] • • • • • • • • • robocup rescue 2 • •
[176] • • • • • • • food/poison 250 •
[99] • • • • • • • • object recogni-

tion

2 •

[33;

34; 29;

121]

• • • • • • • none 20;400 •

[119] • • • • • • • • • artifact capabil-

ity learning

100 •
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[90] • • • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

4-400 •

[116;

172]

• • • • • • • • • predator-prey 100 •

[156;

152;

155;

154]

• • • • • • • • • navigation,

aggregation,

surveillance,

phototaxis

2-20 • •

[67] • • • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

4-36 •

[50] • • • • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

4 •

[164] • • • • • • • • predator-prey 20 •
[135] • • • • • • • foraging 10 •
[110] • • • • • • • foraging 50 •
[77] • • • • • • foraging 100 •
[61] • • • • • • • foraging 50 •
[128] • • • • • • • • • foraging 12 • •
[81;

83;

86]

• • • • • • • • obstacle avoid-

ance

6 •
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[58] • • • • • • movement se-

quence

2 •

[93] • • • • • • • • • crossing river 100 •
[167] • • • • • • foraging 100 •
[85] • • • • • • • • • foraging 2;4 •

1 Shows that social learning enables the learning of cooperative behaviour
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3
Research Methodology

This chapter starts with describing the conceptual framework in section 3.1 and

specific design choices in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we outline all robots and

(simulation) platforms used, and, in section 3.4, we describe all tasks considered.

In the last section of this chapter, section 3.5, we describe the research metrics

used. One research metric, quantifying the selection pressure, has been studied

in much detail and will be discussed in the next chapter. We conclude this

chapter with an overview of all experiments performed in this thesis.
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology

3.1 Conceptual Framework and Terminology

The conceptual framework presented in this thesis is generic, based on separating

inheritable features from the learnable features within a robot. Inheritable

features do not change during the lifetime of an individual, only from generation

to generation through evolution. In contrast, learnable features do change

during the lifetime through individual learning and robot-to-robot learning. This

thesis mainly focusses on learnable features and therefore individual learning

and robot-to-robot learning. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the terminology.

To illustrate this framework with an example, suppose that individual

learning and robot-to-robot learning act on the weights of a neural network and

evolution acts on the topology of the network. In this example, the learnable

features are the weights of the neural network and the inheritable feature is

the topology of the network. However, the framework is a generic framework,

and the designer has the freedom to choose the features differently. Suppose

that individual learning and robot-to-robot learning act on the weights and

topology of the neural network. In this case, the topology is a learnable feature

and evolution cannot act on this feature. Evolution can then act, for example,

on the sensory layout of the robot that impacts the number of neural network

inputs.

Figure 3.1: A robot consists of inheritable features and learnable features. Individual
and robot-to-robot learning act on the learnable features, and evolution acts on the
inheritable features.
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3.2. Design Choices

The three types of adaption (individual learning, robot-to-robot learning and

evolution) are consistent with the framework presented in [78]. Individual learn-

ing takes place within a single individual that changes the controller based on

its own experience. Robot-to-robot learning requires more robots as it amounts

to changing one’s controller based on somebody else’s experience. Evolution

acts on the individual of one robot but potentially needs the information from

another robot to create a new individual. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the

timescale of the three adaptive mechanisms.

Figure 3.2: A robot is used by multiple individuals sequentially. Given an individual,
the controller is adapted through individual and robot-to-robot learning for a certain
amount of learning epochs. When the maximum number of learning epochs is reached,
the individual is replaced by its offspring.

A combination of all three adaptive mechanisms is referred to as the three-

fold adaptive mechanism. However, the experiments in this thesis do not always

use all three adaptive mechanisms. Most experiments investigate robot-to-robot

learning on top of individual learning. We refer to this combination as the

two-fold adaptive mechanism.

3.2 Design Choices

The controller, the individual, and the specific algorithms used for the adaptive

mechanisms are free of choice in the generic conceptual framework. We choose

the controller to be the weights and possibly the topology of the neural network.

We choose the individual to be the sensory layout of the robot which determines

whether the input nodes of the neural network are active. The algorithms

implementing the adaptive mechanisms are all evolutionary algorithms.
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology

3.2.1 Controller: Neural Network

A neural network consists of input nodes {I1, ..., In}, output nodes {O1, ..., Om}
and possible nodes in between called hidden nodes {H1, ...,Hk}. Input nodes

are the sensor input values of a robot. These can be, for example, proximity

sensors, to detect how close another object is from this sensor or sensor inputs

extracted from a camera. Examples of such input sensors are the angle to a

certain object or a boolean that tells whether an object is in camera sight. The

type of sensors input depends on the task required to learn.

Output nodes are the actions a robot can perform. In this thesis, the actions

of the robot are the left and right motor wheel speeds. Between the input and

output nodes, there can be multiple hidden nodes divided over more layers. The

networks are always feedforward; i.e. the edges are directed towards the output

nodes. Figure 6.2 visualises the structure of a neural network.

...
...

I1

I2

In−1

In

Bias

H1

Hk

Bias

O1

O2

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Figure 3.3: Visualisation of a neural network controller with n input nodes, k hidden
nodes and 2 output nodes, where the output nodes are the left and right motor speed
of the robot. The input layer and the hidden layer have a bias node.

A robot can move with this neural network by calculating the output of

the neural network for every time step. One time step is one calculation of the

neural network where the sensor inputs are translated into action. Suppose
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3.2. Design Choices

we have no hidden layer; then, the output value Oj , j ∈ {1, 2} is calculated

by multiplying the input values Ii, i ∈ {1, ..., n} with the weights of the edges

w(Ii, Oj). In+1 and Hk+1 referring to the bias nodes of the input layer and

hidden layer respectively. Usually, a hyperbolic tangent function is used to

transfer the output value between [−1, 1]. As a result:

Oj = tanh

(n+1∑
i=1

Ii × w(Ii, Oj)

)
, j ∈ {1, 2}

When the network possesses a hidden layer, the same procedure is applied

to calculate the output value of the hidden layer that is then used to calculate

the output node:

Hm = tanh

(n+1∑
i=1

Ii × w(Ii, Hm)

)
,m ∈ {1, ..., k}

Oj = tanh

(k+1∑
i=1

Hi × w(Hi, Oj)

)
, j ∈ {1, 2}

3.2.2 Individual: Sensory Layout

An individual is a given sensory layout of the robot, i.e. a set of active sensors.

An individual is also called a genome. The individual determines the number

of input nodes of the neural network. Figure 3.4 visualises the effect of the

individual on the structure of the neural network for a simple example where

the network has no hidden layers.
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology

Figure 3.4: The individual of the robot is a given sensory layout of the robot, i.e. a
set of active sensors. The value 1 means that the sensor is active. An open circle
in the controller represents this. A closed circle means that this sensor is not part
of the neural network. The last circle in the controller is the bias node as explained
in section 3.2.1

3.2.3 Adaptive Mechanisms

Evolutionary algorithms are population-based algorithms. In general, this means

that every member of the population is evaluated and assigned a corresponding

fitness value. Based on these fitness values, parents are selected to participate

in reproduction. The resulting offspring replaces the parents and results in the

next generation.

In our setup, evolution acts on the individual. Every robot consists of an

individual and all these individuals together form the population. Therefore,

the population of individuals is the same size as the number of robots. Given a

specific individual, the controller is adapted through an independent evolutionary

algorithm.

When the population size of this independent evolutionary algorithm is larger

than one, multiple controllers are evaluated sequentially. This is visualised in

Figure 3.5 by the extra layer. To avoid confusion, we then refer to the controller

as a population of neural networks. When all neural networks in this population

are evaluated and assigned a fitness score, robot-to-robot learning and after that

individual learning can take place. Robot-to-robot learning is the mechanism

that might result in a change of the current population of neural networks

due to receiving a neural network from the population of another robot (i.e.,
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3.2. Design Choices

if the controller consists of one neural network instead of a population, this

controller is exchanged). Individual learning is the mechanism that creates new

offspring based on the population of neural networks present within the robot

after robot-to-robot learning took place.

Figure 3.5: Evolution acts on the population of individuals of which every robot
has one. Individual learning acts on the controller or on the population of neural
networks. Robot-to-robot learning acts on the controllers or on the population of
neural networks from different robots

The different implementations for the adaptive mechanisms are explained in

isolation first. Afterwards, we explain how we combined them into the two-fold

and three-fold adaptive mechanisms.

Evolution

Evolution is implemented in the following way. Robots broadcast their current

individual to all other robots after every controller evaluation together with the

fitness of the last evaluated controller. This controller fitness tells something

about the potential of the individual. The genome storage of every robot, with

limited capacity, collects all received individuals together with the fitness of
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology

the controller evaluation. Unique genomes are stored here. When the genome

is already in storage, the fitness value will be replaced by the last obtained

fitness value of the controller. When the individual should be replaced by

offspring (depending on the duration of the individual learning mechanism), a

new individual is created by picking a genome through tournament selection

from the genome storage. Uniform crossover and mutation are performed on

the genome of the tournament winner and the current genome of the robot.

When a new genome is established, the genome storage is cleaned.

Individual Learning

We use three types of individual learning:

1. (1+1) Evolutionary Algorithm. This algorithm is based on the al-

gorithm presented in [30]. The (1+1) Evolutionary Algorithm has a

population size of one controller. The controller, Controller1, is initialised

randomly at the start, which is either kept and reevaluated or mutated to

create a new controller. This process results in Controller2 (i.e., there is

no population of neural networks that need to be evaluated because the

population size of the individual learning mechanism is one) Reevaluation

is necessary because of the noisy fitness function [20]. The fitness value ob-

tained by reevaluation is used to create a new fitness value for the current

controller in combination with the old one, with a x1-x2 weight distribu-

tion (x1% for the new, x2% for the old fitness value, and x1 + x2 = 100).

A new controller is created by applying mutation to the weights of the

neural network that are mutated with a Gaussian noise N(0, σ) whose

σ value is doubled when the mutated individual is not better than the

current one. Before this new controller is evaluated, a recovery period is

introduced. During this period, the robot moves according to the new

controller, but the fitness is not being measured so that it can recover from

a difficult starting position. When the new controller has a higher fitness

than the current one, the weights of the neural network are replaced.

2. (µ+λ) Evolutionary Algorithm. This algorithm is the most com-
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monly used in the evolutionary robotics literature and can be seen as an

extension of the (1+1) Evolutionary Strategy. The population consists of

µ neural networks, which are randomly initialised at the start. Referring

to Figure 3.5, this would be neural network NN11 to NN1µ. These neural

networks undergo variation and selection operators to create λ offspring.

In our implementation, the size of µ is equal to the size of λ. The (µ+λ)

Evolutionary Algorithm uses elitism to keep the best b neural networks of

the µ parents. The other µ-b offspring are created through tournament

selection with size t. This means that t neural networks from the popula-

tion are randomly picked and the one with the highest fitness is chosen

as a parent. The second parent is chosen from t new neural networks.

The two selected parents undergo 1-point crossover with a chance pc and

mutation with a chance pm. A 1-point crossover operator means that one

point in the array of weights is chosen to apply crossover. As a result, the

first child gets the first part of the array from the first parent and the

second part from the second parent. The second child gets the remaining

parts. The weights are mutated by applying Gaussian noise N(0, σ) to the

weights of the neural networks that are bounded between [wmin, wmax].

3. Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies. This algorithm is pre-

sented in [165] and can be seen as an extension of the (µ+λ) Evolutionary

Algorithm. Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) is a state-

of-the-art evolutionary algorithm that evolves both the topology and the

weights of the neural network. The initial population of neural networks

(i.e., NN11 to NN1µ) is composed of randomly generated feedforward

neural networks without hidden layers. Over time, nodes and connec-

tions can be added to the neural network through mutation. NEAT is

a framework and the specific details to create offspring are different per

implementation.

The general scheme is as follows. The population of neural networks from

Controller1 is divided over species, whereby a species is a set of similar

networks. The similarity is measured based on the topology of the network
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and the value of the weights. After evaluating the neural networks NN11

to NN1µ, the fitness of the network is adjusted based on the age of the

neural networks or the species. Species that do not show improvement

for a subsequent number of generations are removed from the population.

Then, species are assigned a number of offspring depending on the fitness

of the species. The top x% of the species can take part in reproduction.

Elitism can be used to clone the best neural network in the population.

After that, parents are selected at random, usually, from the same species,

whereafter crossover and potentially mutation is performed.

The nodes and connections added through mutation must be documented

to compare different network structures. Comparing the networks is

necessary for the creation of offspring and the assignment of species.

Changes in the network are stored through innovation numbers. When a

change in the network occurs, it is first compared with previous innovations

numbers. If this innovation does not exist, an innovation number is

assigned to this change in the network. In the original implementation of

NEAT, innovation numbers are only compared to the innovations within

one generation. As a result, identical innovations could have different

innovation numbers should they occur in different generations. Therefore,

networks that are similar could have a larger distance measure and could

be placed in different species. For this reason, we keep the innovation

numbers over generations.

Robot-to-Robot Learning

Robot-to-robot learning is implemented by the exchange of complete controllers

or neural networks. The previous chapter considers two components to define

robot-to-robot learning: the trigger and the selection procedure. In this thesis,

the trigger is always time-based. More specifically, the robots can send and

receive information after the controller has been evaluated. The selection

procedure is always performance-based. This means that the fitness value of

the controller is used to decide whether to send or to accept the controller. We
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use two different ways of performance-based selection:

1. Performance assessed by the sender. After evaluating the controller,

it is broadcasted to all other robots if this controller has a fitness value

that exceeds a predefined threshold value.

2. Performance assessed by the receiver. After evaluating the con-

troller, it is broadcasted to all other robots. The receiving robot then

chooses one controller randomly or based on fitness proportionate selection.

Note that in both cases, the controller can be the best neural network in the

population in case the population size of the individual learning mechanisms

is higher than one. After receiving controllers (or neural networks) from other

robots, the information is incorporated. We choose three different ways to

incorporate the received knowledge. The mechanisms for the incorporation

of the knowledge is always consistent with the individual learning mechanism

explained in the previous section. Therefore, we will explain the robot-to-robot

learning mechanism used specifically for every individual learning mechanism:

1. (1+1): received controller is used in a crossover This algorithm

uses the performance assessed by the sender. The receiving robot saves all

collected controllers in storage. With a certain chance, either individual

learning (i.e. reevaluation or individual learning) or robot-to-robot learn-

ing is applied to create the new controller. When robot-to-robot learning

is activated, the robot takes one controller out of the storage (in a Last In

First Out (LIFO) order) to recombine with the current controller. This

new controller is evaluated in the same way as with individual learning.

2. (µ+λ): received neural network is added to the population. This

algorithm uses the performance assessed by the receiver. To be more

specific, it always chooses a random neural network from all received

ones. This neural network then replaces the worst one in the population

if the fitness of the received neural network is higher. Otherwise, nothing

happens. The algorithm then uses the updated list of networks and fitness

values to create the next generation.
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3. NEAT: received neural network is added to the population. This

algorithm uses the performance assessed by the receiver. There are

multiple NEAT implementations investigated in this thesis. We explain

the different implementations based on the platform used. When NEAT

is implemented in simulation the robot-to-robot learning mechanisms

are the same as the robot-to-robot learning mechanisms for the (µ+λ)

Evolutionary Algorithm. Thus, the received neural network replaces the

worst one if the fitness of the received network is higher. When the

worst neural network is replaced by the received one, the species are

updated accordingly. When NEAT is implemented in hardware, we use

fitness-based proportionate selection to choose one of the received neural

networks. This method results in diversity of the accepted networks in

the population. Additionally, this network is added to the population and

the corresponding species without replacing another neural network. If

the controller cannot be assigned to a species, a new species is created.

The algorithm then uses the extended list of neural networks and fitness

values to create the next generation of size λ.

As noted earlier, NEAT can modify the topology of the neural networks

during evolution. Every structural modification in the network is identified by

a unique innovation number to enable alignment of genomes for recombination

purposes. When implementing NEAT with the possibility to exchange neural

networks, care must be taken to avoid conflicting innovation numbers.

In Chapter 7, we keep track of a centralised global innovation database.

However, this is not desirable when we have a fully distributed physical system

as in Chapter 6. Previous work [157] solved this by using timestamps as inno-

vation numbers on the distributed robots. However, using timestamps results

in a unique innovation for every mutation. This results in the problem whereby

two similar networks result in a larger distance than they actually might have.

Thus, we propose an adjusted approach called conversion NEAT (cNEAT).
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cNEAT

When robot 1, R1, receives a network from robot 2, R2, R1 needs to match

the node IDs of the received network from R2 with that of its own. This is

because R2 might have assigned the same innovation ID number to a different

innovation as opposed to R1. To solve this problem, R1 iterates over the nodes

and converts the node IDs accordingly. This ensures that:

1. the nodes of the received network from R2 that match a node innovation

of R1 have the same ID;

2. the nodes that do not match with any innovation of R1 get a new ID that

is not assigned to any node of R1. This new innovation ID is thereafter

added to the list of node innovations of R1.

To better understand the conversion, we provide an example shown in Figure

3.6, on the left. The node IDs of the receiving robot R1 are on top, and the

nodes of the received network from R2 are on the bottom. The received network

has two conflicting IDs. Node ID 8 and 9 are placed between nodes 1 and 4.

However, the node innovations list of R1 claims that the node in that position

should have ID 6 and 7.

Node 9 is in a more difficult situation than node 8: the ancestors’ nodes

(ancestorFr and ancestorTo) of node 9 do not match with the ones specified in

the node innovation list, due to the wrong assignment of node 8, that should be

node 6. Thus, we first need to convert node 8 into node 6 (shown in Figure 3.6,

on the right), and only then we will be able to match and convert node 9 into

node 7.

It is important to note that the ancestors’ information of a node (ancestorFr

and ancestorTo) could help one to understand the order of creation of the nodes.

Nodes 8 and 9 are both placed between node 1 and 4. However, node 8 was

first created (its ancestors are 1 and 4), and only during a next mutation node

9 was created (its ancestors are 1 and 8). For that reason, the conversion of

node 9 depends on the conversion of node 8.

Hence, a conversion could trigger other conversions, because some wrong

IDs could avoid the matching between the ancestors of the node and the node
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Figure 3.6: R1 receives a network from R2 with different innovation numbers. The
innovation numbers of R1 are shown on the top, and the innovation numbers of
R2 are shown at the bottom. This is a dummy example of a network with three
input nodes (1,2 and 3) and two output nodes (4 and 5) showing the first step in
converting the innovation numbers of R2 into the numbers of R1

innovations list. As a result, after the first conversion shown in Figure 3.6, we

can apply a second conversion, shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: The second and last iteration of the conversion algorithm. The received
network has one conflicting ID left (node ID 9 should be node ID 7).

The conversion algorithm needs to iterate over the node ID numbers several

times until all the conversion is performed. Within every iteration, the algorithm

matches the information of the position of a node (ancestors) and its ID with
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the node innovation of the receiving robot (in our example R1): if the ID is

wrong, the information of the node and every reference to it (e.g., ancestor

information in other nodes with references to that node) are converted to the

ID used in R1.

3.2.4 Pseudocode

This section summarises the adaptive mechanisms in pseudocode. Not every

individual learning mechanism is used in a three-fold adaptive engine. To be

more specific, only the (1+1) Evolutionary Strategy is used in the three-fold

adaptive engine. The other two individual learning algorithms, the (µ+λ)

Evolutionary Algorithm and NEAT are used in a two-fold adaptive engine only

to study the effect of robot-to-robot on top of individual learning in isolation.

Three-Fold Adaptation

The three-fold adaptive mechanism combines evolution, individual learning and

robot-to-robot learning. Evolution acts on the sensory layout of the robot. The

individual and robot-to-robot learning mechanism is the (1+1) Evolutionary

Algorithm. The three-fold adaptive mechanism is used in Chapter 5. and in

Chapter 6 (section 1).

Algorithm 1 summarises the three-fold adaptive mechanisms in pseudocode.

In this algorithm, the evolution is set for a maximum number, but this adaptive

engine can also run indefinitely.

Two-Fold Adaptation

In the two-fold adaptive mechanism, there is only individual learning and robot-

to-robot learning. As a result, the individual as presented in 3.5 stays fixed

over the whole robotic lifetime. The two-fold adaptive mechanism is used in

Chapter 6 (section 2), Chapter 7, and Chapter 8.

As mentioned earlier, NEAT can be seen as an extension of the (µ+λ)

Evolutionary Algorithm. Therefore, Algorithm 2 summarises the two-fold
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1: while current generation ≤ final generation
2: for every individual i in I
3: if first generation or no individuals collected
4: initialise individual randomly
5: else
6: select a mate from collected individual
7: create child from mate and current individual
8: for every individual i in I
9: initialise controller randomly
10: set max number of learning epochs L
11: while current learning epoch l < L
12: choose action based on chance: individual learning /

robot-to-robot learning / reevaluate champion
13: broadcast individual and controller fitness
14: broadcast controller if exceeding threshold
15: receive individual and controllers
16: end while
17: end while

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the three-fold adaptive mechanism

adaptive mechanisms in pseudocode where the specific steps for NEAT are

highlighted in red.
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1: for every individual
2: initialise controller with
3: population P of neural networks NN1, ..., NNn
4: while current generation ≤ final generation
5: for every i in P
6: evaluate NNi
7: store fitness of NNi (fi)
8: sort the neural networks based on fitness (i1 is best)
9: if robot-to-robot learning
10: send NN1 to all other individuals
11: receive best neural network from all other individuals
12: pick one network r1
13: apply the conversion method to r1
14: incorporate r1 into the population
15: create offspring by:
16: adjusting species fitness based on age
17: pick parent pool per species
18: calculate number of offspring with roulette wheel selection
19: clone species best
20: pick parents based on tournament selection
21: apply crossover and/or mutation
22: add offspring to species
23: end while

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of the two-fold adaptive mechanism. The pseu-
docode in red defines the specific steps necessary for NEAT.

3.3 Robots and Simulation Platforms

The robots used in this thesis are wheeled robots with the ability to detect

obstacles by using proximity sensors. Possibly, a camera is added to the robot to

detect coloured objects. The physical robots used in this thesis are the Thymio

II robots. The simulated robots are (1) e-puck robots in a high fidelity simulator

called Webots and (2) wheeled robots inspired by the e-puck or Thymio in a

low fidelity two-dimensional simulator.

We deliberately chose to have implementations in both hardware and software

because they both have benefits. Experimenting with real robots encourages the

researcher to review the robots’ actual behaviour during the experiments rather

than allowing only post-facto analysis of the metrics gathered by unattended
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simulation runs. Simulation studies, on the other hand, are much faster. Using

two different platforms does not mean that the results are not comparable. For

both the physical and the simulated experiments, we implement learning in an

online fashion. This means that learning mechanisms in the physical robots and

the simulation platform will be identical. Therefore, we can compare results,

and we can use these results in simulation to validate the physical experiments.

3.3.1 Hardware: Thymio II

To detect obstacles, the Thymio II robot includes seven Infra-Red (IR) proximity

sensors, of which are five in the front and two in the back (values between 0 and

around 4500, where a higher value corresponds to a near obstacle). The robot

can move through two differential wheels, meaning that two different speeds

can be set for each wheel. We extend the standard setup with a more powerful

logic board, wireless communication and a high capacity battery. We use a

Raspberry Pi B+ (credit card-sized single-board computer developed in the

UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation) that interacts with the Thymio sensors

and actuators. A WiFi dongle (Edimax 150Mbps Wireless 802.11b/g/n nano

USB WiFi Adapter model EW-7811Un) attached to the Raspberry Pi ensures

communication between the robots. Power is provided by a Verbatim Dual USB

12000 mAh battery that allows for a total experiment time of 10 hours. The

extended Thymio is shown in Figure 3.8. This setup is used to learn an obstacle

avoidance task explained in section 3.4.1. Results are reported in Chapter 5.

3.3.2 Hardware: Thymio II with camera

The setup in the previous section can be further extended with a Pi Camera.

Research reported in Chapter 6 uses a Raspberry Pi 2 or Pi 3 that connects to

the Thymio’s sensors and actuators an processes the data from the Raspberry

Pi Camera. The input from the camera is necessary to recognise the puck

and goal for the foraging task, as explained in section 3.4.3. The Thymio II,

including the camera, is shown in Fig. 3.9. The handmade LEGO gripper helps

the robot maintain control of the pucks when manoeuvring.
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Figure 3.8: Thymio II robot, developed by The École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) and École Cantonal d’Arts de Lausanne (ÉCAL), with Raspberry
Pi B+, WiFi dongle, and external battery.

Figure 3.9: Thymio II robot, developed by The École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) and École Cantonal d’Arts de Lausanne (ÉCAL), with Raspberry
Pi 2, Raspberry Pi NoIR camera, WiFi dongle, external battery and a LEGO gripper.
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3.3.3 High Fidelity Simulation: e-puck in Webots

Webots is a high fidelity simulator and the 3D e-puck model is comparable to

the Thymio II robot. It is a differential wheeled mobile robot that is equipped

with eight Infra-Red (IR) proximity sensors to detect obstacles. The sensors are

evenly placed around the robot. The robot can move through two differential

wheels, meaning that two different speeds (range between -300 and 300) can

be set for each wheel. This setup is used to learn an obstacle avoidance task, as

explained in section 3.4.1. Results are reported in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.10: The e-puck robot developed at the École Polythechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL).

3.3.4 Low Fidelity Simulation: wheeled robot

Although the Webots simulator is three-dimensional, it is debatable whether

the obstacle avoidance task makes use of three dimensions. The challenge when

using the 3D simulated e-puck is the required computational effort, especially

when the camera of the e-puck is activated. For this reason, low-fidelity, two-

dimensional simulators are more often used when simulating many robots. The

experiments in this thesis make use of two different platforms: Java and C++.

The experiments in Java are conducted using JBotEvolver [53]. JBotEvolver is

a Java-based open-source, cross-platform framework for research and education

in Evolutionary Robotics featuring a 2D differential-drive kinematics engine.
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The experiments in C++ are conducted using the simulator developed within

the DREAM project.

A simulated wheeled robot that does not require a camera is similar to

the Thymio or e-puck robot. This wheeled robot has some Infra-Red sensors

arranged over a circular-shaped robot. The robot can move through two

differential wheels, meaning that two different speeds can be set for each wheel.

The maximum speed of the wheels depends on the particular physics engine.

When this robot needs to detect, for example, a coloured puck, the robots

are equipped with the following task-specific sensors:

Puck carrying sensor Indicates if the robot is carrying a puck. The

robot can carry one puck at a time;

Puck sensor Indicates the distance to the closest puck within the 45-

degree perception cone of the sensor.

Nest sensor Indicates the distance to the nest if within the 45-degree

perception cone of the sensor.

One can change the setup of the sensors to, for example, make the range

to detect a puck 360 degrees. However, we wanted our simulated robots to be

similar to the Thymio II setup where we place a camera in the front of the

robot.

The next section describes all tasks (and variants) of the fitness function

used to learn these tasks.

3.4 Tasks

Different tasks are used in this thesis to test the generality of the algorithms.

The most simple task used in this thesis is the obstacle avoidance task. The

fitness function used for this task is well known and described in section 3.4.1.

The most complex task investigated in this thesis is foraging. For the foraging

task, different fitness functions can be applied. Depending on the robot and
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algorithmic details, the fitness function can be adjusted. In this thesis, we use

three different fitness functions for the foraging task, described in section 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Obstacle Avoidance

This task requires the robot to drive as quickly as possible through an envi-

ronment without hitting the wall and possibly hitting other robots if there

are others in the environment. There exists a common fitness function to

evaluate the robots’ performance for the obstacle avoidance task [30] that we

use throughout this thesis. Given an evaluation period of T time steps, this is

measured as follows:

f =
T∑
t=0

strans × (1− srot)× (1− vsens), (3.1)

where:

− strans is the translational speed (not normalised), calculated as the sum

of the speeds assigned to the left and right motor;

− srot is the rotational speed, calculated as the absolute difference between

the speed values assigned to the two motors and normalised between 0

and 1;

− vsens is the value of the proximity sensor closest to an obstacle normalised

between 0 and 1.

When the sensory layout is evolvable, such as in Chapter 4, using vsens in f

may suggest that only the active sensors in an individual’s genome are included

in this part. This is not the case because it can result in undesired behaviours

getting high fitness values. Suppose that all front sensors are excluded from the

genome and a robot is driving with both wheels at full speed against a wall,

the fitness function will result in the highest possible value. In this case, strans

has a value of 500, srot of 0 and vsens only includes the back sensors that don’t

see an obstacle and therefore have a value of 0.
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3.4.2 Food collection

We consider three food collection tasks with increasing difficulty:

Food collecting The simplest task requires the robot to collect food items by

driving over them. When the robot touches the food item, the food is

randomly relocated in the environment. In total, twenty food items are

located in the arena.

Food collecting end refill For the second task, the food items are not au-

tomatically relocated in the arena. When all food items are collected,

touching a switch will relocate all twenty food items in the environment.

The switch is relocated after touching and is always present in the envi-

ronment.

Food collecting middle refill The third task enables the possibility to relo-

cate collected food items before they all have been collected. Depending

on how close by the food item and the switch is, it might be advantageous

to hit the switch before collecting all food sources.

For all three tasks, the fitness value is the number of collected food items

during the evaluation period of 2000 time steps.

3.4.3 Foraging

The foraging task requires the robot to collect items (pucks) and deliver them

to a target location. Although this task may not seem difficult, there is no

consensus on how to define an objective function for this task, and, moreover,

there is no prior experience with proper functions for on-line evolution. In this

thesis, we use three different fitness functions for the foraging task, ranging

from an aggregated fitness function to a behavioural fitness function [126].

Aggregated An aggregated fitness function provides very little information

about how the task should be performed; it only registers the outcome. For

the foraging task, this means that we only store the number of collected pucks.

This setup is used in Chapters 7 and 8.
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Behavioural Via the aggregated fitness function, the first points are handed

out to the robot that can collect a puck and go to the target area. This might

take a long time, which is undesirable when working with hardware. Therefore,

we use a more behavioural fitness function. Such a function can also reward

subtasks, such as seeing or having the puck. We implemented two different

behavioural fitness functions. Given an evaluation period of T time steps, the

first fitness function is:

f =

T∑
t=0

c1 × nwalls + c2 · npuck + c3 · ngoal (3.2)

where:

− nwalls is a boolean indicating whether front and back proximity sensors

are not activated (not activated means a value of 1);

− npuck is a boolean indicating whether a puck is grabbed;

− ngoal is a boolean indicating whether a puck is brought to the target area.

The hyperparameters c1, c2 and c3 are empirically put at 1, 1.000 and 10.000

respectively.

With online learning, the next controller (or neural network depending on

the combination of adaptive mechanisms) inherits the state of the current one

automatically. When the controller evaluation ends with a puck in the gripper,

the next one starts with this puck without any effort. For this reason, a puck

only counts as collected if the robot did not have a puck within its gripper

before. This is done by subtracting the fitness of the sum of the three-time

steps before to the fitness at the current time step. This means that, when a

goal is scored, the robot has a fitness of around 7000. If the fitness of the time

step results in a negative value, the fitness value is set to 0.

The second behavioural fitness function assesses robot behaviour over a

period of T time steps as follows:

ftotal =
T∑
t=0

fobs + fpuck + ftarget + fbonus, (3.3)
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where:
fobs = vtrans · (1− vsens), (3.4a)

fpuck = bpuck + 2 · bpush, (3.4b)

ftarget = btar, (3.4c)

fbonus = bpush × btar, (3.4d)

and:

− vtrans is the translational speed (normalised between 0 and 1), calculated

as the sum of the absolute speeds assigned to the left and right motor;

− vsens is the value of the proximity sensor closest to an obstacle and

normalised between 0 and 1;

− bpuck is a boolean value indicating whether the camera detects a puck in

sight;

− bpush is a boolean value indicating whether the robot is pushing a puck;

− btar is a boolean value indicating whether the camera detects the target

area.

3.5 Performance Metrics

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the observed benefits of robot-to-robot learning

usually only include one simple measure that shows improved performance

at the final generation [133; 93; 90]. We believe that these used metrics are

not always sufficient to understand the underlying benefits of the dynamics

of robot-to-robot learning over the number of generations. In this section,

we propose how to best measure performance and learning speed benefits of

robot-to-robot learning. Note that the research metrics are tailored to the use
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of evolutionary algorithms. Therefore, these research metrics are less relevant

when a different learning mechanism than evolutionary algorithms is used.

The proposed research metrics have been developed throughout the papers.

Therefore, not all research metrics have been used from the first chapters in

this thesis.

The typical performance curve of an evolutionary algorithm is shown in

Figure 3.11. The x − axis is defined by time, reported in the number of

evaluations or generations. The y−axis is defined by the performance, which can

be the average/median/maximum performance at a particular time. Because an

evolutionary algorithm is stochastic, the confidence interval or the interquartile

range is presented to indicate the volatility of the algorithm. An evolutionary

algorithm usually has a steep learning curve in the beginning and stagnates

after a certain amount of time. At this moment, the algorithm has converged.

Figure 3.11: The typical performance
curve of an evolutionary algorithm.
An evolutionary algorithm usually
has a steep curve in the beginning
and stagnates after a certain amount
of time. When there is no improve-
ment anymore, the algorithm has
converged.

Figure 3.12: Median performance
of two evolutionary algorithms over
time. Depending on the time of com-
parison, one is considered better than
the other. Therefore, it is important
to add statistics that tell whether the
performance increase over the last
generations is significant.

The most common method to report performance when using an evolutionary

algorithm is to show the maximum performance, averaged over the number of

replicated runs. For offline studies, where the best-learned behaviour is used
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to deploy a robot, this is a logical approach. For online learning, however, we

want the whole population to perform well, not only the best. This is because

the robot is already performing the task while adapting to possible changing

circumstances. Therefore, looking at the average or median performance of the

population is more suitable. Using the median performance measure is the most

suitable measure for online evolutionary robotics because the distribution of

the fitness within one run and over different runs is very skewed.

3.5.1 Performance

To analyse the impact of robot-to-robot learning, one can compare the average

or median performance curves over time of individual learning only and indi-

vidual learning and robot-to-robot learning. When we compare one individual

learning robot with multiple robots that also learn socially, we keep the total

computational budget constant. As a result, any benefits of robot-to-robot

learning cannot be assigned due to the indirect increase of computational effort.

In most studies, when the median performance of social learning is higher

than that of individual learning, robot-to-robot learning is better. It is essential

to determine whether the performance is converged at this moment. This

problem is visualised in Figure 3.12 and was the reason in [90] to state that

adding robot-to-robot learning improved performance. But, closer analysis

revealed that learning had not yet converged in the experiments presented there.

In fact, the individual learning only model achieves better performance than the

model with robot-to-robot learning after a substantial increase in the number

of evaluations. For this reason, we advise showing the median performance

over time in a graph or at least a measure that tells whether the performance

increase over the last generations is not significant.

A median performance measure can increase in different ways. Either

the better performing behaviours (either called controller or neural network

depending on the combination of the adaptive mechanisms) increase even more

and/or the worse ones can increase in performance. The maximum and minimum

performance can change as a result but may not necessarily do so. Therefore, it
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is important to see the performance distribution within a generation over time.

In Chapter 6, we started to visualise these distributions, and they resulted in

the following two additional measurements to define performance:

Success Rate (SR) The SR is measured by the percentage of the repli-

cate runs that show behaviour in the final generation with good fitness.

Good fitness is a fitness equal to or higher than x% of the maximum

observed fitness over all runs (given that this behaviour is performing the

given task properly). The choice of x can be adapted to the task that the

robot is required to learn. We chose x = 75.

The Success Rate Ratio (SRR) is calculated by dividing the SR of the

robot-to-robot learning experiment by the individual learning experiment.

An SRR higher than one means that robot-to-robot learning results in

more successful runs.

Population Failure (PF) The PF is measured by the median percentage

of bad behaviours in the final generation over the replicate runs. A bad-

performing robot is a robot with a fitness equal to zero.

The Population Failure Ratio (PFR) is calculated by dividing the PF of the

individual learning experiment by the robot-to-robot learning experiment.

A PFR higher than one means that robot-to-robot learning results in

fewer bad-performing robots in the final generation.

Note that these two measures act on a different level. The SR is calculated

over multiple experiments, while a PF can be calculated for every experiment

individually. The SR results in one value while the PF results in a value per

experiment, of which the median is taken.

3.5.2 Learning Speed

An increased performance measure usually implies an increased learning speed.

The other way around does not necessarily hold as shown in Figure 3.13. In

this figure, we see two performance curves with the same converged value but
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with a different learning speed. The area under the graph can then be seen as a

measure of the learning speed where the grey algorithm is faster.

Figure 3.13: Median performance
of two evolutionary algorithms over
time. The converged performance is
similar but the learning speed is not.
The area under the curve represents
a measure for the learning speed

Figure 3.14: Median performance of
evolutionary algorithms over time.
The grey area represents a measure
of learning speed. This area is di-
vided by the black rectangle to deter-
mine a learning speed measure inde-
pendent from the final performance.

If the final performance measures are not equal, we cannot compare the

absolute values of the area under the graph to make a statement about the

learning speed. Therefore, we normalise this value for the maximum value. The

area under the graph is then divided by the rectangle as shown in Figure 3.14.

To summarise, for the learning speed, we defined a measure that isolates

the learning speed from the performance level:

Learning Speed (LS) The LS is measured as the numeric integral of

the median performance over time (in a number of fitness evaluations)

of the replicate runs. The performance is normalised for the maximum

median observed performance over time. In other words, it is the surface

under the median performance curve divided by the surface of a rectangle

enclosing the highest median performance over time as visualised in Figure

3.14.

The Learning Speed Increase (LSI) is calculated by subtracting the learning

speed of the individual learning experiment from the learning speed of
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the robot-to-robot learning experiment. An LSI higher than 0 means that

robot-to-robot learning results in faster learning.

3.5.3 Other Metrics

Observing the difference in performance and learning speed due to robot-to-

robot learning does not always help one to understand why robot-to-robot

learning results in these benefits. For a more in-depth understanding, we can

look at other measurements that might affect the overall performance. For

example, we can look at the diversity level in a population, commonly known to

be important in order to explore the search space. Diversity is usually calculated

based on the Euclidian distance of the weights of the neural network. Another

important aspect to explore is the selection pressure. Hence, how to quantify

the selection pressure will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.6 Concluding Remarks and Overview

This chapter introduced the conceptual framework and the design choices. The

conceptual framework is generic, based on separating the inheritable from the

learnable features. We designed the inheritable feature as the sensor layout and

the learnable feature as the controller. Individual and robot-to-robot learning

are applied to the controller of the robot, which is a neural network. Evolution

is applied to the sensor layout of the robot.

The robots used in this thesis are wheeled robots with the ability to detect

obstacles by using proximity sensors. The physical robots are Thymio II robots.

The simulated robots are either e-puck robots or wheeled robots inspired by the

e-puck or Thymio in a low fidelity two-dimensional simulator. Three different

main tasks are considered in this thesis: obstacle avoidance, food collection,

and foraging task.

Current methods for analysing the performance of an evolutionary algorithm

in the context of learning robots fall short. Especially when we observe the

benefits of robot-to-robot learning and want to understand the underlying
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dynamics over time, the current methods used in the literature are not sufficient.

We thus proposed three additional research metrics, two of which are related to

performance, and one is related to learning speed.

One research metric to quantify the selection pressure has been studied

in much detail and will be discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, we

study the selection pressure in a broader context than robot-to-robot learning.

As a result, the case studies are not restricted to robot-to-robot learning

implementations. To conclude, the table below gives an overview of the different

experiments carried out in this thesis.

Table 3.1: The columns include: the chapter in which the experiments
are performed, the learnable features, the inheritable features, the platform
(SW=software, HW=hardware), the task (OA=obstacle avoidance, FC=food collec-
tion, FR=foraging), and the maximum number of robots.

Chapter Learnable Inheritable SW/HW Tasks No. robots

(controller) (individual)

5 NN weights Sensor layout SW & HW OA 6

6.1 NN weights - HW FR 6

6.2 NN weights - HW OA & FR 8

and topology

7 NN weights - SW OA & FR 4

and topology

8 NN weights - SW FC 10
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4
Quantifying Selection Pressure

This chapter is based on the following publication:

E. Haasdijk and J. Heinerman. Quantifying Selection Pressure (2018). Evolutionary
Computation. MIT Press. p. 213-235. v. 26(2).

This chapter is a stand-alone chapter which has been slightly modified
compared to the original publication. The definitions used in this chapter, are
not fully consistent with the terminology introduced in the previous chapter
since there is no separation between inheritable and learnable features
necessary. The terms that might cause confusion are explained in the glossary.
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Selection is an essential component of any evolutionary system and analysing

this fundamental force in evolution can provide relevant insights into the evo-

lutionary development of a population. The 1990s and early 2000s saw a

substantial number of publications that investigated selection pressure through

methods such as takeover time and Markov chain analysis. Over the last decade,

however, interest in the analysis of selection in evolutionary computing has

waned. The established methods for analysis of selection pressure provide little

insight when selection is based on more than a comparison of fitness values.

This can, for instance, be the case in co-evolutionary systems, when measures

unrelated to fitness affect the selection process (e.g. niching) or in systems that

lack a crisply defined objective function. This chapter proposes two metrics that

holistically consider the statistics of the evolutionary process to quantify selec-

tion pressure in evolutionary systems and so can be applied where traditionally

used methods fall short. The metrics are based on a statistical analysis of the

relationship between reproductive success and a quantifiable trait: one method

builds on an estimate of the probability that this relation is random, the other

utilises a correlation measure. These metrics provide convenient tools to analyse

selection pressure resulting in a better understanding of this crucial component

of evolutionary systems. Both metrics are straightforward to implement and

can be used in post-hoc analyses as well as during the evolutionary process,

e.g. to inform parameter control mechanisms. A number of case studies and a

critical analysis show that the proposed metrics provide relevant and reliable

measures of selection pressure.

4.1 Importance of Quantifying

It is hard to overestimate the importance of selection in any evolutionary system:

it is an essential component of evolution, weeding out genetic material that is

associated with maladaptive behaviour or suboptimal solutions. To understand

the evolutionary process, it is therefore essential to understand the selection

mechanism that drives it. In the 1990s and 2000s, a range of publications on this

topic reflected the research community’s recognition of its importance. Over the
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last few years, the number of publications considering selection pressure per se,

in particular its quantification, has decreased, and contemporary evolutionary

computing research pays scant explicit attention to this aspect of evolutionary

systems: a search for evolutionary computing articles published since 2010 with

“selection pressure” as author’s keyword returned 6 papers in ACM’s digital

library, and 7 papers in IEEE Explore. We argue that truly understanding

the effect of developments in evolutionary computing—ranging from informed

mutation strategies to methods to improve population diversity—requires the

analysis of their impact on selection pressure. This chapter proposes two metrics

to quantify selection pressure that are straightforward to implement for any

evolutionary system and so provide a convenient tool for such analyses.

The 1990s saw a spate of publications where selection pressure in evolutionary

algorithms was characterised in terms of takeover time (e.g., Goldberg and Deb

[71]; Bäck [13]; Blickle and Thiele [25]; Miller and Goldberg [117]). This line of

research established a standard technique for studying and comparing selection

algorithms: variation operators such as mutation and recombination are turned

off, leaving only unaltered reproduction. With selection the only active operator,

the growth rate of copies of the best initial individual over time is monitored.

The takeover time is the time it takes for the single best individual to conquer

the whole population. A shorter takeover time thus means a higher selection

pressure [71]. Such analyses led, for instance, to the recognition that fitness

proportionate selection leads to selection pressure that varies across problem

instances or that tournament selection allows for adjustable selection pressure

independent of the fitness function [25; 117]. More recently, Rudolph [150] used

a graph-based model to derive theoretical takeover times for selection methods

in spatially structured populations.

Takeover time analysis does not provide a complete picture if there is a

possibility that the best individual becomes extinct. This realisation led to

the development of takeover probability analysis, where the probability that

the best individual has taken over the population at some time t is measured.

Chakraborty et al. [39] numerically estimated takeover probabilities on the basis

of simulations, while Rudolph [149] used Markov-chain analysis to calculate
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takeover probability theoretically.

Takeover analyses fall short when considering evolutionary systems where

selection is modified by considerations unrelated to fitness per se, e.g. to main-

tain diversity or to structure the population into species. This disqualifies these

methods for analysis of selection pressure under commonly applied techniques

such as niching as well as more recent developments such as novelty search as

a secondary objective [124]. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms such as

NSGA strive to develop multiple Pareto optimal solutions [47] and therefore

pose similar problems for analyses based on takeover time or probability.

De Jong and Sarma [46] based an analysis of selection pressure on a quan-

titative model of selection intensity in local neighbourhood selection which

was derived from take-over time analysis. When comparing the performance

of a neighbourhood-based selection scheme with that of a serial tournament

selection scheme, they found that the neighbourhood-based selection scheme was

consistently outperformed, even though the selection pressures were—according

to their measure—equivalent. Further statistics-based analysis of the “emer-

gent” selection pressure revealed that the variance in selection pressure was

much higher in the distributed set-up than it was in the serial case, and that

this caused the difference in performance. This caused them to underscore

the “importance of an analysis of the variance of selection schemes,” implicitly

making a case for a statistical analysis of selection pressure and highlighting

the importance of studying the effects of selection schemes in the context of the

evolutionary system as a whole.

An alternative method of characterising selection pressure relies on Markov-

chain analysis [148] to analyse convergence time. This method may accommo-

date analysis of algorithms with measures to maintain population diversity, but

it does rely on the supposition that evolution is used towards optimising some

goal and analysis is geared towards estimating the time it takes to reach that

goal. This metric provides relevant quantification for evolutionary computing

applications that seek to find a (near-) optimal solution to some problem. The

problem can range from numerical optimisation, planning and design to robot

control. In evolutionary computing, this often serves well: the selection of
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individual solutions usually depends on some numerical measure of how well

they solve the problem at hand. Selection pressure then is a direct consequence

of comparing these numerical values to determine which individuals survive and

procreate.

The focus on the time it takes to achieve some level of performance, however,

makes it hard to apply such methods to evolutionary systems where selection

pressure does not derive straightforwardly from a comparison of some (numeric)

measure of performance. An obvious example of a system where evolution is

not guided by a crisply defined objective is natural evolution; biologists, in

fact, consider fitness not as an a priori determinant, but as an a posteriori

measure of reproductive success. Similar considerations apply to many artificial

evolutionary systems that are co-evolutionary or objective-free—both common

in artificial life research (e.g., Ray [144]’s Tierra system or Sims [159] evolving

artificial creatures through competition). In cases such as these, the concepts

of convergence to optimality and takeover time simply do not apply. Selection

pressure is, however, very much present in such evolutionary systems: it is, after

all, an essential ingredient of evolution.

Research into the evolutionary dynamics of such systems would benefit from

a method that allows an objective characterisation or quantification of selection

pressure even without any measurable objective. Although these kinds of

systems do not base selection on an individual’s performance on some objective

function, there will be traits that influence reproductive success. Analysing the

relationship between selection and such traits (e.g., the length of a program

in Tierra) can provide relevant insights into the evolutionary process. Such

analyses require a metric that can quantify selection pressure related to traits

that are implicitly linked to reproductive success.

The loss of diversity metric introduced by Blickle and Thiele [25] and further

investigated by Motoki [123] reflects the proportion of individuals that are not

selected by means of the loss of genetic diversity during selection. This method

quantifies selection pressure without reference to any performance metric: it can

therefore be relevant when studying selection in evolutionary systems without

explicit selection. Because loss of diversity does not quantify the link between
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the individuals’ traits and their reproductive success, it cannot shed light on

the relation between selection pressure and any traits.

[52] proposed a frequentist approach to analyse the benefit of genome com-

ponents. On the premise that beneficial components will occur more frequently

as evolution progresses, they compare the observed and expected frequency of

components to quantify the reproductive advantage of the components. It may

be possible to extend this method to phenotypic or behavioural traits so that

their reproductive advantage can be assessed.

In addition to analysing selection pressure, an essential benefit of an im-

plementable metric of selection pressure is that it enables informed control of

selection at runtime. In a recent overview of research into parameter control in

evolutionary algorithms, Karafotias et al. [96] show that the research effort into

control schemes that adapt the selection operators at runtime is a fraction of

the research into adaptive variation operators. This disparity seems illogical

when one considers that evolution is a process that emerges from the interplay

between heredity, variation and selection as famously formulated by Darwin [44].

Parameter control offers substantial benefits [163], and controlling as crucial an

aspect as selection can be expected to deliver many of these benefits. We think

that further research into the possibilities of control of selection operators on the

basis of metrics as proposed in this chapter is worthwhile, but elaborating on

this possibility, e.g., developing a concrete adaptive control heuristic is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

This chapter proposes two straightforward methods to quantify selection

pressure. Both holistically consider the evolutionary process and analyse the

association between performance (or, more generally, some quantifiable trait)

of each individual in a population and its number of offspring. The first metric

we propose is based on a probability estimate, the second uses a correlation

measure to quantify selection pressure. Early versions of these metrics were

used to analyse selection pressure in an evolving population of robots by [76]

and [75].

The following section describes the two metrics in detail. Section 4.3 then

provides an experimental analysis of the metrics’ behaviour. Section 4.4 illus-
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trates the metrics’ applicability by means of two case studies before the chapter

concludes.

4.2 Methods to Quantify Selection Pressure

This chapter investigates two methods of quantifying selection pressure that

characterise the relation between the number of offspring and some quantifiable

trait(s). When researching evolutionary algorithms as optimisers with a crisply

defined fitness function—the traditional evolutionary computing mindset—an

individual’s fitness is the obvious candidate for this trait. For multi-objective

algorithms, the individual fitness components are equally obvious choices.

In cases where the selection is not directly related to an objective, for

instance in artificial life systems without an objective function, it can be less

obvious which traits to analyse. Section 4.4.2 shows an example of an analysis of

such a system where different aspects of robot behaviour determine reproductive

success.

For the sake of simplicity, we use the term trait for both implicit and

explicit fitness measures. Also, we describe the metrics in terms of increased

fitness implying more offspring. For minimisation problems where lower fitness

indicates higher quality, this can be trivially converted, as one of the case studies

will show.

The metrics we propose, quantify selection pressure for a population. The

exact definition of a population for the purposes of these metrics depends on the

particularities of the evolutionary system. For generational algorithms, all indi-

viduals in a particular generation is an obvious choice. When a new generation

has been created, the strength of selection pressure for that generation’s parents

can be calculated and logged. Plotting the selection pressure for subsequent

generations allows the experimenter to analyse the development of selection

pressure over the run of the evolutionary algorithm. When individuals are

not replaced per generation, e.g., in steady state systems or in many artificial

life implementations, a population can be defined as all individuals that were

considered in a particular time interval. One can also define the population
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as all the individuals considered during the whole course of an evolutionary

run, but this will obscure any trends in selection pressure over the course of

evolution when evolutionary pressure is not constant.

4.2.1 Probability based: Fisher’s Exact Test

The first metric, PFET , considers the selection process from the viewpoint of

probability. It is based on the premise that an increasing level of certainty

that the relation between trait and fecundity is not random indicates a higher

selection pressure. If there were no selection pressure related to the trait, the

relationship between trait and fecundity would be random, and contrariwise,

if an individual’s chances of generating offspring depend on the trait, the

relationship is systemic.

Fisher’s exact test determines the certainty of nonrandom associations

between the categories in a contingency table. In this case, contingency tables

are constructed by dividing the population along the median trait and the

median number of offspring. For a population P of individuals i . . . n with

(t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn) their observed trait and number of offspring, let:

A =
∣∣{i ∈ P | ti ≤ t̃ ∧ ci ≤ c̃}∣∣

B =
∣∣{i ∈ P | ti > t̃ ∧ ci ≤ c̃}

∣∣
C =

∣∣{i ∈ P | ti ≤ t̃ ∧ ci > c̃}
∣∣

D =
∣∣{i ∈ P | ti > t̃ ∧ ci > c̃}

∣∣
with t̃ the median trait and c̃ the median number of offspring. This results in a

contingency table matrix [
A B

C D

]
that contains the counts of each category. If the trait has any bearing on

reproductive success (as one would expect for an individual’s performance in

an evolutionary algorithm), many more individuals will end up in the A and in
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the D categories than in the B and C categories.

Fisher showed that the likelihood of a particular set of observationsA,B,C,D

can be calculated from a hypergeometric distribution: the likelihood that A has

a specific value k is equivalent to the likelihood of finding k successes in A+B

draws, without replacement, from a population of size A+B + C +D which

contains A+ C successes [63]. The calculation is as follows:

p(A,B,C,D) =

(
A+B
A

)(
C+D
C

)(
A+B+C+D

A+C

) (4.1)

Fisher’s exact test sums the likelihoods of the observed case and more

extreme cases (cases with a larger proportion of observations in A and D). The

test constructs these more extreme cases by incrementing A and D by 1 while

keeping the totals intact by decrementing B and C. When B = 0 and/or C = 0,

no more extreme cases can be constructed. The sum of the probabilities is the

likelihood prandom that there is no association between the columns (above or

below median performance f̃) and the rows (above or below median offspring c̃).

A high value for prandom indicates that this is very likely and therefore that the

relation between offspring and performance is weak, suggesting a low selection

pressure. A low value for prandom, on the other hand, indicates a strong relation,

evidence of high selection pressure. PFET employs the one-tailed version of

Fisher’s exact test because it quantifies a known or at least suspected association

between trait and fecundity. The threshold for the cells in the contingency table

is set so that the median value is included in the ‘low-value’ sets: cases with

median trait value count towards A and C and those with a median number of

children count towards A and B. This increases strictness for the association

test and avoids empty sets when high selection pressure leads to 0 as the median

number of offspring (c̃ = 0).

This use of Fisher’s exact test is somewhat different from its typical use,

which is to establish whether a significant relationship exists by comparing

prandom to some threshold (usually 5%). In this metric, we do not compare

prandom with a predefined threshold but interpret it as a measure of the strength

of the relationship between trait and number of offspring. P-values per se give no
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indication of the effect size, but in populations of the same size larger effects will

result in lower p-values [147]. Thus, under the assumption of fixed population

size, it is valid to interpret prandom as an indication of the strength of selection

pressure.

In evolutionary computing, the relationship between trait and offspring

is usually evident, and one is not interested in the probability itself, but in

prandom as an indication of the magnitude of selection pressure. The evident

non-randomness leads to the test reporting very small values for prandom, and

taking the log-likelihood log(prandom) results in values that are easier to interpret

and compare. Also, a measure where higher values indicate stronger selection

pressure is more intuitive than the converse, so we multiply the result by −1.

Thus, the metric for quantification of selection pressure is defined as:

PFET := −log(prandom) (4.2)

4.2.1.1 Example calculation

To clarify the calculation of PFET , consider the example of a small population

with trait and number of offspring in Table 4.1.

The value for A in the contingency table is the number of individuals that

have a trait and a number of offspring lower than or equal to the medians. This

holds for individuals 1 to 4, so A = 4. The values of B, C and D are 2, 1 and 3

respectively as summarised in Table 4.1b. From equation 4.1, we calculate the

likelihood of finding these observations if there would be no link between trait

and number of offspring as: (
6
4

)(
4
1

)(
10
5

) = 0.238

We then construct the contingency table for the single more extreme case

by increasing A and D (and decreasing C and B to keep the totals equal):[
5 1

0 4

]
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Table 4.1: Example population of 10 individuals and corresponding contingency table.

(a) Individuals with trait
and number of offspring

Individual Trait Offspring

1 0 0
2 1 0
3 1 1
4 2 0
5 3 2
6 4 1
7 5 0
8 5 2
9 7 2
10 9 2

Median 3.5 1

(b) Contingency table

Trait
Offspring ≤ 3.5 > 3.5

≤ 1 4 2
> 1 1 3
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which yields p = 0.0238. Thus,

prandom = 0.238 + 0.0238 = 0.2618,

PFET = −log(0.2618) = 0.59

4.2.2 Correlation-based: Kendall’s τ-b

The second metric, Pτ , measures the correlation between trait and offspring. To

be applicable for arbitrary evolutionary systems, a metric of selection pressure

must not make any assumptions about the distributions of trait and offspring

or about the shape (e.g., linearity) of the relation between them. Also, there

can be large numbers of cases with the same trait or the same number of

offspring in the population, and the test must be able to handle these ties.

Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient with ties, Kendall’s τ -b for short, meets

these requirements.

As before, let (t1, c1), ..., (tn, cn) be the observed trait and offspring counts

in a population P . A pair of (ti, ci) and (tj , cj), i 6= j is called concordant if

(ti > tj ∧ ci > cj) or (ti < tj ∧ ci < cj), discordant if (ti > tj ∧ ci < cj) or if

(ti < tj ∧ ci > cj) and a tie in t, respectively c if (ti = tj) or if (ci = cj). Let K

denote the number of concordant pairs, D the number of discordant pairs and

nt, nc the number of possible pairings with a tie in t, respectively c. Then:

Pτ := τ -b :=
K −D√((

n
2

)
− nt

)
·
((
n
2

)
− nc

) (4.3)

The denominator calculates the number of possible ways of selecting distinct

pairs, corrected for the number of ties. Kendall’s τ -b returns a value in the

interval [−1, 1] where 1 indicates a strong positive association and −1 a strong

negative association.

Thus, an extreme value for Pτ indicates a strong correlation between trait

and offspring and therefore high selection pressure. A negative value indicates

that lower trait value correlates with more offspring, indicating a minimisation
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problem.

4.2.2.1 Example calculation

Revisiting the example from Table 4.1, we calculate the numbers of discordant,

concordant and tied pairings for each individual as shown in Table 4.2. Note

that each possible pairing is only considered once: for instance, the concordant

pairing of individuals 1 and 10 is counted only in the row for individual 1.

Table 4.2: Calculation of discordant, concordant and tied pairings per individual for
an example population.

Individual Trait Offspring Discordant Concordant Ties-Trait Ties-Offspring

1 0 0 0 6 0 3
2 1 0 0 5 1 2
3 1 1 2 4 0 1
4 2 0 0 5 0 1
5 3 2 2 0 0 3
6 4 1 1 3 0 0
7 5 0 0 2 1 0
8 5 2 0 0 0 2
9 7 2 0 0 0 1
10 9 2 0 0 0 0

Total 5 25 2 13

The total number of discordant pairs D = 5, the total number of concordant

pairs K = 25, the total number of pairs tied with respect to trait nt = 2, and

the total number of pairs tied in offspring nc = 13. Applying these numbers in

equation 4.3 gives the following calculation:

Pτ =
25− 5√((

10
2

)
− 2
)
·
((

10
2

)
− 13

) = 0.54

4.3 Analysis of the Metrics Behaviours

To investigate the behaviour of the metrics for varying ranges of selection

pressure, we perform an experiment on artificially generated data with varying

levels of randomness in the relation between trait and offspring. The artificial

datasets simulate populations of 100 individuals, with the best having a trait
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of 100, the next best of 99, and so on. In many evolutionary systems, and

in particular in those in evolutionary computing, a substantial proportion of

the population is tied in their number of offspring: many individuals have

0 or 1 offspring, for instance. To reflect this large proportion of ties in the

generated data set, the top 20% have 4 offspring, the next 20% have 3, and so

on. This represents the results of a deterministic selection scheme with high

selection pressure (in reality, such a scheme would rapidly lead to unmanageable

population sizes, but that is irrelevant to the current analysis).

To simulate variations in selection pressure, for a fraction F of the individuals,

the offspring count is changed to a random value between 0 and 4. E.g., a

fraction F = 0.1 means that a random number of offspring is entered for ca.

10 randomly selected individuals. The remaining 90 individuals are entered

as for the aligned case. Thus, increasing F simulates the effects of lowering

selection pressure. To assess the metrics’ sensitivity to selection pressure, we

varied F from 0 to 1. 50 data sets were generated for each value of F , and

PFET and Pτ were calculated on each set. Figure 4.1 shows the median value

and interquartile range of both metrics over the sets against F .

Both metrics show a smooth monotonic trend, supporting the conclusion

that both PFET and Pτ provide a relevant and reliable metric of selection

pressure. The plot shows a linear trend for Pτ , which implies that Pτ is equally

sensitive across a wide range of selection pressure. PFET , on the other hand,

is clearly non-linear and seems more sensitive to differences when selection

pressure is high. Thus, PFET may be preferable to detect differences when

selection pressure is comparatively high (as is very often the case in evolutionary

algorithms) and to detect trends in the development of selection pressure over

time.

Figure 4.1 shows that the interquartile ranges of both PFET and Pτ are

minimal when F is small and increase with F . The PFET metric’s interquartile

range decreases again when F > 0.5, but that of Pτ does not. The low

variability for small values of F is simply the consequence of the minimal

number of perturbations in the data: there is little change in the values of

A,B,C and D (when calculating PFET ) or K and D (when calculating Pτ ).
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity of PFET (left-hand vertical axis) and Pτ (right-hand vertical
axis) for varying F . The plots show the median and interquartile range for both
metrics over 50 generated datasets for every level of F . The x-axis shows F , the
fraction of records with random numbers of offspring. If F = 0 the number of
offspring is perfectly aligned with trait, if F = 1 the number of offspring is random.

When F becomes very high, the effect of perturbations on A,B,C and D

decreases again because these only have an effect when an individual’s record

crosses the median. Consider again the example calculation in Table 4.1b:

changing the offspring count for individual 2 from 0 to 1 would have no effect

on the calculation of PFET because that individual still counts towards A, but

the values of K,D and nc do change, causing a different value for Pτ . The

following section takes a closer look at the metrics’ variability.

4.3.1 Variability

[46] noted that it is important to analyse the variance of selection schemes.

Therefore, it is important that a metric of selection pressure provides consistent

results for similar levels of selection pressure. To investigate the variability of

PFET and Pτ , consider the 50 populations that were generated with F = 0.5.

The simulated selection pressure is more or less the same in each of these
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samples: on average, 50% of the offspring count is aligned with the trait

and 50% is randomly assigned. Random effects will cause a difference in the

emergent selection pressure, and the measures should reflect this difference, but

fluctuations in the metrics must reflect those in the data and not introduce

additional noise.

Figure 4.2a shows the distribution of PFET and Pτ values for the data sets.

The interquartile ranges for PFET and Pτ run from 3.79 to 6.40 and 0.391 to

0.486, respectively. If the variation in the metrics is due to the fluctuations

in the data, the metrics should agree on the level of selection pressure for the

samples. To assess the level of agreement, we calculated the correlation between

the PFET and Pτ results using Pearson’s r, which reports a correlation of 0.8257

(N = 50, p < .001). The scatterplot in Figure 4.2b summarises the results,

along with a fitted trend line (R2 = 0.38).

(a) Variation of PFET and
Pτ metrics

(b) Correlation between
PFET and Pτ metrics.
The linear model fits less
well for data sets with
relatively low or high se-
lection pressure because
of the non-linear nature
of the PFET metric.

Figure 4.2: Analysis of PFET and Pτ for the samples generated with F = 0.50
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The strong correlation indicates that PFET and Pτ mostly agree on the level

of selection pressure, although in some cases the variations in the data affect

the metrics differently. This suggests that at least a substantial part of the

variation in the metrics is the result of variation in the data, not of instabilities

in the metrics. Thus, it appears that variations in the PFET and Pτ values

reliably indicate variations in selection pressure of the investigated evolutionary

system.

4.3.2 Influence of Population Size

As stated earlier, PFET is a valid indication of the strength of selection pressure

under the assumption of fixed population size. Probability-based metrics are by

nature susceptible to varying levels of sample size: larger populations imply

more evidence and therefore increased certainty about the relation between

trait and fecundity, even if the effect size is the same.

To illustrate this effect, we generated 10 sample populations of size 100 with

F = 0.5 as before and calculated PFET and Pτ for each population. We also

calculated PFET and Pτ for the union of these ten populations as if it were a

single population of 1000 individuals. Metrics that are not susceptible to effects

of population size will return similar values for the 10 smaller populations and

the large combined population. Figure 4.3 shows the results of this comparison.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of the impact of population size on both metrics. The value
for PFET increases substantially for larger populations, that for Pτ is more similar.

Pτ returns comparable (although not entirely equal) values for similar sets
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of individuals regardless of size while PFET shows a much elevated value for

larger populations.

This can be easily understood from Formula 4.1: multiplying the counts

A,B,C and D in, for example, the contingency table shown in Table 4.1b by

2 (which has a similar effect as combining the populations of two runs of an

evolutionary algorithm) would result in a p-value of 0.01 instead of 0.24.

Thus, the PFET metric is unsuitable when comparing selection pressure

between evolutionary algorithm runs with different population sizes or for

systems where the population size is not constant1, and in such cases, the

Pτ metric would be preferable. For comparisons where the population size is

(almost) constant, such as those in the case studies presented here, PFET does

provide an appropriate metric to quantify selection pressure. An interesting

consequence of PFET ’s sensitivity to population size is that differences and

trends in selection pressure can be highlighted in larger or combined populations,

even if these are not apparent for smaller populations, as we will see in the next

section.

4.4 Case Studies

4.4.1 Genetic Algorithm

The first case study considers a simple generational genetic algorithm based

on the open source PaGMO implementation [23]. The objective is to solve

Schwefel’s minimisation problem [151] in ten dimensions. The objective function

is as follows:

f(x) = 4189.829
10∑
i=1

xisin(
√

(|xi|)

This is a minimisation problem, so lower trait values indicate better per-

formance. Consequently, the correlation-based metric Pτ will show a nega-

1In other words, if the population size is not the same, the p-value returned by Fisher’s
Exact Test is not a reliable indicator of effect size.
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tive correlation between trait and fecundity. The settings for the algorithm,

listed in Table 4.3, are based on a preliminary parameter sweep. Code for

these experiments (including the settings used here) is available at https:

//github.com/ci-group/SelectionPressure.

Table 4.3: Settings for the evolutionary algorithm in the first case study. Temperature
parameters are only relevant for the Boltzmann selection scheme.

Parameter Setting

crossover rate 1
mutation rate 0.25
mutation operator Gaussian perturbation
mutation step size 1
population size 200
elitism 1
initial temperature 1000
temperature decrement 0.02

When a new generation is created, the trait and number of offspring for

each individual in the parent population is logged. Both PFET and Pτ are then

calculated to accommodate post-hoc analysis of the selection pressure over the

course of the runs.

The algorithm implements tournament selection: each tournament consists

of a number of individuals drawn randomly from the population and the best

individual is then selected as a parent for an individual in the next generation.

To generate each individual in the new population, two parents are selected,

after which recombination and mutation are applied. Figure 4.4 shows the

selection pressure over time for tournament sizes of 2, 5, and 10 individuals.

It is well known that selection pressure increases with tournament size, and

this is confirmed by the consistently more extreme values for PFET for larger

tournament sizes, although changing the tournament size from 5 to 10 has a

much smaller (if any) effect than changing it from 2 to 5. The Pτ metric does

increase when tournament size changes from 2 to 5, but it shows very similar

values for tournament sizes 5 and 10. The plots also show that for this scheme,

selection pressure is more or less constant for any particular tournament size,

in line with the findings reported by Blickle and Thiele [25].

To analyse the Pτ results in more detail, we consider three populations (one
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(a) Probability-based analysis using PFET .

(b) Correlation-based analysis using Pτ .

Figure 4.4: Selection pressure over time for tournament selection with tournament
sizes 2, 5 and 10 for a simple generational evolutionary algorithm solving Schwefel’s
problem in 10 dimensions. The plots show median and interquartile range over 50
replicate runs with each setting.
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Table 4.4: Pτ calculations and population diversity for populations with median
selection pressure at generation 10,000. C is the number of copies of the best
individual in the population, WC is the number of tournaments jointly won by these
copies.

tournament size
2 5 10

Pτ calculation

K 5350 3273 3131
D 10,133 10,711 10,454
nc 4324 3529 3694
nt 125 2853 3160
Pτ −0.27 −0.45 −0.44

Population diversity

σfitness 498.98 430.59 391.95
C 4 76 80
WC 15 246 275

for each tournament size setting) with both Pτ and PFET close to the respective

median values at generation 10,000. Table 4.4 shows the calculations for Pτ in

these populations. Because the case study concerns a minimisation objective,

D is greater than K, resulting in a negative correlation as mentioned earlier.

Increasing selection pressure implies lower values for K and/or higher values

for D. Indeed, K decreases substantially when the tournament size increases

from 2 to 5: there are fewer pairings with lower fitness and higher number of

offspring. The increase in D is less marked. Both K and D remain more or less

stable when tournament size increases further to 10.

A striking result of increasing tournament size is that diversity decreases

as evidenced by the data in Table 4.4. The value C is the number of copies

of the best individual in the population; e.g., the population with binary

tournament contains 4 exact copies of the individual with optimum fitness.

This number increases to almost 40% of the population for tournament sizes

5 and 10. Selection among these C individuals is essentially random. WC
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is the count of tournaments won by these C individuals combined. Because

of the larger tournament size, the C copies are very likely to dominate the

tournaments: they win ca. two-thirds of the tournaments for tournament sizes

5 and 10, respectively. Thus, D and K are for a large part determined by

random ordering within the C top individuals and barely change for higher

tournament sizes. Thus, there is little difference in the correlation between

fitness and offspring because a substantial, identical, part of the population

dominates the remainder.

As noted in Section 4.3.1, larger populations increase the certainty of Fisher’s

Exact Test. This can be exploited to emphasise differences in selection pressure

that are hard to detect in small populations. In this case, we can emphasise

the small difference in selection pressure between tournament sizes 5 and 10 by

analysing combined populations as illustrated by Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: PFET can detect selection pressure better in large populations; therefore
PFET shows a more pronounced difference between tournament sizes 5 and 10 for
combined populations than for the individual populations.

Taking data from the 10,000th generation of ten runs, we calculated PFET

for each of the ten populations individually as well as for the populations

combined. The results are shown in blue and red, respectively. The grey error

bars indicate the interquartile ranges for each metric over the ten populations.

The plot compares the median selection pressure for the two metrics over the ten

populations of size 200 to the result when these populations are combined into

a single set of 2000 individuals. The difference in PFET values for tournament

sizes 5 and 10 is much more pronounced in the combined population, so small
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differences in selection pressure can indeed be detected by analysing larger or

combined populations with the PFET metric.

To further illustrate the metrics’ usefulness, we consider a situation where

selection pressure is not constant over time as it is with roulette wheel selection.

To this end, we modified the algorithm to include Boltzmann selection [70].

Boltzmann selection modifies tournament selection so that the best individual

in a tournament does not win deterministically: worse individuals may win with

a probability that depends on the difference in fitness and that slowly decreases

over time. The acceptance probability p of each pairwise comparison in the

tournament is calculated using the Boltzmann equation:

p = e
δF
T

with δF the difference in fitness and T the temperature, a parameter that

linearly decreases to 0 as evolution progresses. Lower temperatures give rise to

higher selection pressure up to the level that occurs with deterministic selection:

when T = 0, selection reverts to deterministically choosing the better individual.

As T decreases over time, the selection pressure increases.

Figure 4.6 shows the selection pressure over time for standard tourna-

ment selection, Boltzmann selection (both with tournament size 5) and for

fitness-proportionate (roulette wheel) selection. The fitnesses for roulette wheel

selection are scaled so that the individual fitnesses add up to 1. The results

clearly show how the selection pressure for Boltzmann selection rises as the tem-

perature decreases, following the exponential trend dictated by the Boltzmann

equation. Towards the end of the runs, T reaches 0 and the selection pressure is

the same as for deterministic tournament selection. The results also show that

the selection pressure for fitness proportionate selection is substantially lower

than for the alternative selection operators. Fitness-proportionate selection is

associated with decreasing selection pressure as evolution focusses on highly fit

solutions. In this case, this is counteracted by fitness scaling and the selection

pressure remains stable.

As noted earlier, the non-linear nature of PFET can emphasise trends in
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(a) Probability-based analysis using PFET .

(b) Correlation based analysis using Pτ .

Figure 4.6: The development of selection pressure over time for different selection
schemes for a simple generational evolutionary algorithm solving Schwefel’s problem
in 10 dimensions. The plots show median and interquartile range over 50 replicate
runs with each setting.
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selection pressure. This can be seen in Figure 4.6, where the exponential trend

for Boltzmann selection is more pronounced in panel 4.6a than in 4.6b.

These analyses confirm established relationships between selection schemes,

their settings and the resulting selection pressure about the effect of various se-

lection mechanisms. In themselves, they therefore do not yield any new insights,

but they do show that both metrics are appropriate, and that with metrics

such as these it is possible to trace the development of selection pressure as

evolution progresses. Tracing this development is particularly interesting when

analysing systems where selection depends on more than merely comparative

performance. The following section provides an example of such a case.

4.4.2 MONEE

The second case study considers an instance of MONEE [76] where selection

occurs at two levels. The first level is environment-driven, with implicit selection,

defined by the mechanics of procreation in the environment only. The second

level adds explicit selection for task performance. The environmental level can

be seen as survivor selection and the task level as parent selection.

In these experiments, a collection of simulated robots is placed in an arena

with obstacles and pucks scattered across it. The robots are equipped with

sensors to detect obstacles and pucks. The robots are controlled by a neural

network and the weights of this neural network form a robot’s genotype. Robots

activate a controller for a fixed amount of time (2000 time steps), after which it

switches to a quiescent ‘egg’ state for 200 time steps during which it collects

genomes from passing active controllers. Note that this terminology is not

consistent with the design choices presented in the previous chapter. Using

the terminology from the previous chapter, the inheritable component is the

weights of the neural network and there is no additional learnable component.

4.4.2.1 Environmental Selection

The first level of selection is entirely environment driven: whenever a robot

comes within a small distance of the egg, it transmits its genome, and the egg
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(a) Probability-based anal-
ysis using PFET .

(b) Correlation-based anal-
ysis using Pτ .

Figure 4.7: Development over time of selection pressure in the experiments with
only environmental selection. The plots show median and interquartile range over
64 repeats. The thinner, more jagged curve shows the median value, the heavier
curve was smoothed to emphasise the trend over time. The shaded area shows the
interquartile range.

stores the genome in an internal cache. When the egg phase terminates, the

robot will select one of the genomes in its cache and activate a controller with

a mutated copy of the selected genome. The robot then clears its cache and the

cycle repeats. Bredeche et al. [35] showed that, if the selection of an individual

from the cache is random, this system promotes movement: robots that move

create more opportunities to pass their genome to other robots than robots that

remain stationary. All robots change controllers after the same fixed amount

of time, but they do so asynchronously (one could say that they do not have

the same ‘age’). Because the robots change controllers asynchronously, the

definition of a population for the calculation of the metrics is less straightforward

than for a generational algorithm. In this case, we define a population as all

the controllers that ran to completion within a timeframe of 5000 ticks.

Note, that there is no objective function that drives evolution: whether a

genome spreads through the population is only an effect of the environment

and the robot behaviour determined by that genome. In particular, movement

is not explicitly selected for, but the rules of the environment are such that

movement provides a reproductive advantage. Figure 4.7 shows the development
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of the resulting selection pressure over time. Both the PFET and Pτ metric

show that the selection pressure starts low and then rises to a maximum at

ca. 250,000 time steps. Selection pressure then decreases as rapid movement

becomes common in the population. The pressure that results from the implicit

selection defined by the environment is much lower than that of the explicit

selection in the previous case study. Still, there is, as expected, a clear relation

between movement and reproductive success. Note, that the variance in selection

pressure is much higher in this system than it is for a traditional evolutionary

algorithm (compare, for instance with Fig. 4.6). This increased volatility results

from of the randomness caused by local selection: robots must ‘meet’ to be

able to transmit their genomes so reproductive success depends not only on

an individual’s behaviour, but also on the behaviour of other robots and the

circumstances a robot is in (e.g. a crowded or relatively sparse part of the

arena).

This analysis provides a good example of selection pressure in an evolutionary

system without an objective function. There is an expected relation between

a behavioural trait (movement) and reproductive success, but the trait is not

explicitly selected for. It is, in fact, not even measured by the individuals except

for logging to enable post-hoc analysis. A similar measure would be the number

of instructions required to generate offspring in ALife systems such as Tierra

[144] or Avida [4].

4.4.2.2 Task-based Selection

MONEE extends this objective-free scheme by adding task-based selection. The

task for the robots is to pick up pucks. Robots pick up pucks by simply driving

over them, and a replacement puck is automatically placed in a random location

so that the supply of pucks is limitless. When robots transmit their genomes,

they annotate the genome with the number of pucks they have picked up so far

running that genome’s controller. Now, when a robot selects a new controller

from the cache of received genomes, it does so using a binary tournament with

the number of pucks picked up as trait, adding a second level of selection to

the system.
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With two forces that drive selection, there are now two (behavioural) traits

that relate to selection pressure: one is the distance a robot covered using a

controller (selected for indirectly through the environment), the other is the

number of pucks a robot collected running that controller. Thus, we now measure

selection pressure twice: once by analysing the relation between fecundity and

distance covered, and once by analysing the relation between fecundity and the

number of pucks collected. Note that only the number of pucks collected is an

explicitly defined fitness. Quantifying selection pressure can help understand

how these two selection pressures combine.

The results of this analysis in Figure 4.8 show similar, but more pronounced

dynamics in the amount of selection pressure as before: initially, selection

pressure is low, but it then rapidly builds up as both movement and picking up

pucks becomes more common, to finally settle at an intermediate level when

appropriate behaviour becomes prevalent. Also note that the selection pressure

now is substantially higher than it was with only implicit selection through the

environment in Figure 4.7. The selection pressure related to robot movement

also increases compared to the implicit selection runs. This is a result of the

correlation between movement and picking up pucks: robots must move to pick

up pucks, not only to spread their genomes. The trends in developing selection

pressure are more pronounced for PFET than for Pτ .

In systems such as this, selection pressure is to a large extent determined

by the environment: it is the environment that determines how easy it is

to transmit genomes, how long a lifetime is, how easy it is to find a puck.

Quantifying selection pressure can help understand the implications of setting

particular environmental parameters. As an example, consider the ease with

which robots can transmit their genomes successfully; in this case, this can be

adjusted by changing the range at which two robots can communicate. A larger

communication range makes it easier for the robots to successfully transmit

genomes to each other, effectively increasing the number of genomes in each

robot’s cache. Similar to increasing the tournament size in regular evolutionary

algorithms, this can be expected to increase selection pressure: genomes now

must compete with more of their peers to win the chance for procreation. On
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(a) Probability-based anal-
ysis using PFET .

(b) Correlation-based anal-
ysis using Pτ .

Figure 4.8: Development over time of selection pressure in the MONEE experiments.
The plots show median and interquartile range over 64 repeats. The lighter, more
jagged, curves show the median value, the heavier curves were smoothed to emphasise
the trend over time. The shaded areas show the interquartile range.
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the other hand, movement becomes less relevant to reproductive success as it

becomes easier to transmit genomes, and therefore selection pressure (at least

with respect to the distance covered) should decrease. An analysis of effective

selection pressure can help determine how these two forces combine.

Figure 4.9: Development over time of selection pressure (PFET metric only) in
the MONEE experiments with different settings for the range at which robots can
exchange genomes. Blue lines show the selection pressure related to distance covered,
the red lines show that related to the number of pucks collected. The plots show
median values over 64 repeats, with the curves smoothed to emphasise the trend
over time.

Figure 4.9 shows the selection pressure for different communication ranges.

For this illustrative example, only the PFET metric is shown. Each of the four

plots shows the selection pressure over time for a particular communication

distance setting. Selection pressure increases substantially when changing the

communication range from 10 to 20, but the effect of increasing it from 20

to 30 is much less pronounced, while there is no evident change when further

increasing it to 40. Note that the trend of initially increasing and then relaxing

selection pressure persists. The analysis shows that the results of increasing the

number of successful transmissions outweigh the effects of making movement

less relevant to successful transmission of genomes.

The analyses in this case study concern a relatively straightforward set-up

where the environmental and task-based selection pressures both encourage

movement and do not oppose each other. However, quantifying selection pressure
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can yield relevant insights in more complex settings, e.g., when the behaviour

required by the task is at odds with that required by the environment or

when multiple tasks play a role. Haasdijk [75] shows an example of analysis of

selection pressures when environment and task push require mutually exclusive

behaviour.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

The number of publications regarding the analysis of selection pressure in

evolutionary algorithms has declined after a spate of papers in the 1990s,

but understanding the selection process remains crucial to understanding the

evolutionary process as a whole. Recall that robot-to-robot learning by nature

gives rise to an evolutionary process. Therefore, understanding the selection

pressure is also crucial for understanding the dynamics of robot-to-robot learning.

This chapter proposed two metrics to quantify selection pressure that holistically

consider the effects of selection. The metrics do not require a model of the

selection process and so are also applicable when the forces on selection are

complex, unknown or poorly understood. Thus, these metrics can provide insight

where traditionally considered methods such as takeover time and Markov chain

analysis fall short and so can provide insight into evolutionary processes where

selection is more intricate than comparing fitness values or may even eschew

explicit comparisons. Both metrics quantify selection pressure by analysing

the relation between individual traits and an individual’s number of offspring.

One metric, PFET , is based on an estimate of the probability of a relation

between some quantifiable trait(s) and reproductive success, the other, Pτ , on

the correlation between trait and reproductive success.

A critical analysis provides some insight into the drawbacks and benefits

of the two metrics introduced in this chapter. The probability-based PFET

metric seems better at providing detail to differentiate between (trends in) the

level of selection pressure, particularly when the pressure is high. On the other

hand, PFET is sensitive to varying population size because larger populations

imply more certainty. The correlation-based Pτ measure does not have this
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issue and returns similar values regardless of population size. Moreover, it

indicates not only the magnitude of selection pressure, but also its direction

(i.e., it returns negative values for minimisation problems). A consequence of

PFET ’s sensitivity to population size is that trends in selection pressure over

the course of the evolutionary process can be highlighted in larger or combined

populations, even if these trends are not apparent for smaller populations.

Two case studies showed that the metrics provide a relevant and reliable

measure of selection pressure. The first case study showed that both metrics

corroborate established effects of increasing tournament size and of the develop-

ment of selection pressure with Boltzmann selection, confirming the adequacy

of these metrics. In one instance (when tournament size was increased from 5

to 10) the Pτ metric seemed at odds with established effects, but this seemingly

anomalous result could be explained by the lack of diversity in the analysed

populations.

The study of systems where evolution results from a more intricate interaction

between phenotypes than numerical comparisons of fitness values can benefit

from better understanding how the evolutionary system’s components influence

selection pressure. Metrics such as we propose provide the tools to perform

the analyses that can underpin this understanding. In particular, the second

case study showed how the metrics apply in these situations, allowing for the

analysis of co-existing drivers of selection. It also showed that the metrics allow

researchers to analyse and quantify the effect of changes to environment that

influence selection pressure indirectly.

We hope that these metrics contribute to renewed interest in the analysis of

the selection procedure in evolutionary systems, both in the presence of crisply

defined selection criteria, as in objective free evolution.

The metrics can also be utilised to implement informed adaptation of the

selection pressure at runtime. A detailed elaboration is beyond the scope of

this chapter, but we hope that these metrics will increase the awareness of the

possibility of controlling selection operators, a chance for improving evolutionary

algorithms that is somewhat neglected compared to the research effort dedicated

to control of variation operators.
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5
Experiment Set 1: Adapting Sensory

Layout

This chapter is based on the following publications:

J. Heinerman, D. Drupsteen, and A. E. Eiben (2015). Three-fold Adaptivity in Groups of
Robots: The Effect of Social Learning. In Proceedings of the 17th annual conference on
Genetic and evolutionary computation, GECCO 2015, pp. 177-183. ACM.

J. Heinerman, M. Rango, and A. E. Eiben (2015). Evolution, individual learning, and
social learning in a swarm of real robots. In 2015 IEEE Symposium Series on
Computational Intelligence, SSCI 2015, pp.1055-1062. IEEE. Nominated Best
Student Paper Award, second place
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In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of integrating evolution, indi-

vidual learning, and robot-to-robot learning in a global ‘adaptation engine’ and

look more closely into robot-to-robot learning. We use the three-fold adaptation

engine, as presented in section 3.2.4, for a group of simulated and physical

wheeled robots. Recall that we chose to make the sensory layout of the robots

inheritable and the robot controllers learnable.

The research questions in this chapter are related to the effects of robot-

to-robot learning under different conditions. In robot populations with the

same (homogeneous) sensory layout, we expect that sharing individually learned

knowledge will improve adaptation. However, in populations with different

(heterogeneous) sensory layout, this is not so obvious, because the sensory layout

might be different and controllers are, in principle, sensory layout specific. Thus,

our experiments will seek answers to the following three questions:

1. What is the effect of robot-to-robot learning on the quality and speed of

learning in a robot population with a homogeneous sensory layout (no

evolution)?

2. What is the effect of robot-to-robot learning on the quality and speed of

learning in a robot population with a heterogeneous sensory layout (no

evolution)?

3. What is the effect of robot-to-robot learning on the quality and speed of

learning in a robot population with evolving sensory layout?

The simulated and physical setups were published in two different papers

[81; 83]. Due to their same research questions, we merged both results in this

chapter, including the original graphs from both papers (simulation results

are presented in colour, and the physical experiments are presented in black

and white). Although the research questions are identical, there are two small

differences in the setups: the robots have a different number of sensors, and the

environments are slightly different. We believe that these differences are small

enough to compare both setups to investigate a possible reality gap. A reality

gap means that results found in simulation do not necessarily hold in the real
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world [92]. In our setup, we deploy a learning mechanism on the robot instead

of only the best controller. For this reason, we do not expect a significant

impact of the reality gap, i.e. we expect a small difference in the simulated and

physical experimental results.

5.1 System Description

Evolution acts on the sensory layout of the robot and individual and robot-

to-robot learning act on the controller. The individual and robot-to-robot

learning mechanisms is the (1+1) Evolutionary Algorithm. This means that

the controller consists of one neural network that is adapted through either

individual learning or robot-to-robot learning. After a fixed number of learning

epochs, the individual is replaced by a new one using the received individuals

of the other robots. Figure 5.1 shows the timeline as presented in Figure 3.2

including the specific adaptive mechanisms used in these experiments.

Figure 5.1: Evolution acts on the population of individuals of which every robot
has one. Individual learning acts on the controller, which is one neural network.
Robot-to-robot learning acts on controllers from different robots

The task of lifetime learning is to obtain an appropriate controller that

exploits the available sensory information and generates adequate behaviour
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in the given environment. The task to learn is obstacle avoidance. The fitness

function used for the obstacle avoidance task is presented in equation 3.4.1.

Individual The individual is defined as the active proximity sensors of a

robot. This results in a genome array g of length n, where gi = 1 when sensor i

is active and gi = 0 if it is not active (i ∈ {1, ..., n}). The size of n depends on

the robot. For the simulation experiments, we use the e-puck model described in

section 3.3.3 where n = 8 and for the hardware experiments we use the Thymio

II model described in section 3.3.1 where n = 7.

Controller The controller is a feed forward neural network (NN) with the

input nodes corresponding to the active sensors of the robot, one bias node, and

two output nodes that represent the motor speed values. Each input node and

the bias node is directly connected to each output node, resulting in a neural

network with a maximum of n× 2 + 2 weights. This is implemented as an array

where the weights 1 through n+ 1 correspond to the left motor (weight n+ 1

belongs to the bias node) and weights n+ 2 through n×2 + 2 to the right motor

(weight n× 2 + 2 belongs to the bias node). The motor speeds are calculated

every timestep the following way:

mleft = mmax × tanh
∑

i∈{1,...,n} where gi=1,i=n+1

wi × si,

and

mright = mmax × tanh
∑

i∈{1,...,n} where gi=1,i=n+1

wi+n+1 × si,

where:

− mmax is the maximum speed of the motor;

− wj is weight j of the neural network;

− si is the value of the proximity sensor i normalized between -1 and 1;

− tanh is a hyperbolic tangent activation function.
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The controller is what is sent to other robots, and also called the memome.

Hence, the memome is a vector of maximal n× 2 + 2 values.

Robot and Environment The six robots operate in an arena with inner

and outer walls that act as obstacles to avoid, cf. Figure 5.2. The environments

are slightly different for the simulated and physical setup. The simulated e-puck

robot is described in section 3.3.3. The physical Thymio II robot is described

in section 3.3.1.

Figure 5.2: The environment with six simulated and physical robots on the left and
right respectively.
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5.2 Experimental Setup

We use three different setups1 for answering the research questions listed in the

introduction of this chapter:

1. The first setup is without evolution where six robots with all sensors

active undergo a lifetime learning process for a time of 200 epochs.

2. The second setup is without evolution where six robots with different

sensors active undergo a lifetime learning process for a time of 200 epochs.

3. The third setup is an evolutionary experiment of eight generations where

the six individuals have 100 epochs before being replaced by an offspring.

For each setup, we compare individual learning only and individual and

robot-to-robot learning together. Furthermore, we vary the threshold value

that regulates the quality pressure in the robot-to-robot learning mechanism.

The threshold value is defined as a percentage of the maximum theoretical

fitness value. We experiment with four threshold values: no threshold, low

threshold, medium threshold or a high threshold. For every setup and threshold

value, we do 10 repetitions for the physical and 50 repetitions for the simulation

experiments. The duration of one evaluation measured in seconds, for both the

simulated and the physical platform is 10.25 second (recovery time of 1.5 sec

and actual evaluation of 8.75 sec).

On the physical platform, the individual learning experiment takes one

hour, and the evolutionary experiment takes four hours. Although the external

battery can ensure a longer experiment time, the robot is not suited for long

experiments as the controller board gets overheated and leads to breaking

robots.2

1The code for the simulation implementation is available on https://github.com/

jvheinerman/three_fold_adaptivity_algorithm and the code for the hardware experiments
are available on https://github.com/ci-group/Thymio_swarm.

2During these experiments several robots broke. These results will be excluded from the
graphs unless mentioned otherwise. Later on, we discovered that turning the air conditioning
to the maximum, results in fewer broken robots.
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When an experiment is completed for the physical robots, the robots start at

the position they stopped during the previous experiment, in order to increase

variability between the runs and to exclude human bias for the starting position

of the robots. Human intervention has been proven necessary when (1) a robot

gets stuck in the smallest part of the arena (2) the robot’s wires get stuck into

each other and (3) when the lego component falls off.

The study with physical robots has been performed after the study in

simulation. Because of the computational effort of the physical experiments, we

did not perform the second set of experiments as described in the experimental

setup, and we did not use the low threshold value for sharing knowledge.

Additionally, the threshold values are not the same for the simulated and

physical experiments. In Table 5.1, the theoretical maximum fitness value and

the values for the thresholds are presented. The theoretical maximum fitness is

the maximum possible value that the fitness function in section 3.4.1 can reach.

Setup Threshold Theoretical
Low Mid High max fitness

Simulation 10% 20% 30% 22.400
Hardware - 30% 75% 105.500

Table 5.1: The used threshold values for the simulation and hardware experiments as
the percentage of the theoretical maximum value.

The list of all other relevant system parameters and the values used in the

experiments are given below. When multiple parameter values are used for the

experiments, the range is given.

System parameters

Max. evaluations 200,800

Maximum number of evaluations in a run.

Max. lifetime 100,200

Maximum number of controller evaluations (epochs).

Reevaluation rate 0.2

Chance that the current memome is reevaluated.

Robot-to-robot learning rate 0.3
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Chance that an altered memome is created by robot-to-robot learning.

Evolution

Inactive chance 0.3

Chance for each sensor to be inactive at initialisation.

Tournament size 2

Size of the tournament that is held among the collected genomes.

Mutation rate 0.05

Change to flip a bit in a genome.

Genome storage size 5

Maximum number of uniquely collected genomes to store.

Learning

Weight range 4

Value of NN weights are between [-4, 4].

Sigma initial 1

Initial sigma value for mutating weights.

Sigma maximum 4

Maximum sigma value.

Sigma minimum 0.01

Minimal sigma value.

Memome storage size 20

Maximum number of memomes to store.

Reevaluation weight 0.8

Weight of the current memome fitness in reevaluation calculation.

5.3 Experimental Results

The experimental data for the first research question was collected under the

first setup without evolution as described in section 5.2. In this first experiment,

all robots have the same layout: all proximity sensors are activated, and there

is no evolution in the genotype space. The duration of the run is 200 controller

evaluations. The outcomes are displayed in Figure 5.3.

From the increase in fitness values in all graphs we can conclude that
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the individuals are able to learn the task. Without robot-to-robot learning,

individuals reach a lower fitness than with robot-to-robot learning. The increase

in performance due to robot-to-robot learning is for the physical setup lower

than for the simulation setup. This might be explained by the differences in

threshold values noted in Table 5.1. For the simulation experiments, the average

fitness increase due to robot-to-robot learning is at least 30% (and up to 60%).

For the physical experiments, the increase is around 15 to 20%.

It is interesting to note that robot-to-robot learning has a positive effect

even if there is no threshold for broadcasting controllers after every evaluation.

This is good news because it indicates that the method works even in cases

where there is not enough information about optimal fitness values to establish

a reasonable threshold.

To validate this effect we re-plot the experimental results of the simulation

experiments with the 95% confidence intervals for individual learning alone

and robot-to-robot learning without threshold. We can see that the confidence

intervals do not overlap, meaning a significant difference with the P value much

less than 0.05 [139]. For the hardware experiments, we made this comparison

between individual learning alone and robot-to-robot learning with a high

threshold. Again, non-overlapping confidence intervals can be observed.

For the second experiment, only performed in simulation, the robots have

a different layout: each robot has different sensors that are activated. These

layouts are randomly generated at the beginning of each experiment. The

results are shown in Figure 5.4. In this case, robot-to-robot learning does not

result in a much higher quality (average fitness increase is up to 30%). This is

not that surprising since the networks used to perform robot-to-robot learning

have a different layout and therefore might not be as useful for a different

layout. Robot-to-robot learning does make the learning process faster, reaching

the same fitness levels in fewer evaluations then individual learning only. It is

interesting to compare the setup with no threshold and with the high threshold.

This shows that having no threshold causes a faster increase in the fitness

function, while a high threshold results in higher fitness at the end of the 200

evaluations. This indicates that the threshold value can be used to calibrate
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(a) Average population fit-
ness in simulation with-
out confidence intervals

(b) Average population fit-
ness in simulation with
confidence intervals

(c) Average population fit-
ness in hardware without
confidence intervals

(d) Average population fit-
ness in hardware with
confidence intervals

Figure 5.3: Average population fitness when the sensory layouts of the robots are
identical. Time is measured by the number of evaluations (x-axis), fitness is cal-
culated by the formula in Section 3.4.1 (y-axis). Averages are taken over all 50
simulation repetitions (a) and all 10 physical repetitions (c). On the right, the 95%
confidence intervals are included for the no robot-to-robot learning and no threshold
setup.
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the system according to user preferences: speed or quality.

Figure 5.4: Average population fitness, in simulation, when the sensory layouts of the
robots are different. Time is measured by the number of evaluations (x-axis), fitness
by the formula in Section 3.4.1 (y-axis). Averages are taken over 50 repetitions.

To answer the third research question, we conducted the evolutionary ex-

periments under the third setup described in section 6.2. In this experiment,

the robots have an evolvable layout which is initialised randomly at the start of

the experiment. To better investigate the effect of robot-to-robot learning we

decided to use non-overlapping generations, where every robot has the same

age. The maximum lifetime is set at 100, i.e., every generation lasts for 100

evaluations, and we have 8 generations all together. Figure 5.5 displays the

results in simulation and hardware together. Again, these plots clearly show

that robot-to-robot learning improves performance even if the sensory layouts,

hence the number of input nodes in the NN controllers, vary over the members

of the population. The changes from generation to generation are subtle, but

over the whole run, we can see a trend: learning within a generation becomes

faster with the right threshold value. This is more visible for the simulation
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experiments than for the physical experiments. To show the difference between

the generations in the physical experiments more clear, we re-plot some of the

data from Figure 5.5b. In Figure 5.6 we exhibit the fitness values at the end

of every generation for two algorithm variants: the one with evolution and

individual learning alone and the one with evolution and individual learning

with robot-to-robot learning using the 75% threshold. These graphs confirm

the conclusions that robot-to-robot learning results in higher performance than

evolution and individual learning only.

To inspect the effect of evolution on the genotypes, that is, the sensory

layout of the robots, we collected statistics about the status of the sensors that

are on or off. Because the analyses on the evolved sensory layout are different

between the simulation and physical experiments, we discuss them separately.

5.3.1 Simulation

Figure 5.7 shows the total number of active sensors at the end of each generation.

This figure shows that the number of sensors used decreases over time. The

decrease is about 10 to 20 per cent, compared to the number of active sensors in

the beginning (which varies, depending on the random initialisation). Evolution

seems to discover that using fewer sensors is advantageous because it makes

the learning task easier. Furthermore, we could observe a difference between

the usage of the front and the rear sensors. Intuitively, one would expect

those rear sensors become obsolete because they are not necessary for detecting

obstacles during forwarding locomotion. The data provides some confirmation

for this, showing that the decrease in the usage of front sensors is lower (around

10%) than the drop for the rear sensors (around 15%). Figure 5.7 provides an

illustration of these effects for two setups, the one with robot-to-robot learning

and a low threshold and the one with robot-to-robot learning and a medium

threshold.
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(a) Simulation

(b) Hardware

Figure 5.5: Evolution, individual learning, and robot-to-robot learning in a group
of 6 robots. Time is measured by the number of evaluations (x-axis), fitness by
the formula in Section 3.4.1 (y-axis) divided by the maximum fitness. After 100
evaluations, an evolutionary step takes place resulting in new individuals. Averages
are taken over all 50 simulation repetitions (a) and all 10 physical repetitions (b).
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Figure 5.6: Average population fitness at the end of a generation. For robot-to-robot
learning, the high threshold of 75% is used. The 90% confidence intervals are
included over 10 repetitions using a t-distribution with 9 degrees of freedom

5.3.2 Hardware

Figure 5.8 shows the total number of active sensors at the end of each generation

for the physical experiments. These plots show again that the total number of

active sensors decreases over time for all algorithm variants. The second row

in Figure 5.8 shows the level of agreement between the individuals of a given

population. The level of agreement is the total number of sensors that have the

same status (active or inactive) in all individuals. For example, when the level

of agreement in a certain generation is 7, this means that for all individuals the

sensory layout is identical, regardless of which sensors are active or inactive.

The level of agreement can give information about the consensus regarding

the best genome in the population, i.e., in the group of six Thymio robots. The

faster they have a consensus, the more similar the genome and thus the neural

network structure. A similar neural network structure results in more valuable

information in the robot-to-robot learning step.

The second row of graphs in Figure 5.8 shows3 that the level of agreement is

3Excluding data when a robot broke produces similar results. For the consistency in the
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of the usage of front and rear sensors. The grayscale indicates
the portion of active sensors w.r.t. the initial setting over time (black = 100%), the
numbers show the exact figures.

growing more rapidly with robot-to-robot learning than with individual learning

alone. Oddly enough, robot-to-robot learning with the 75% threshold value

breaks this pattern, and at this moment we have no explanation for this. For

the other threshold values, a significant increase can be obtained, at least for

the first six generations. This means that robot-to-robot learning does influence

evolution in the genome space. This is explainable when we think of the role of

robot-to-robot learning. Robot-to-robot learning gives individuals the option to

explore a different behaviour space from the individual hill climber. This results

in more information about the capabilities of a particular genome. Because

the new genome is picked through a tournament and therefore based on these

capabilities, evolution in the genome space will converge quicker to the best

genomes in the population.

Convergence of the genome has the advantage of a more similar memome

confidence interval sizes we decided to include all runs.
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Figure 5.8: Top row: total number of active sensors over time including 90%
confidence interval using a t-distribution with 59 degrees of freedom and a least-
squares regression fit. These results are conducted over 60 observations. Second row:
level of agreement, number of sensors all active or all deactivate in a generation, over
time. These results are conducted over 10 runs including 90% confidence interval
using a t-distribution with 9 degrees of freedom and a least-squares regression fit.

structure obtained through robot-to-robot learning. This leads to more valuable

information in the case of a high threshold value and, therefore, higher fitness

values. For this reason, we hoped to see an increase in the fitness values obtained

during the generations in Figure 5.6. This is not the case, but we can see that

when the level of agreement is decreasing for the high threshold, the fitness

values are decreasing as well.

This level of agreement seems to decrease because of the fast consensus on the

genome layout and the mutation probability of 5%. It would be interesting to

decrease the mutation probability according to the level of agreement to see

whether the level of agreement stays higher and the fitness value too as a result.
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5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we investigated a three-fold adaptive mechanism based on

evolution, individual, and robot-to-robot learning to implement on the fly

adaptation in a group of simulated and physical robots.

The experiments show a significant benefit of robot-to-robot learning: it

makes the population learn faster and the quality of learned controllers higher

compared to using only individual learning. This effect is demonstrated under

three different setups: for robots with an identical sensory layout, for robots

with a different sensory layout and robots with evolving sensory layout. Fur-

thermore, we have seen an indication that robot-to-robot learning has a guiding

effect on the genome evolution by showing a significant effect in the level of

agreement in the population, i.e. the number of sensors that have the same

state for all individuals. For this reason, we believe that robot-to-robot learning,

combined with individual learning, results in a better exploration of the genome

possibilities. The memome fitness that now better represents the memome

quality results in increasing selection pressure on the best genomes.

As mentioned in the introduction, the results in this chapter are based

on two individual published papers [81; 83]. The algorithms used in these

papers are identical, but the robotic platform is different. The first paper tested

the three-fold adaptive mechanism in simulation while the second one tested

the algorithm in hardware. We showed similar results between the simulation

experiments and hardware experiments. This might contradict with the well-

known reality gap which is the problem that evolved controllers in simulation

usually have a lower performance in reality. However, we transfer the entire

learning mechanisms to the hardware platform and evolve controllers on the

hardware platform directly, i.e., we deploy the learning mechanisms instead of

an evolved controller.
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Complexity

This chapter is based on the following publications:

J. Heinerman, A. Zonta, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben (2016). On-line evolution of
foraging behaviour in a population of real robots. In G. Squillero and P. Burelli (Eds.),
Applications of Evolutionary Computation - 19th European Conference, EvoApplications,
Volume 9598 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp. 198-212. Springer.

J. Heinerman, B. Bussmann, R. Groenendijk, E. van Krieken, J. Slik, A. Tezza, E.
Haasdijk and A.E. Eiben (2018). Benefits of Social Learning in Physical Robots. In:
Proceedings - 2018 IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence, SSCI 2018.
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This chapter investigates the influence of robot-to-robot learning for an

increased task complexity compared to the previous chapter. The task with

increased complexity considered in this chapter is foraging. We use the fitness

functions for the foraging task as described in equation 3.4.3 and 3.4.3. For

the learning mechanisms, two different implementations are considered: the

three-fold adaptive mechanisms used in the previous chapter and the two-fold

adaptive mechanisms described in section 3.2.4. Both implementations are fully

executed in hardware.

6.1 Three-Fold Adaptivity for Increased Task

Complexity

The experiments performed in this section use the same three-fold adaptive

mechanism as in the previous chapter to learn a foraging task. However, an

evolvable sensory layout only has a potential added value when not all sensors

are necessary. Because the foraging task is a complex task to learn for the robot,

and because the robot needs all the provided sensors, we decided to fix the

sensory layout. This means that we only have individual and robot-to-robot

learning. Figure 6.1 shows the timeline as presented in Figure 3.2 including the

specific adaptive mechanisms used in these experiments.

The results obtained from this study are marginal, and we improved the

results significantly in later experiments presented in the next section. For this

reason, we briefly touch upon some results but refer to the full paper for the

interested reader [86].

6.1.1 System Description

Controller The controller is a feed-forward neural network with 13 input

nodes, 5 hidden nodes and 2 output nodes as depicted in Figure 6.2. The nodes

have tanh activation functions. Five input nodes, denoted PS1 to PS5, connect

to the proximity sensors (three in the front and two in the back of the robot).

The remaining seven inputs relate to camera information. To extract the salient
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Figure 6.1: The individual is set for the whole robotic lifetime. Individual learning
acts on the controller, which is one neural network. Robot-to-robot learning acts on
controllers from different robots

information from the camera image, the image is divided into four parts (left,

middle, right and bottom, or l, r,m and b) as shown in the top left in Figure

6.2.

Masking red values to detect pucks in the four areas yields the (Pl, Pm, Pr, Pb)

inputs that denote the size of the largest red area in each sub-image. A further

three inputs denote the total percentage of blue in the three top sub-images

(Tl, Tm, Tr). The input and hidden layer each have an additional bias node.

The output nodes drive the left and right motor actuators. All input nodes are

connected to all hidden nodes (except the bias node) and all hidden nodes are

connected to the output nodes, resulting in a neural network with 62 weights.

The sensor input values are normalised between -1 and 1 and the weights are

between -4 and 4.

Robot and Environment Two robots, described in 3.3.2, operate together

in a 1 × 1 meter arena with six pucks and one target area. This set-up is

duplicated three times, facilitating a total population of six robots, where

communication across arena instances is possible through WiFi. The robots
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Figure 6.2: Visualisation of salient information extracted from the camera image
(left) and the neural network controller with 13 input nodes, 5 hidden nodes and 2
output nodes (right). Input nodes Px detect pucks as the largest area of red pixels
in each sub-image (l,m, r, b denoting the left, middle, right and bottom sun-image),
Tx detect the total amount of blue pixels in each of the three upper sub-images and
PSx detect obstacles.

and environments are shown in Figure 6.3.

The arena size allows the robot to see the target area from across the whole

arena. The arenas have a white floor and white walls for improved obstacle

detection. The pucks are red and the target area, located in a corner, is blue,

with white stripes added for better colour recognition when the robot is close

to the target.
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Figure 6.3: The 1× 1 meter arena with two Thymio II robots searching for the red
pucks. The target location is indicated by the blue corner. The arena is duplicated
three times to facilitate six robots while minimising robot collisions.

6.1.2 Experimental Set-up

The duration of each experiment is one hour, allowing for 1,000 controller

evaluations of 1,000 time steps (ca 3.6 seconds) each. This is a very short

evaluation time, certainly too short to complete one round of detecting and

approaching a puck and then transporting it to the target area. Therefore, we

use the behavioural fitness function presented in equation 3.4.3.

Unless indicated otherwise, each set-up was repeated 20 times1. Furthermore,

we use the same parameter settings as in the previous chapter. The robots

broadcast their champion genome after every evaluation, provided that its

fitness exceeds 50% of the maximum fitness. The maximum theoretical fitness

is 6000.

The robots start every experiment in the same position, facing the middle

of one of the walls that is not adjacent to the target area. The robots are

not repositioned during an experiment unless two robots’ grippers or wiring

1The code for implementation is available on https://github.com/ci-group/Thymio_

swarm.
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become entangled or when a robot is pushing multiple pucks against the wall

(in that case, the pucks prevent the robot from moving close enough to the

wall for obstacle sensors to detect it). In case the robot loses its gripper, it is

reattached, and the experiment continues. The temperature of the robots is

tracked continuously to prevent the robots from overheating. As a result, no

robots broke during the experiments and all collected data can be used.

When a puck is pushed to the target area, the robot internally registers the

time and emits a sound to alert the experimenter. The puck is then manually

replaced in the centre of the arena, and the experimenter records the number of

collected pucks.

6.1.3 Experimental Results

To quantify the performance of the robots, we consider the number of pucks

collected in ten-minute intervals. Figure 6.4 compares the results of the learning

controller with a baseline experiment where the robots run with randomly

generated weights for every evaluation.

(a) Learning
controller

(b) Random
controller

Figure 6.4: Number of collected pucks per 10 minute intervals by the robot population
for learning and random controllers. The box plots show the median, interquartile
range, min and max values. The number of experiments for the learning controller
was 20 repetitions and the random baseline was repeated 10 times. Although the
increase in pucks collected when learning increases only marginally, the increase is
significant (Mood’s Median test with Fisher’s Exact Test, p = 0.02).
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There is a difference in performance between the random and learning

controllers, so learning definitely improves task performance. If the robots do

learn the foraging task successfully, the number of pucks collected per interval

should increase throughout an experiment. The performance does indeed

increase over time in Figure 6.4a, but the increase is marginal. To ascertain

whether the increase in performance is statistically significant, we use Mood’s

Median test on the median number of pucks collected the first and the second

half hour. This results in a value of p = 0.02 – a significant increase at α = 5%.

Although the difference is significant, when observing the robots the per-

formance was somewhat disappointing. It appeared that the robots do learn

appropriate behaviour, but subsequently revert to much less efficient behaviour.

To investigate whether the robots do indeed learn (and subsequently forget)

efficient foraging behaviour, we ran ten repeats of an experiment with a high-

fitness controller without further development. This controller was selected

manually from controllers that consistently showed high fitness values, also

over multiple re-evaluations. The robot is positioned in the standard starting

position and subsequently ran for one hour, with all other settings as described

for the runs with the learning mechanisms enabled.

The box plots in Figure 6.5 show the performance of ten repeats of this

experiment in ten-minute intervals. The first ten minutes show exceptional

performance due to the convenient starting position of the pucks in the middle of

the arena (and not pushed to the sides of the arena by the robot yet). However,

also in the other intervals, performance beats the online performance with an

active learning process by a factor of three (note, that the y-axis in Figure 6.5

had a larger range than that in Figure 6.4).

It appears that the evolutionary process does discover good controllers, but

subsequently discards these because their behaviour is not suitable for all steps

in the foraging task. We hypothesise that this is a result of the brief evaluation

periods that these experiments require: if, for instance, no pucks are picked

up during a re-evaluation of a controller, its assessment is revised, even if it

is actually very relevant. Combating this ‘forgetting’ behaviour by having a

longer evaluation period is implemented in the next section.
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Figure 6.5: Number of collected pucks over ten runs per 10 minute interval with
a fixed controller, obtained through evolution. The box plot shows the median,
interquartile range, min and max values.

The main ambition of the research in this section was to push for more

complex tasks to be considered in online evolutionary robotics outside of simula-

tions. With this research, we provided the community with a well-documented

and affordable example of an experimental set-up to investigate an evolving

collective of robots with rich sensory inputs in a non-trivial task. We used it as

the basis to implement a more advanced learning mechanism. The results of

that study are presented in the next section.

6.2 Two-Fold Adaptivity for Increased Task Com-

plexity

The main objective of this section is to examine the increase in learning speed

and performance due to robot-to-robot learning, on top of individual learning,

for varying physical robotic group sizes. Additionally, we hypothesise that

robot-to-robot learning will lead to more robust solutions, as each robot has

small random differences. That is to say; some cameras might be mounted
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under a marginally different angle for example. Learning correct behaviour

in experiments with more than one robot means that optimal performance is

generalised behaviour over an entire group. Intuitively, more robust solutions

are those that are less complex.

This set of experiments shows promising results when applying robot-to-

robot learning to a group of robots. We show that on top of a parallelisation

of the search, robots that learn socially are more capable of retaining the best

neural networks in the population. Additionally, the neural networks are less

complex resulting in a smaller search space, which is extremely beneficial when

using physical robots. It is shown that a relatively complex task, such as the

foraging, can be learned within the hour. Therefore, online learning methods

can be tested on real robots for more complex tasks than currently possible

when using robot-to-robot learning.

6.2.1 System description

In this section, we use the two-fold adaptive mechanisms as presented in section

3.2.4 to improve the results compared to the previous section. Specifically, we

investigate the effect of exchanging controller information, on top of individual

learning, in a group of Thymio II robots for two tasks: obstacle avoidance and

foraging. To observe the increase in learning speed and performance due to

robot-to-robot learning, we compare 1 learning robot with a group of 4 and

8 robots. The controllers of the robots are populations of neural networks

that evolve using a modified version of the state-of-the-art NEAT algorithm,

called cNEAT, which allows the conversion of innovations numbers from other

robots, and has been explained in section 3.2.3. Figure 6.6 shows the timeline

as presented in Figure 3.2 including the specific adaptive mechanisms used in

these experiments.

Controller The controller is a population of neural networks. For the obstacle

avoidance task, the network inputs are the 7 proximity sensors around the robot,

and the outputs are the motor speeds for the left and right wheel. Including

the bias node, this results in an initial network of 16 weights. For the foraging
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Figure 6.6: Individual learning acts on the controller, which is a population of neural
networks that are evaluated sequentially. Robot-to-robot learning acts on neural
networks from different robots.

task, we use the camera image to define three task-specific sensors: puck in

sight, puck in gripper and goal in sight. The goal is visible even if the robot

does not have a puck yet. This makes the task more complicated. Additionally,

we use the sum of proximity sensors in the front and two proximity sensors in

the back to determine if the robot is colliding with the wall. As a result, the

neural network has 6 inputs, including bias. The number of output nodes is

again 2, where each node corresponds to a wheel of the robot, indicating the

speed. This results in an initial network size of 14 weights.

Robot and Environment The arena for the obstacle avoidance and foraging

task are presented in Figure 6.2.1. The used fitness function for the obstacle

avoidance task is described in section 3.4.1 and the fitness function for the

foraging task is first behaviour fitness function described in section 3.4.3.

For the foraging task, there is a necessity to calibrate the cameras of the

robots automatically before the start of every run, because the orientation of

the cameras across robots can be different. This orientation means that the

size of the puck in each of the frames that the robot shoots can vary. After

the calibration, a hand-coded controller is used to test the calibration process;
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(a) Obstacle
avoidance

(b) Foraging

Figure 6.7: The environment with one robot for the obstacle avoidance and foraging
task. For the foraging task, the robot is locating the green puck to bring to the red
target. The handmade LEGO gripper helps the robot maintain control of the pucks
when manoeuvring.This setup is duplicated for the number of robots used in the
experiment.

the hand-coded controller should exhibit the optimal behaviour: turning until

the puck is in sight, drive straight until the puck is in the gripper, turn until

the goal is in sight, and drive straight to the goal. Because the quality of the

camera is not what we want it to be, we added velcro on the gripper and the

puck. As a result, once the robot has the puck, the corresponding sensor input

of having the puck will be set to true until a goal is scored (even if the robot

does lose the puck). We choose this implementation because the camera is not

always accurate enough to see the colours appropriately.

Human intervention is necessary when the robot is in the corner facing the

wall and tries to turn right against the wall, and the motor of the robot is not

powerful enough to push itself back. When the robot collects a puck for the

foraging task, we relocate the puck to a random position in the arena and place

the robot just behind the black square.
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6.2.2 Experimental Setup

Robot-to-robot learning experiments are performed with a group of 4 and 8

robots. A population size of 24 is used for the individual learning experiments

resulting in a population size of 6 and 3 for the 4 and 8 robot setup respectively.

We reduce the population size when using more robots to keep the computational

budget per generation for all robots equal. As a result, any benefits of robot-to-

robot learning cannot be assigned due to the indirect increase of computational

effort. The number of generations is 19, restricted by battery capacity for the 1

robot experiment, and one evaluation is 20 seconds for the obstacle avoidance

task and 60 seconds for the foraging task. This results in a time required per

experiment of the obstacle avoidance task of around 160 minutes, 40 minutes

and 20 minutes for 1, 4 and 8 robots. And for the foraging task of 8 hours, 2

hours and 1 hour for 1, 4 and 8 robots. For all experiments, 10 replicate runs

are performed with different random seeds2. The most important parameter

settings for the NEAT algorithm are presented in Table 6.1.

6.2.3 Experimental Results

The results consist of an analysis of the performance, the neural network

complexity and the selection pressure. Due to the small number of runs, some

explanations are more qualitative than quantitative.

6.2.4 Performance

In Figure 6.8 we compare the median and maximum fitness, including interquar-

tile range, over generations for the obstacle avoidance task (left) and the foraging

task (right). The individual learning robot is presented by the green colour.

Robot-to-robot learning with 4 robots is presented in yellow and with 8 robots

in red. From these graphs, we can draw several conclusions.

First, for both tasks the performance improves over time, meaning that the

robots learn over time. For the obstacle avoidance task, the median performance

2The code for the implementation is available on www.github.com/jvheinerman
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Table 6.1: System parameters, descriptions and used values.

Mutation and crossover parameters

pXover 0.75
chance to apply crossover
pMutation 0.25
chance to apply only mutation
pweightMutation 0.4
chance to apply mutation on weight
pWeightReplaced 0.05
chance to replace weight
pConnection 0.01
chance to enable network connection
maxPerturb 0.75
maximum allowed change on weight
pAddLink 0.1
chance to add a link
pAddNode 0.05
chance to add a node

Species parameters

speciesTarget 2
number of target species.
coeffExcess 1
used for species compatibility score
coeffDisjoint 1
used for species compatibility score
coeffWeight 0.7
used for species compatibility score
threshold 2
used for species compatibility score
thresholdChange 0.1
value used to adjust the threshold
speciesAgeThreshold 8
age to count as old
speciesYouthThreshold 3
age to count as young
agePenalty 0.5
fitness multiplier old neural network
ageBoost 1.2
fitness multiplier young neural network

Other parameters

size 24
population size of all robots combined
survivalThreshold 0.6
top % networks that can be parents
tournamentsize 2
size of tournament to select parent
copyBest TRUE
clone best specie network
copyBestEver FALSE
clone best neural network so far
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Figure 6.8: Median (top) and maximum (bottom) performance with interquartile
range over generations for the obstacle avoidance (left) and foraging task (right). The
individual learning robot is presented by the green colour. Robot-to-robot learning
with 4 robots is presented in yellow and with 8 robots in red. The results are
calculated over 10 replicate runs.

is much closer to the maximum performance than for the foraging task. This

indicates that the foraging task is more difficult to learn for the robot. Second,

adding robot-to-robot learning, results in a more robust median performance,

showed by a smoother curve. Although the median performance for the foraging

task seems to increase when using more robots, the maximum fitness seems to

be lower when using 8 robots when looking at the interquartile range.

Figure 6.9 shows a more detailed view of the performance over time for the

obstacle avoidance task (top) and foraging task (bottom). It specifically shows

the fitness of the neural networks over the generations for all 10 independent

runs and all robot-to-robot learning experiments. To explain this graph, pick

one bar where the colour goes from green to red. This bar consists of dots,

where each dot represents one neural network in the controller presented at the

top of the column and the colour represents the fitness of the network. There

are groups of 10 bars where each bar represents one run. This block of 10 runs
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is shown for every generation, shown at the top of the column, and the number

of robots, shown at the right of the row. When using multiple robots, the

neural networks of the final generation for all robots are combined and sorted

by fitness.

We can see that for the obstacle avoidance task, there are many well-

performing neural networks, while for the foraging task the good networks

are sparse. However, the effect of robot-to-robot learning seems to be similar:

when a high performing neural network is found, there is more chance that the

next generation has a high performing neural network too. This results in the

smoother median curve of Figure 6.8. The difference in maximum performance

for the foraging task shown in 6.8 can also be better understood with this

graph. It seems that a group of 4 robots is more capable of keeping the good

knowledge of the population than using a group size of 8. This might be due to

the decrease in population size from 6 to an even smaller size of 3 when using 4

and respectively 8 robots.

6.2.5 Neural network complexity

In Figure 6.10 we can see the median and interquartile range of the average

number of edges in the final generation over the 10 replicate runs for the

obstacle avoidance task (left) and foraging task (right). The network complexity

is expressed as the number of edges, as the increase in the number of nodes

already implies the increase in the number of edges. We can confirm our

hypothesis that the complexity of the network significantly drops when the

robotic group size increases, indicated by the non-overlapping quartile range

[140]. However, we must note that when using more robots, the chances of

creating extra nodes and edges go down because a higher percentage of the

population is used by the clone component of the algorithm.

6.2.6 Selection pressure

Although the algorithm that is running on every robot is the same and the

same parameters are used, the overall dynamics of the system are different.
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Figure 6.9: Fitness of the obstacle avoidance task (top) and foraging task (bottom)
of the controller over generations for all 10 runs for 1 robot (top), 4 robots (middle)
and 8 robots (bottom). The columns refer to the controller generation. Within one
run, the neural networks are sorted on fitness of which the colour reflects the value.
When using multiple robots, the controllers of all robots are combined and sorted on
fitness.

An analysis of the selection pressure will show this. The selection pressure

expresses the correlation between the fitness of a neural network and the number

of offspring. We specifically use the Kendall’s τ -b measure explained in [79].

In Figure 6.11 the selection pressure over generations is shown for 1 (green),

4 (orange) and 8 (red) robots. On the left, the selection pressure is aggregated

over all robots, while on the right the selection pressure for the first robot

is isolated, meaning only one robot is chosen in the robot-to-robot learning
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Figure 6.10: Median network complexity, expressed as the average number of edges
in the network, including interquartile range in the final generation for the obstacle
avoidance task (left) and foraging task (right). The results are calculated over 10
replicate runs.

experiments to express the selection pressure.

Looking at the left graph, we can observe that the selection pressure for 1

robot is a bit higher than for more robots. This is logical because the whole

population is divided over multiple robots and only the population of one robot

is considered to create offspring. While the overall best neural network can be

selected every time for the 1 robot experiment, it does not participate in the

creation of offspring on the other robots. As a result, the correlation between

fitness and number of offspring is not as high as the correlation of 1 robot.

The right graph shows the selection pressure on one robot (robot number

1). Therefore, the selection pressure for the 1 robot experiments is identical to

the left graph. For the social experiments, we see an increase in the selection

pressure but also an increase in volatility. This is because, on one robot, the

population size decreases and the best neural network has more impact on the

creation of offspring when using tournament selection.
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Figure 6.11: Selection pressure over generations for 1 robot (green), 4 robots (orange)
and 8 robots (red), including interquartile range over generations for the foraging
task combined over all robots (left) and robot number 1 (right), meaning that the
results of only one robot are presented for the robot-to-robot learning experiments.
The results are calculated over 10 replicate runs.

6.3 Discussion

In this section, the effect of robot-to-robot learning on the learning speed,

performance and network complexity using physical robots is investigated. We

tested the effect of robot-to-robot learning on two different tasks: obstacle

avoidance and foraging in real robots.

We have shown that the median performance is more robust when using more

robots for both tasks. Although the increase in robustness is not overwhelming,

robot-to-robot learning at least distributes the search and reduces the wall clock

time needing to learn a specific task without loss of performance compared to
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an individual learning robot.

The increase in robustness of the median performance is probably because

more robots are more likely to retain the high performing neural networks. A

possible explanation for this is that good networks are tested by multiple other

robots that all start at a different position. Even though the fitness function of

a foraging task is very stochastic, a good network will probably perform well on

one of the other robots.

Additionally, we have shown that using more robots results in less complex

neural networks. While this might be a logical result of our specific implementa-

tion details, the fact remains that we can reach a similar performance level with

less complex neural networks when using multiple robots. A decrease in neural

network complexity means that the search space is reduced: this is especially

useful in a physical setup where the time is an important restriction.

Observing the selection pressure showed that the overall dynamics change

when using multiple robots, even though the algorithm on the specific robot

remains identical. We showed that the selection pressure overall robots decreases

while the selection pressure on the individual robot increases. This might result

in an overall better exploration versus exploitation balance.

It is clear that using multiple robots changes the dynamics of the learning

algorithm. However, based on the limited number of physical experiments

executed, we are unable to identify the explicit “magic” of robot-to-robot

learning. In the next chapters, we will use simulations to analyse the impact of

robot-to-robot learning better.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we investigated two ways to learn more complex tasks with

robot-to-robot learning.

First, we tried to apply the three-fold adaptive mechanisms as used in the

previous chapter. However, an evolvable sensory layout only has a potential

added value when not all sensors are necessary. Because the foraging task is a

complex task to learn for the robot, and because the robot needs all provided
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sensors, we decided not to have an evolvable sensory layout. As a result, we

only kept the individual and robot-to-robot learning mechanisms which are

identical to the implementation of the previous chapter. Results were not that

promising, whereafter we changed the individual learning mechanisms to NEAT

and a robot-to-robot learning mechanism better suited for more complex tasks.

The results are better: even a relatively complex task, such as the foraging task,

can be learned within the hour due to robot-to-robot learning in some of the

runs. Therefore, online learning methods can be tested for more complex tasks

than currently possible when using robot-to-robot learning. This will hopefully

help the field of ER to be a worthwhile alternative to hand-coded robots for an

environment not fully known to the designers.
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7
Reduced Parameter Sensitivity

This chapter is based on the following publications:

J. Heinerman, J. Stork, M. A. R. Coy, J. Hubert, A.E. Eiben, T. Bartz-Beielstein and E.
Haasdijk (2018). Can Social Learning Increase Learning Speed, Performance or Both?. In
ECAL 2017: Proceedings of the Fourteenth European Conference on the Synthesis and
Simulation of Living Systems, p. 200-207, MIT Press.

J. Heinerman, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben (2019). Importance of Parameter Settings on
the Benefits of Robot-to-Robot Learning. Frontiers in Robotics and AI 6, 10.
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We have seen, in previous chapters, evidence that set-ups, where robots

can share knowledge, outperform otherwise similar set-ups where robots learn

in isolation. However, no consistent increase in benefits has been reported

throughout related work. This makes the results highly dependent on the

particular system and parameter settings.

The variability of reported benefits due to the selection of parameter set-

tings is an aspect that has received less attention in this field. This can be

accomplished online, adapting parameter settings during at run-time (parameter

control), or off-line, optimising the parameter settings before the actual runs

(parameter tuning) [55]. Methodologies for tuning in evolutionary computing

were discussed by Eiben and Jelasity [56] and Beielstein [19], resulting in the

development of software tools such as REVAC [162] and SPOT [16]. McGeoch

[113] presented a guide to tuning and performing computer experiments.

Huijsman et al. [90], however, did use extensive parameter tuning to study

the benefits of robot-to-robot learning, but closer analysis revealed that evolution

had not yet converged in the experiments presented there. In fact, the individual

learning model actually achieves better performance than the robot-to-robot

learning model after a substantial increase in the number of evaluations. Since

this is a rare example of a comparison between separately tuned versions of

evolutionary algorithms, the results lead us to hypothesise that the increase in

performance and/or learning speed when adding robot-to-robot learning may

depend on the quality of the parameter settings used in the baseline experiments.

In this chapter, we improve upon existing work by investigating the impact

of the parameter setting of the individual learning process on the benefits of

robot-to-robot learning. First, we observe the performance and learning speed

of an individual learning robot, learning a foraging task, when using different

parameter values. Then we compare the performance and learning speed for

these parameter values when we enable the exchange of knowledge.

Our results indicate that robot-to-robot learning is a powerful mechanism

which leads to benefits in both performance and learning speed. Additionally,

these results serve as a reminder that tuning of the parameters should not be

left as an afterthought because they can drastically impact the conclusions on
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the benefits of robot-to-robot learning.

7.1 System Description

We use the same two-fold learning mechanisms as in the previous chapter, also

described in section 3.2.4. The robotic controller is a population of changeable

neural networks evolved with NEAT, and the used fitness function is the

aggregated one described in section 3.4.3. However, we did not implement the

cNEAT algorithm because we make use of a centralised innovation database.

Figure 7.1 shows the timeline as presented in Figure 3.2 including the specific

adaptive mechanisms used in these experiments.

Figure 7.1: Individual learning acts on the controller, which is a population of neural
networks that are evaluated sequentially. Robot-to-robot learning acts on neural
networks from different robots.

Selecting Parameter Settings Table 7.1 shows the 21 parameters for the

individual learning process. These parameters are related to the individual

learning mechanism of one robot. Depending on the chosen learning mechanism,

the number of parameters can vary. The approach described in this section

is independent of the specific individual learning mechanism of the robot.

The parameters, of which 2 are boolean and 19 continuous, are presented in
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section 8.2. Every parameter could be assigned a low, middle or high value.

A combination of all parameters with their corresponding values is called a

configuration.

Testing all possible configurations would require too much computational

power. Therefore, Design of Experiments (DoE) was used to create the configu-

rations. DoE is an approach that creates a minimal number of configurations to

test while preserving the possibility to perform statistical analysis on the data

[122]. The DoE1 gave, for the case at hand with 19 continuous and 2 boolean

parameters, an experimental design of 50 different configurations.

The configurations provided by the DoE are ranked based on their quality.

The quality of a configuration is defined as the median performance in the final

generation. The performance of this generation is defined as the median fitness

of the neural networks in that generation. Rank number 1 is the configuration

resulting in the highest quality and rank number 50 is the configuration resulting

in the lowest quality.

Using the median performance measure is the most suitable measure for

online evolutionary robotics for two reasons. First, the distribution of the fitness

within one run and over different runs has a high variance. Second, for on-line

evolution, it is more important that all neural networks perform well as the

robots both learn and perform their task at the same time. Therefore, if we

mention performance, either of a generation or a configuration, we always refer

to the median performance unless mentioned otherwise.

For the robot-to-robot learning experiments, we use the best and median

configurations. To avoid confusion, note that this median is not the median of

multiple data points but based on the rank of the parameter setting. The best

configurations are defined as the 10 settings that lead to the highest quality

(rank 1-10). The median configurations are defined as the settings resulting in

a median quality (rank 21-30).

Controller The robotic controller is a population of neural networks where

each neural network has 11 input and two output nodes. The input nodes

1Created with the help of JMP software SAS Institute Inc, JMP, Version 11.1.0
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consist of 8 proximity sensors, a nest sensor, a puck sensor, and a puck carrying

sensor; the output nodes provide the right and left motor speed.

Robot and Environment The robots used for the experiments in this

chapter are described in section 3.3.4. The environment is a square arena as

shown in Figure 7.2. Five pucks are randomly placed in the arena at the start of

a run. Once a puck is brought to the nest, it is immediately moved to a random

location in the environment. The fitness of each robot is equal to the number

of pucks collected during a trial lasting 1000 time steps. When robot-to-robot

learning is applied, every robot has its own arena as shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: The environment with one robot searching for the blue pucks. The target
location is indicated by the grey circle. The dashed line shows an example trajectory
of a robot that picks up a puck to release at the target location.

7.2 Experimental Setup

We perform two sets of experiments: the individual learning experiments, also

called the baseline experiments, and the robot-to-robot learning experiments.

Robot-to-robot learning experiments are performed with a group of 2 and

4 robots. The baseline experiments are the 50 configurations given by the

DoE. They are ranked based on the quality where after the best configurations

(rank 1-10) and the median configurations (rank 21-30) are chosen to apply
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robot-to-robot learning too. For all configurations, we use a fixed number

of 20k fitness evaluations. The total number of evaluations is the number

of generations times the population size. Because the population size is a

parameter in the configuration, we set the number of generations accordingly.

As a result, 20k evaluations correspond to 200 generations for a population size

of 100, 334 generations for a population size of 60 and 1000 generations for a

population size of 20. When robot-to-robot learning is applied, the robots have

the same configuration as the one robot setup except for the population size.

The population size for the robot-to-robot learning setup is the population size

from the 1 robot setup divided by the number of robots to ensure the same

number of evaluations per generation. Thus, if the original setup specifies a

population size of 100, the robot-to-robot learning experiments use a population

size of 50 and 25 for the 2 robots and 4 robot setup, respectively.

The robots operate in their own arena, but they communicate across arenas.

Consequently, the performance of the robot is only due to its own actions and

not influenced by other robots in the same arena. Removing this inter-robot

collision allows for a better comparison between the individual and the robot-to-

robot learning experiments. Additionally, this setup allows robots at different

locations, e.g., different cities or continents, to participate in robot-to-robot

learning via the internet.

Every robot is learning in an online fashion, while the robot is performing

the task. A consequence of online learning is that a controller (or the specific

neural network) can suffer from a bad initial position caused by a previous

evaluation. Having to recover from a bad starting position can impact the

fitness of the new neural network in a negative way [31]. In our set-up, the most

common example of a bad starting position is being placed against a wall. To

mitigate the negative effect of a bad starting position, we reposition the robot

to a random location at the beginning of a neural network evaluation when it

was driving against the wall. This is to make sure that the learning does not

stagnate because it is driving into the wall for a sequent number of evaluations

and loses the diversity in the population of neural networks.

For all experiments, 20 replicate runs are performed with different ran-
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dom seeds. The parameters for the individual learning mechanism NEAT are

presented in Table 7.1.

7.3 Experimental Results

7.3.1 Baseline Experiments

The 50 configurations from the DoE are referred to as the baseline experiments.

For the baseline experiments, there is only 1 robot, and it is learning individu-

ally. Figure 7.3 shows the quality and the interquartile range2 for all baseline

experiments. If the median of two ranks is equal, the one with the highest value

for the third quartile gets the better ranking. The quality differences between

the configurations are clearly present: the lowest ranked setting has a quality

of 0, while the highest ranked setting reached a quality of 4.5. The data in

Figure 7.3 confirms that the configuration, e.g. the values of the parameters,

significantly influence the quality of the individual learning result.

The data in Figure 7.3 shows the performance at the final generation for

all 50 parameter configurations. It is not clear whether the performance for

all configurations converged at this point. To show that the performance

has approximately converged at this point for most parameter configurations,

we observe the increase in performance for all configurations from 95% to

100% of the evaluation budget. The median of this increase over the 50

configurations is 0 with an interquartile range of [0,0.1875], i.e. most of the

50 parameter configurations converged when they reach 95% of the evaluation

budget. These statistics confirm that we used a sufficient number of evaluations

for our experiments.

7.3.2 Robot-to-robot Learning: Performance

Figure 7.4 shows the fitness of the controller at the final generation for all 20

independent runs and all robot-to-robot learning experiments. To explain this

2The interquartile range fluctuates between configurations. This is due to the difference in
population size. When the population size is small, the interquartile range is relatively large.
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Table 7.1: The parameters of the individual learning mechanisms NEAT with de-
scription and values (low, middle and high) for the DoE. Low, middle (mid) and
high levels are used for numeric parameters

Mutation and crossover parameters

Low Mid High
pXover 0.05 0.20 0.35
chance to apply crossover
pMutation 0.1 0.25 0.4
chance to apply mutation on each node/link
pWeightReplaced 0.0 0.25 0.5
chance to replace weight
maxPerturb 0.25 0.5 0.75
maximum allowed change on weight
pAddLink 0.01 0.05 0.1
chance to add a link
pAddNode 0.01 0.03 0.05
chance to add a node

Species parameters

speciesCount 3 6 9
Maximum number of species.
maxSpeciesAge 6 18 30
maximum age of species
coeffExcess 0.5 1.0 1.5
used for species compatibility score
coeffDisjoint 0.5 1.0 1.5
used for species compatibility score
coeffWeight 0.1 0.4 0.7
used for species compatibility score
threshold 0.3 0.5 0.7
used for species compatibility score
thresholdChange 0.01 0.1 0.2
used to change threshold value
speciesAgeThreshold 0.7 0.75 0.8
percentage of age to count as old
speciesYouthThreshold 0.2 0.25 0.3
percentage of age to count as young
agePenalty 0.5 0.7 0.9
fitness multiplier for old network
ageBoost 1.1 1.25 1.4
fitness multiplier for young network

Other parameters

size 20 60 100
population size of one robot
survivalThreshold 0.1 0.45 0.8
top % neural networks that can be parents
copyBest TRUE FALSE
clone best neural network previous generation
copyBestEver TRUE FALSE
clone best neural network so far.
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Figure 7.3: Median performance with an interquartile range of the baseline experi-
ments for all DoE parameter settings at the final generation. The y-axis shows the
performance, measured as the median number of collected pucks in the population.
The x-axis shows the rank of the configuration. The results are calculated over 20
replicate runs.

graph, pick one bar where the colour goes from blue to red. This bar consists

of dots, where each dot represents one neural network in the final generation,

and the colour represents the fitness of the network. There are groups of 20

bars where each bar represents one run. The 20 runs are sorted on the sum of

the fitnesses of the neural networks. This block of 20 runs is shown for every

combination of rank and the number of robots. The column refers to the rank

of the configuration. Rank 1 to 10 (best configurations) and 21 to 30 (median

configurations) are present. The rows refer to the number of robots. When

using multiple robots, the controllers of the final generation for all robots are

combined and sorted by fitness.

Figure 7.4 shows a lot of information at once but is an important graph to

understand the effect of robot-to-robot learning. For the baseline experiments,

we can observe the difference between configurations. Looking at the top row,

the individual learning experiments, rank 1 to 10 shows more good performing

networks (red) and fewer bad performing networks (blue) compared to rank 21

to 30. This is not a surprise since the configuration rank is based on the median

performance of the networks. In general, the runs with a high performing

network, have more red and yellow coloured networks than a run without a
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good performing network. This results in an increase of the median performance

measure.

However, an increase of median performing neural networks is not a necessity

for an increase in a number of successful runs. Looking at rank 28, we can

clearly see an increase in performance of the best neural network within a run

but not a decrease in the number of bad performing networks. Therefore we

can conclude that the benefits of robot-to-robot learning highly depend on the

particular configuration.

Due to the replacement of the worst performing neural network for the

robot-to-robot learning experiments, one might expect that the number of bad

performing networks decreases. This effect does happen for some parameter

settings, such as setting 24, but not for all. The number of generations, and

thus the number of times a best network is received, exceeds the size of the

population. Especially for a population size of 20 (e.g. rank 21 to 25), there are

1000 generations and thus 1000 times to receive the best network. However, in

the final generation when the population size is 20, there are still bad performing

robots. Therefore, we can say that simply replacing the worst network with a

better one is not the reason that there are fewer badly performing networks.

Figure 7.5 summarises the information from Figure 7.4 by using the measures

introduced in section 7.1. Figure 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) show the SRR and the PFR

for the best and median configurations for the robot-to-robot learning experiment

with 2 and 4 robots respectively. A value higher than 1 means that a benefit

due to robot-to-robot learning is observed for that particular measure.

From Figure 7.5 we can conclude that the benefits of robot-to-robot learning

are more present for 4 robots than for 2 robots, indicated by fewer observations

below the thicker white lines and the higher values for both measurements.

Furthermore, we can observe that every configuration can have completely

different benefits. An SRR of 8 can be observed for the 4 robot setup for rank

25 and 28 while the PFR increases slightly for rank 28 and a lot for rank 25.

This is consistent with the observation of Figure 7.4.

Besides the influence of the configuration on the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning, the group size also seems of influence. This can be further clarified
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controllers

Figure 7.4: Fitness of the controllers at the final generation for all 20 runs for 1
robot (top), 2 robot (middle) and 4 robots (bottom). The columns refer to the rank
of the configuration (rank 1-10 and 21-30). The 20 runs are sorted on the sum of
the fitnesses of the neural networks. Within one run, the networks are sorted on
the fitness of which the colour reflects the value. When using multiple robots, the
controllers of the final generation for all robots are combined and sorted on fitness.

when looking at rank 1 in depth. When applying robot-to-robot learning for 2

robots, the SR decreases from 50% to 40% while for 4 robots the SR increases

from 50% to 75%.

Configuration 29 did not have any successful runs for the individual learning

experiments. For both robot-to-robot learning experiments, with 2 and 4 robots,

there were successful runs. Therefore, we can conclude that robot-to-robot

learning can reach performance levels unreachable for the individual learning

counterpart. This conclusion has also been presented in [93]. Configuration 29

has been excluded from Figure 7.5 because the ratio cannot be calculated.

7.3.3 Robot-to-Robot Learning: Learning Speed

Figure 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) show the LSI when using robot-to-robot learning

for 2 and 4 robots respectively. A value higher than 0 means that applying
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Figure 7.5: Population failure ratio (PFR) (y-axis) and success rate ratio (SRR)
(x-axis) for 2 (left) and 4 (right) robots. The colour presents the rank of the
configuration. A value higher than 1 means that a benefit is observed when using
robot-to-robot learning for that particular measure.

robot-to-robot learning results in faster learning compared to individual learning.

This graph shows an increased learning speed for most parameter setting

for both 2 and 4 robots, indicated by the LSI values above 0. Robot-to-robot

learning with 4 robots has a higher increase than robot-to-robot learning with

2 robots. The LSI for 2 robots correlates with the LSI for 4 robots (Pearson’s

r(20)= 0.47, p = 0.0435). This indicates that if there is a learning speed when

using 2 robots, this is still also the case for 4 robots.

7.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we investigated the effect of the parameter settings, or configu-

rations, of the individual learning mechanism on the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning. The benefits of robot-to-robot learning were measured in three ways:

(1) the success rate, which is the percentage of runs that have a good neural

network in the final generation (2) the population failure, which is the median

of the percentage of bad neural networks in the final generation and (3) the

learning speed, which is the numerical integral of the median performance over

time.
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Figure 7.6: Learning speed increase (LSI) when using robot-to-robot learning with
2 (left) and 4 (right) robots. The LSI, presented in section 3.5.2, is calculated by
subtraction the LS of one robot from the LS when using more robots. The LS is a
numerical integral over the median performance over time and therefore one value.
A value higher than 0 means that a benefit in learning speed is observed when using
robot-to-robot learning.

In a previous study [84], not published in this thesis, we concluded that

configurations leading to a median quality for the individual learning process

benefit more from robot-to-robot learning. In that work, we used the mean

as the performance measurement. Due to the more specific measurements in

this chapter, we can conclude that the increase of performance of the median

quality configurations is due to the increase in success rate. This can be seen in

Figure 7.5 where the median parameter settings show a higher increase in the

success rate. As a result, we can conclude that if the parameter settings are

not optimal, individual learning needs more luck to have a good network in the

final generation. When we apply robot-to-robot learning this effect is mitigated

with more successful runs as a result.

The parameter configurations impact the benefits of robot-to-robot learning.

This might explain the contradicting observations in literature. However, we

also have shown that robot-to-robot learning reduces the sensitivity to the

choice of parameter values. As a result, this might mean that even though a

different parameter setting has been used in literature which leads to different

results, we could still compare the final performance in literature.

Additionally, from Figure 7.5 we conclude that robot-to-robot learning can

reduce the number of bad performing networks in the population. This number
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is important for online evolutionary robotics because the robots learn while

executing a task, i.e. it is desirable that all robots have a good fitness instead

of only one best.

We have seen that robot-to-robot learning can result in different benefits.

Some parameter settings experience a small loss in performance and/or learning

speed, but most parameter settings experience a large gain in performance.

While having observed the benefits in more detail, the question remains how the

exchange of information results in these benefits. Due to the replacement of the

worst performing neural network for the robot-to-robot learning experiments, one

might expect that the number of bad performing networks decreases. However,

we argued that this is not the reason due to the much higher number of network

exchanges compared to the population size. We believe it is an interplay between

receiving new knowledge from other robots (resulting from a different search

process) and less aggressive variation operators within one robot. This leads

to more diverse quality solutions without increasing the effect of variation

operators. However, we need extra data to confirm this hypothesis which is the

main goal of the next chapter.

Other interesting aspects of the benefits of robot-to-robot learning include

the group size and task complexity. Our results indicate that using 4 robots

results in more benefits than using 2 robots. This could potentially be due to

the total number of network exchanges between robots that varies depending on

the number of generations. The influence of the frequency of network exchanges

on the speed of convergence in robot-to-robot learning can be taken into account

when understanding the scalability of the group size.

Lastly, we should note that for the robot-to-robot learning experiments, we

used the parameters of the 1 robot setup while these parameters might not

be optimal for the multiple robot setups. A multiple robot setup itself can

also benefit from parameter tuning, just as the parameters for the exchange of

knowledge.
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7.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we investigated the effect of the parameter settings, or configu-

rations, of the individual learning mechanism on the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning. This chapter led to new insights into the effect of robot-to-robot

learning. Robot-to-robot learning can reduce the sensitivity of the learning

process to the choice of parameters in two ways: an increase in the number of

successful runs and a decrease in bad performing neural networks. These two

effects are similar to the effects desirable when tuning parameters. When tuning

parameters the goal is to increase the average, median or maximum performance

over all experiments. Preferably, these measures have low variability. Increasing

the success rate increases the average and possibly the maximum and median

performance measures. Decreasing the population failure increases the average

and potentially the median performance measure. Therefore, robot-to-robot

learning can potentially reduce parameter tuning efforts.
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Importance of Diversity for Increased

Task Complexity

This chapter is based on the following publication:

J. Heinerman, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben. Importance of Parameter Settings on the
Benefits of Robot-to-Robot Learning (under review)
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In this chapter, we study the underlying dynamics of the benefits of robot-

to-robot learning by testing three hypotheses. Each hypothesis isolates one

component of robot-to-robot learning that might (partly) explain the increase

in learning speed and/or performance. The common rationale is based on the

observation that using more robots, while keeping the computational budget

(i.e., the total number of fitness evaluations) equal per generation, results in a

smaller population of neural networks per robot and more generations. This has

two possibly relevant consequences. Firstly, the number of selection moments

will increase, i.e. the number of times new parents are selected based on fitness.

Secondly, the number of information sharing moments (i.e., migration moments)

will increase. This motivates the first two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Increasing the number of selection moments results in in-

creased learning speed and performance.

How to test: Compare 4 robots which have a population size of 100 who

exchange after every generation to 4 robots which have a population size

of 50 who exchange every other generation.

Hypothesis 2: Increasing the number of sharing moments results in increased

learning speed and performance.

How to test: Compare 4 robots which have a population size of 50 that

exchange every other generation to a group of 4 robots which have a

population size of 50 that exchange every generation.

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic, e.g., there are always good and less

good runs. When using more robots, the chance increases of having a good run

among all robots. When they exchange knowledge, this good run might help

the worse runs recover. This motivates the third hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: Using more robots that exchange knowledge reduces the

chance of having a bad run.

How to test: Compare 1 individual learning robot with a population

size of 100 with 1 learning robot which receives the best neural network

of a random other robot (out of nine) that are all individually learning.
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Our results show that robot-to-robot learning, implemented by sharing con-

troller information, can increase the population diversity compared to individual

learning. Sharing too often, however, results again in a decrease of the diversity.

A decrease in diversity for the food collection task means a faster learning speed

because the population converges quickly to the (global) optimum. For the

two more complex tasks, a quick decrease in diversity means that the robot

potentially converges to a local optimum. As a result, one should take into

account the complexity of the task to optimally benefit from robot-to-robot

learning.

8.1 System Description

Individual learning is implemented by an encapsulating, self-sufficient learning

mechanism. Each robot possesses its own instance of this learning mechanism

to optimise the robotic controller. The individual learning mechanism with

corresponding robot-to-robot learning mechanisms is the (µ+λ) Evolutionary

Algorithm. We test our hypotheses in simulation on three different tasks with

increasing difficulty. The considered simulation platform with wheeled robots

is described in section 3.3.4, and the considered tasks are presented in section

3.4.2. Figure 8.1 shows the timeline as presented in Figure 3.2 including the

specific adaptive mechanisms used in these experiments.

Controller The robot’s controller is a population of neural networks. The

neural network has three input for the first task and five for the others. All have

two output nodes. The input nodes are the distance and angle to the closest

food source and the switch; the output nodes provide the right and left motor

speed. A neural network is a direct policy that maps the sensor inputs of the

robot to actions. This mapping, consisting of nodes and connections between

the nodes, are learned with an evolutionary algorithm. For the simplest task,

no hidden nodes are required, and the neural network results in 6 connections.

For the tasks including the switch, we added a hidden layer with three nodes.

This results in a total of 23 connections.
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Figure 8.1: Individual learning acts on the controller, which is a population of neural
networks that are evaluated sequentially. Robot-to-robot learning acts on neural
networks from different robots

Robot and Environment The robots do not need to operate in the same

arena when the task to learn is an individual task. The robots have their own

arena to observe the benefits of robot-to-robot learning in isolation, e.g. the

observations are not interfered by the inter-robot collisions that might exist

when the number of robots in the arena increases. The environment is a square

arena as shown in Figure 8.2.

As explained in section 3.3.4, the robots in our experiments simulate a

wheeled robot. The robot can move through two differential wheels, meaning

that two different speeds can be set for each wheel. The robot has two sensors

for every type of object; the distance and angle to the closest object of this type.

The range of these sensors is the full arena width and a 360-degree perception

cone.

The angle has a value between [−π, π] where a value of 0 means that the

robot is looking at the object. A negative (positive) value means that the object

is on the left (right) side of the robot’s orientation.
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Figure 8.2: The environment with one robot searching for the twenty green food items.
The red switch results in a refill of the food items either when all food items are
collected (task 2) or when food items are left (task 3). The environment is a torus,
meaning that there are no walls. If the robot reaches the end of the environment, it
is placed on the opposite of the arena.

8.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments are conducted in simulation 1.

To answer the three hypotheses described in the introduction, we conduct

four different sets of experiments. We conduct the same four sets of experiments

for each of the three tasks. Due to the different level of task complexity, we

set the number of generations to 50 for the food collection task, 100 for the

food collection task where the food is refilled by the switch if all food is gone,

and 200 for the food collection task where the switch refills the food up to the

maximum allowed number of food sources in the environment.

The four sets of experiments are summarised in Table 8.2. One experiment is

used to answer multiple hypotheses. All parameters for the (µ+λ) evolutionary

algorithm are listed in Table 8.2.

1The code is available on the website of the first author. This simulator is in line with the
requirements of the DREAM project
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Table 8.1: Overview of the four different sets of experiments conducted in this chapter.
This set is repeated for the three tasks, resulting in a total of 12 experimental setups.

Experiment hypothesis nbr robots pop size (µ) sharing mode

Set 1 H1 4 100 every gen

Set 2 H1,H2 4 50 every other gen

Set 3 H2 4 50 every gen

Set 4 H3 10 100 every gen 1

1 Only the first robot receives the best neural network from all other robots.

Table 8.2: Parameters used for the individual learning mechanisms, the (µ+λ)
Evolutionary Algorithm.

Parameter short explanation value

wmin minimum connection value -10.0

wmax maximum connection value 10.0

b elitism size 10

t tournament size 10

pc crossover chance 0.7

pm mutation chance 0.1

σ standard deviation mutation 2.0

For all 12 experimental setups, 20 replicate runs are performed with different

random seeds.

The controller, a population of neural networks, is evaluated directly on the

robot for 2000 time steps. One time stamp is one sequence of the neural network

where the sensor inputs are translated to action. The fitness after these 2000

time steps, the number of collected pucks, is stored. To reduce the volatility in

the fitness value, we evaluate the neural network ten times. In between, the

food sources, the switch and robot are not relocated. This averaged fitness is

used to select neural networks for reproduction to create a new population.
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8.3 Experimental results

We will discuss the results for answering hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2, and

thereafter we discuss the results to answer hypothesis 3.

8.3.1 Hypothesis 1 and 2

To recap, these hypotheses investigate the impact of the number of selection

moment and sharing moments on the performance of the system. Hypothesis 1

stated that more moments of selection, as a results of a smaller population size

and more generations, results in an increased learning speed and performance.

Hypothesis 2 relates to the effect of sharing every generation instead of every

other generation. We hypothesised that additional sharing results in a further

increase in learning speed and performance because the best neural networks

are shared more frequently.

Figure 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 show the results for the first three sets of experiments

for the three tasks respectively. The graphs on the left show the median and

maximum performance over time. The graphs on the right show the fitness

of the controllers in the generation when a certain number of evaluations has

been reached (on top). To better understand this graph, pick one bar where

the colour goes from green to red. This bar consists of dots, where each dot

represents one neural network in the generation (combined over all robots), and

the colour represents the fitness of the neural network. There are groups of 20

bars where each bar represents one run.

When we compare the first two graphs of the three figures, we can conclude

that hypothesis 1 is true: the learning speed, and therefore (at least the

median) performance increases significantly (quartile ranges are not overlapping).

However, the benefits seem to decrease when the task complexity increases.

When we compare the second and the third graph of the three figures,

we can see that the learning speed and (median) performance only continues

to increase for the simple task but the benefits seem to decrease when task

difficulty increases. Comparing the surface under the performance graph of the

independent runs using the mean population fitness, gives a significant increase
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for the first and second task (t-test(20) p-value = 0.017 and 0.007 respectively)

while the increase for the third task is not significant (t-test(20) p-value = 0.48).

A qualitative assessment of the difference in the behaviour in Figure 8.4

reveals that when the robots are sharing after every generation, they more

often turn one side instead of the side that is quicker to get the food item or

switch directly in sight. This indicates that the population of neural networks

(temporarily) converged to a local optimum. For the most challenging task, the

best performing neural network touches the switch regularly while the behaviour

in the local optima sometimes shows an avoidance behaviour towards the switch

when it is near it.

Sharing the best controller information does not always lead to the best

results. It depends on the task what the optimal population size and exchange

rate should be. The difference between the first task versus the two other tasks

is that the first task seems to have one global optimum whereas for the other

two tasks this is not that clear. Figure 8.6 visualises this insight. The first

row of graphs shows the weights of the simple task in the final generation. We

can see that not all connections are important for this task, but there is a

clear subset of values that perform well. The other graphs show the connection

values of the second task. We can see that the good and bad performing neural

networks are intertwined in all graphs. This indicates that there are no clear

values for the optimal performing neural networks.

Figure 8.7 shows the median diversity of the population calculated over

all robots when robots share every generation versus every other generation.

Diversity is defined as the average Euclidean distance between all neural networks

weights in a generation. Therefore, this diversity measure only shows the

diversity in the controller space and not the behaviour space which requires to

store behavioural measures such as the area of the environment that the robot

visited.

Figure 8.7 shows that the diversity in the final generation decreases when

sharing more often (t-test(20) p-value = 0.038, 0.022, and 0.000 for the first,

second and third task respectively), and the surface under the curve of the

mean of the independent runs decreases significantly (t-test(20) p-value = 0,010,
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0.000, and 0.000 for the first, second and third task respectively).

task = food collection, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 10, sharing after
every generation

task = food collection, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 20, sharing after
every other generation

task = food collection, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 20, sharing after
every generation

Figure 8.3: Left: median and maximum performance with the interquartile range
over time. Right: the snapshot of the distribution of the population when this number
of evaluations is reached (on top). The populations of the 4 robots are aggregated.
We can conclude that a reduction of the population size causes a significant increase
in learning speed and median performance, due to the non-overlapping interquartile
ranges.
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task = food collection end refill, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 50, sharing
after every generation

task = food collection end refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 100, sharing
after every other generation

task = food collection end refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 100, sharing
after every generation

Figure 8.4: Left: median and maximum performance with an interquartile range over
time. Right: the snapshot of the distribution of the population when this number of
evaluations is reached (on top). The populations of the 4 robots are aggregated. We
can conclude that a reduction of the population size causes a significant increase in
learning speed and median performance, due to the non-overlapping interquartile
ranges.
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task = food collection middle refill, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 100,
sharing after every generation

task = food collection middle refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 200,
sharing after every other generation

task = food collection middle refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 200,
sharing after every generation

Figure 8.5: Left: median and maximum performance with an interquartile range over
time. Right: the snapshot of the distribution of the population when this number of
evaluations is reached (on top). The populations of the 4 robots are aggregated. We
can conclude that a reduction of the population size causes a significant increase in
learning speed, due to the non-overlapping interquartile ranges.
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8.3.2 Hypothesis 3

To recap, hypothesis 3 investigates whether more robots decreases the chance of

having a bad run. EAs are stochastic (meaning there are always good and bad

runs) and when using more robots, the chance increases of having a good run

among them that can help the worse runs to recover. To test this hypothesis,

we compare 1 individual learning robot with a population size of 100 with 1

learning robot that receives the best neural network of a random other robot,

out of 9 other robots, that are all individually learning.

Figure 8.8 shows the performance and diversity graphs for all three tasks.

The graphs on the left show the results for the robot that is receiving information

from the 9 other robots. The graphs on the right show the best performing

robot out of the 9 robots that individually learn. Results show that for the food

collecting task, there is not much difference in performance between the social

learning robot and best individual learning robot. However, the surface under

the performance curve is significant (t-test(20) p-value = 0.00)

For the more complex tasks, the robot that is socially learning results in

the higher performances for most runs. The surfaces under the performance

curve are significant for the second task (t-test(20) p-value = 0.00) but not

significant for the third task (t-test(20) p-value = 0.15). Looking at the diversity

graphs, we can conclude that sharing information results in higher diversity

compared to not sharing. The surfaces under the diversity curve are significant

(t-test(20) p-value = 0.00 and 0.00 for the second and third task respectively)

Combining this knowledge with that of the previous analysis means that there

is a sweet spot in the level of diversity that benefits the performance when the

task complexity increases.

8.4 Discussion

The results of this chapter show that there is a difference in the results depending

on the complexity of the task. In this chapter, we considered three tasks with

increasing complexity. The simplest task is food collection where the food
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source is relocated when collected. For the second task, all twenty food sources

are relocated when a switch is touched. The most difficult task is where the

robot can refill the number of food sources up to twenty even when all food

sources are not collected. An analysis of the weights of the neural networks

showed that the simplest task suggests a range of global optima for the values

of the weights. For the other tasks, this trend is not that visible which suggest

the presence of local optima.

When there is one global optimum present, as in the simple task, decreasing

the population size and sharing most often the best neural network, increases

learning speed and performance. For the more complex tasks, decreasing the

population size is less effective. This seems logical as the task is more complex

and a larger population size usually implies a higher diversity. Therefore, it

is not that surprising that for these tasks, additional sharing of controller

information decreases the overall diversity. Due to the local optima, decreasing

diversity tends to result in getting stuck in local optima. For the simple task,

the diversity also decreases when there is an extra moment of sharing controller

information. However, for a unimodal problem, this only leads to finding the

optimum faster.

Sharing controller information does not always lead to a lower diversity.

Sharing only leads to a lower diversity in the population when the rate of

sharing is too high. Our results show that we can increase the diversity in

the population, compared to one individual learning robot, when we receive (a

random) best neural network from a group of individual learning robots.

The contribution of this chapter is the insight of when and why robot-to-

robot learning leads to benefits concerning learning speed and performance.

Sharing, only when done infrequently increases diversity in the population. A

simple task does not require this increased diversity when there is one (range)

of global optima. A more complex task, however, can benefit from this increase

in diversity. The advice is: for a simple task, share and for a more complex task,

find a balance which is lower than sharing every generation because sharing too

often can harm the results.

As mentioned in the introduction, this result is closely linked to the migration
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policy in island models. An example of a paper that investigated the effect

of the migration rate and migration size on the diversity for deterministic

functions is Skolicki and De Jong [160]. They showed that too frequent sharing

of information seems to decrease global diversity. We seem to also provide

empirical evidence for their hypothesis in a more complex setting with an

embodied agent.

Another study in the island model research [12] shows an increase in diversity

(or entropy value) when the migration policy involves sharing a different neural

network. They also show that this policy outperforms the policy where the

best or a random neural network is shared. One study in evolutionary robotics

seems to confirm that sharing a different neural network increases performance,

but unfortunately, diversity measures are not included to confirm the influence

of the level of diversity [67].

8.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we investigated three hypotheses on three different tasks with

increasing difficulty. The first two hypotheses investigated the influence of more

selection moments and sharing moments, which is the result of reducing the

population size and keeping the computational budget constant. This results

in more moments of sharing (Hypothesis 1) and more moments of knowledge

exchange (Hypothesis 2) which can both be an influence on the increased

learning speed and performance. The last hypothesis (Hypothesis 3) stated that

the stochastic nature of an evolutionary algorithm is diminished when using

more robots because the algorithm has more starting points which reduces the

chance of a bad run.

The results show that the answers to the hypotheses are dependent on the

type of task. A simple task benefits from smaller population sizes and more

sharing, but a more complex task requires a better balance between robot-to-

robot learning and individual learning for the best results. This is due to the

impact of sharing information on the diversity. Infrequent sharing of information

leads to an increase in diversity while too frequent sharing leads to a decrease
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in diversity. A simple task benefits from a decrease in diversity to converge to

the global optimum quickly while a more complex task can converge in local

optima when the diversity drops too quickly.

While this fundamental insight might not be that surprising and have been

argued before in the literature of parallel evolutionary algorithms and island

models, this chapter shows that these results still hold in an embodied setting

with a stochastic fitness function and a neural network controller that operates

in an environment. Additionally, these results demonstrate that it is useful

to look at existing knowledge in Evolutionary Computation to design better

systems for robot-to-robot learning in groups of robots.
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Figure 8.6: The first row of weights shows the value of the connection (per set of 2)
and the corresponding fitness values for the neural networks in the final generation
for the first task. Row 2 to 5 show the weights for the second task. We can see
a clear range of values for the first task that results in optimum behaviour. For
the second task, this pattern is not that clear because purple and green colours are
mixed. This might be an indication of the presence of local optima.176
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task = food collection, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 20, sharing after
every other generation (left) every generation (right)

task = food collection end refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 100, sharing
after every other generation (left) every generation (right)

task = food collection middle refill, population size = 50, nr. of generation = 200,
sharing after every other generation (left) every generation (right)

Figure 8.7: Median population diversity over generations aggregated over all robots.
Diversity is defined as the Euclidean distance between the neural networks. Results
show that sharing every generation versus every other generation results in a faster
decrease in population diversity for all three tasks.
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task = food collection, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 50, sharing after
every generation other robot (left) no sharing (right)

task = food collection refill end, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 100,
sharing after every generation other robot (left) no sharing (right)
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task = food collection refill middle, population size = 100, nr. of generation = 200,
sharing after every generation other robot (left) no sharing (right)

Figure 8.8: Left: performance and diversity of the robot that receives knowledge.
Right: performance and diversity of the best robot out of 9 individual learning robots.
Results show that diversity increases when a robot received knowledge from other
robots. This results most often in a well-performing robot (i.e. a red neural network
at the final number of evaluations).
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Part IV

Towards Situational

Robot-to-Robot Learning
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9
CoRDs: Context Recognition in Data

Streams

This chapter is based on the following publication:

J. Heinerman, E. Haasdijk, and A.E. Eiben, A.E (2017). Unsupervised identification and
recognition of situations for high-dimensional sensori-motor streams. Neurocomputing
Special issue Online Real-Time Learning Strategies for Data Streams 262, 90-107.
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This chapter is different from previous chapters in the sense that there is no

individual, robot-to-robot learning or evolution present. This chapter focusses

on the ability to identify and recognise situations which is an important question

in self-learning robots in general. Additionally, we believe that the ability to

isolate and share specic knowledge can further improve robot-to-robot learning

implementations and we therefore included the chapter in this thesis.

An important question in self-learning robots is how robots can autonomously

learn about and act in their environment in an online and unsupervised manner.

In previous chapters, the robot was able to see the green (or blue) puck because

the neural network included an input sensor to recognise whether this colour

was present. The next step in self-learning robots is that the sensor input, for

example, the camera images, are not pre-processed for the task to learn. In this

chapter, we present a possible next step towards autonomous learning in an

unsupervised manner. We introduce an algorithm called Context Recognition in

Data Streams (CoRDS), a method that enables a robot to identify and recognise

different situations in its environment. CoRDS achieves this by processing

the data stream from the robot’s sensors to distinguish different patterns that

identify different environmental situations.

We evaluated the CoRDS method by means of quantitative and qualitative

analysis of three different data streams: one synthetic and two data sets with

actual sensor data generated by Thymio II robots. Our analyses showed

that CoRDS created active cluster patterns that, for all three data streams,

corresponding with the experimenters’ expectations. Experiments varying the

parameters of the CoRDS method indicated a consistent response over all three

data streams. These findings suggest that CoRDS may provide a basis for

data stream clustering techniques that can be applied for the task of situation

recognition.

Self-Learning Robots

Autonomous robots have become increasingly common in recent years. Such

robots must be able to match their behaviour in different situations that they
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encounter. This implies, in fact, two learning tasks: recognising different

situations and learning appropriate behaviours for these situations. The first

task is to categorise situations, recognise those previously encountered and

identify new ones. For a previously encountered situation, the robot can then

select an appropriate behaviour from its repertoire. For new situations, it has to

learn which behaviours are appropriate or learn new behaviours. We argue that

explicitly considering these tasks separately will enable robots to automatically

develop functional modularity and select from a repertoire of behaviours to

match a dynamic set of situations. We see this as a stepping stone towards

cognitive architectures where robots can learn about their behaviour at a more

abstract level than at the purely reactive level now prevalent in the autonomous

on-line adaptation of robot behaviour.

Many researchers have considered the learning of appropriate behaviours

through, for example, evolving artificial neural networks [182; 68] or reinforce-

ment learning techniques [94; 161]. The task of categorisation of situations is,

by contrast, underrepresented in the current literature on self-learning robots.

This study aims to begin to fill this void. Specifically, this chapter introduces

and evaluates a method that enables a mobile robot to process its sensor data

stream, distinguish different patterns, and identify such patterns as different

environmental situations.

Since an autonomous robot can perceive its environment only through its

sensors, e.g., infrared sensors, proximity sensors, and cameras, it must be able

to categorise environmental situations on the basis of only the data it gathers

with its sensors. Furthermore, a method that processes the sensory data stream

must possess the following properties:

Unsupervised The method must be able to identify situations that have not

been foreseen by the robot designers. The number of different situations

and the data patterns identifying them are unknown at design time.

Consequently, the situations must be identified through an unsupervised

learning method.

Online The method should run online: on the robot itself and during its
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operational time without depending on other machines and without human

supervision. It must, therefore, identify situations on the basis of only

sensory data as it is being collected by the robot’s sensors.

Real time The robot must respond to its environment in real time; therefore it

must be able to process the data stream, which may be high-dimensional,

and identify situations in real time as well.

Temporal data stream The method must take the temporal aspect of a

robot experiencing situations into account. The volatility of situations

is assumed to be low in relation to the sensors’ sample rate, and thus a

sequence of sensory values will relate to a single situation or at most to a

gradual transition between two situations.

This chapter presents Context Recognition in Data Streams (CoRDS), a

method that satisfies these requirements: it processes sensory data streams to

recognise previously encountered situations and to identify new ones in real

time in an unsupervised and online fashion. CoRDS represents a situation as a

collection of similar data points, i.e. a cluster that describes a distribution in

sensor space. In other words, a robot’s knowledge about the different situations

it has encountered is represented as a number of different clusters. The terms

situations and clusters will be used interchangeably in this chapter.

In essence, CoRDS maintains a sliding window of the robot’s most recently

perceived sensory values.

A known cluster is called active if it has the same distribution as the data

in the current window. If the window does not match the distribution of any

known cluster, CoRDS identifies a new, corresponding situation that becomes

active immediately. Clusters are updated as new data points are added to the

sliding window and they can be merged when the cluster distributions converge.

We assume that the volatility of the situations is relatively low, that is,

that a robot will find itself in the same situation for a reasonable length of

time—at least comparable to the length of the sliding window. Under this

assumption, a window usually captures data from one sensory distribution
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related to one situation. Only when there is a transition from one situation to

another, the sliding window has data from two clusters. This window plays a

crucially different role than windows in other data stream clustering methods.

Such methods define a window as the current sample of measurements to which

the clustering method is applied; it is a randomly ordered representation of data

from all clusters. In contrast, CoRDS defines the window as the last sequence

of measurements to be compared to the known clusters. It assumes that the

points in the window represent a single situation or a transition between two

situations and thus considers them as a unified sample that must be holistically

compared to the known clusters. CoRDS does not assume any prior knowledge

about the number or make-up of the clusters. This implies that it cannot make

any assumptions about the distribution (i.e., normal or otherwise) of the points

that make up a cluster.

We test the CoRDS method on an artificial data set and on two datasets

with actual sensor data generated by Thymio II robots. We analyse the results

quantitatively in terms of the number of clusters, the number of merges and

the runtime of the algorithm. Qualitatively, we compare the resulting cluster

patterns with expected cluster formations.

9.1 Related Work

Revisiting the requirements outlined above, an appropriate clustering algorithm

must make no assumptions about the underlying distribution of the clusters. It

must work in an online fashion on the high-dimensional data stream and allow

the number of clusters to be automatically determined at runtime. Moreover,

the clustering algorithm must be able to identify a transition of the active

cluster as it occurs and so considers the sliding window of perceived sensor

values as representing a single situation or the transition between two situations.

CoRDS implements a clustering algorithm in the context of sensor stream

data. This section is organised to discuss relevant work on learning from sensori-

motor streams first. For the current discussion, we exclude reinforcement

learning methods to focus on learning to enable higher-level cognitive processes.
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Second, data stream clustering methods, not necessarily specific to robotics, are

reviewed and compared to our requirements.

9.1.1 Learning From Sensori-Motor Streams

Gomez et al. [72] and Kaplan and Hafner [95] are two examples of classification

on the basis of sensori-motor data streams, classifying objects and activities.

How to go beyond capturing sensor structures to enable higher-level cognitive

processes from the sensori-motor experience is a fundamental learning problem

in embodied systems [91]. Kira [100] recognised that online analysis of high-

dimensional robotic sensori-motor streams is a challenging and to a large extent

unsolved problem that should be addressed as a long-term goal.

Lungarella and Sporns [106] and Olsson et al. [136] proposed methods

to extract higher-level information from sensor streams by comparing the

signals from different sensors. Lungarella and Sporns [106] proposed and tested

measures such as entropy, mutual information, integration, and complexity to

quantify regularities while Olsson et al. [136] computed the difference between

the two sensors.

These methods consider the simultaneous activations of sensors in a pairwise

manner. To recognise previously encountered situations, the sensor data from

different time intervals must be compared, and all sensors must be considered

holistically.

Ribes et al. [145] presented an online model to predict optical flow. Their

method models the sensor distributions using a Gaussian Mixture Model. This

is then used to calculate the next frame in the optical flow probabilistically. Tani

and Nolfi [171] used recurrent neural networks to predict the sensori-motor flow.

With multiple networks competing to become experts for different situations,

this can be seen as a method to recognise unknown situations. The number of

instantiated networks determines the number of possible situations.

Delarboulas et al. [48] clustered proximity sensor data from a simulated

robot to quantify the diversity in sensory input. Their method used a clustering

technique called ε-means. In ε-means the number of clusters increases on the fly
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when the distance between current sensor values and all known cluster means is

above some threshold. The ε-means algorithm lacks enough sophistication to

cluster high dimensional data reliably. Zhang and Sebag [183] extended this

work by collecting the sensori-motor stream of selected controllers. Standard

(i.e., not online) clustering techniques then discretise the state and action space

for subsequent reinforcement learning.

9.1.2 Data Stream Clustering

Regular clustering algorithms such as k-means are applied to complete data sets

rather than data streams. Clustering high-dimensional data streams arriving

at a high frequency and that must be processed in one pass is known as Data

Stream Clustering. Over the last decade or so, substantial progress has been

made in this field.

Data stream clustering methods can be hard or soft. Hard clustering methods

refer to clustering techniques where data points are assigned to exactly one

cluster, while soft clustering methods (e.g., fuzzy clustering methods such

as presented by Angelov and Zhou [10] and Kasabov and Song [97]) allow

data points to belong to more than one cluster. An extensive review of data

stream clustering is beyond the scope of this thesis, and we refer the interested

reader to reviews by Aggarwal [5], Mousavi et al. [125] and Silva et al. [158] for

comprehensive overviews of hard clustering methods. Here, we review only the

most relevant approaches for each type of clustering technique according to the

categorisation presented by Aggarwal [5]. This categorisation distinguishes five

approaches for hard clustering:

1. Clustering Discrete and Categorical Streams;

2. Methods based on Partitioning Representatives;

3. Clustering High Dimensional Streams;

4. Probabilistic Streaming Algorithms;

5. Density-based Stream Clustering.
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The following paragraphs outline well-known examples of data stream clus-

tering methods from each of these classes as well as well-known soft data stream

clustering methods.

HUE-Stream is a well-known method for clustering discrete and categorical

data streams, presented by Meesuksabai et al. [114]. It is an evolution-based

stream clustering method that uses a distance function with a probability

distribution to support uncertainty and uses this distance function to find the

closest cluster for an incoming data point. New clusters start as isolated data

points when the distance to the nearest cluster exceeds a predefined threshold.

A fading mechanism reduces the weights for clusters when no new data matches

that cluster, and a cluster can eventually become inactive.

Well-known examples of the second class of methods are CluStream and

SWClustering. CluStream [6] divides the clustering process into online micro

clusters that periodically store detailed summary statistics and off-line macro

cluster that use these summary statistics to provide a final clustering. CluStream

gives the user the flexibility to explore clusters over different periods of time

by providing the time horizon and number of clusters. CluStream’s method of

storing summary statistics causes issues for high-dimensional data, something

that Aggarwal et al. [7] addresses with the HPStream algorithm, an example of

the third category of methods.

The SWClustering algorithm [185] uses a sliding window to eliminate the

effect of expired records and efficiently incorporate new records. The number of

clusters evolves over time and is bounded by a predefined maximum.

Dang et al. [43] combines the notion of micro and macro clusters to clus-

ter over a sliding window in the probabilistic SWEM algorithm. The micro-

components are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution and the parameters

describing this distribution are stored. The numbers of micro and macro clusters

are predefined. DenStream [43] makes no assumption about the distributions

in the microclusters. It also has mechanisms to deal with outliers in the data,

and the number of microclusters is dynamic.

Chen and Tu [40] replace the microclusters with a predefined grid that

discretises the data space with their density-based D-stream method. D-stream
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can detect clusters of arbitrary shapes, automatically determine the number of

clusters, and is insensitive to outliers.

Finally, Angelov and Zhou [10] proposed the eClass soft clustering methods.

This class of methods clusters data streams with evolving fuzzy rules that are

learned from scratch. The eClass system is based on evolving Takagi-Sugeno-

type fuzzy systems. Two variants consider either direct mappings between

feature space and cluster assignment (eClass0 ) or an estimation of the certainty

of a particular assignment through a regression over the feature space (eClass1 ).

All these methods consider the data points individually, treating the window

as a random sample from all possible clusters. As mentioned earlier, we assume

that situations in the robotic context will not be so volatile, and the sensory

data stream consists of sequences of data points from individual clusters. Thus,

CoRDS embodies a fundamentally different approach to data stream clustering,

taking the temporal relation of the perceived sensory values into account.

9.2 Algorithm Description

CoRDS is a density-based clustering technique capable of handling high-dimen-

sional sensor data streams in an unsupervised and online manner. Clusters can

develop over time and merge when sensory distributions converge. A cluster is

active, i.e., it describes the current situation, when it has the same distribution

as the sensor data in the sliding window. We assume that a robot’s situation

changes gradually and that consequently, the sliding window captures data

from a single distribution related to one situation, or at most two when there

is a transition between situations. The important novelty of CoRDS vis a vis

existing clusterings method does not lie in the evolution, representation or merg-

ing of the clusters, but stems from the underlying supposition that sequences

of observations belong to a single cluster because the robot’s situations are

assumed to change gradually and relatively slowly.

CoRDS proceeds in three stages: data preparation, cluster identification and

update, and merging clusters. The following subsections detail each of these

steps.
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9.2.1 Data preparation

The first, optional, step of data preparation is to scale the data linearly to a [0, 1]

interval. The lowest and highest possible value for each sensor that corresponds

to 0 and 1 respectively are usually known from the sensor specifications. Data

scaling is not necessary but simplifies setting the parameters for the next step

of adding noise.

The E test that CoRDS employs to compare distributions does not give

reliable results when sensor values are constant during the window time period.

Therefore, CoRDS adds a small amount of noise to the sensor data before

performing the test. Added noise is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with

mean 0 and standard deviation σnoise.

In some cases, for instance with slower video feeds, the time between two

measurements of sensor data is substantial, and the sliding window can capture

a large time period, violating the assumption of a single situation. In this case,

the window’s data points are duplicated mdata times. One might argue that

shortening the length of the window would be a better solution, but the E test

requires a minimum amount of data.

9.2.2 Identifying and Updating Clusters

A cluster C is a set of up to scluster data points {p1, · · ·pn} with n ≤ scluster
that represents a distribution in sensory space, i.e., a situation. A sliding

window S of size swindow contains the most recently perceived sensor values

{st, st−1, · · · , st−swindow
} with t the current time step. The distribution of the

data points in S represents the current environmental situation.

Comparing the current situation with situations that were earlier encountered

now is a straightforward matter of comparing S to all known clusters C1, · · · , Cn.

This comparison requires a parameter-free two-sample test (because CoRDS

cannot assume the data to be normally distributed) that is applicable for

high-dimensional data. Classical approaches to a parameter-free comparison

of empirical distributions include the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramér-von

Mises tests. There is, however, no natural distribution-free extension to the
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multivariate case for these tests [104; 146; 74].

The most widely used approach for multivariate two-sample tests is the

nearest neighbour test. It tests for the equality of multivariate distributions

by considering the (typically Euclidean) distance between points from both

samples [87]. The E test also tests for equality on the basis of the Euclidean

distance between sample elements. Székely and Rizzo [168] introduced this

test and showed that it performs similarly to the nearest neighbour test in

lower dimensions and is superior for higher dimensions. The computational

complexity of the test is independent of the number of dimensions because

calculations do not involve sorting. Consequently, CoRDS uses the E test to

compare the clusters and the current situation.

The E test is implemented by nonparametric bootstrap, i.e., by an approxi-

mate permutation test with R replicates. Thus, the E test is stochastic: every

replication of the test on a pair of samples may result in a different value

p because the bootstrap samples drawn from the two samples are randomly

selected. Increasing R in the E test increases the test’s accuracy at the cost

of extra processing effort. The rcluster parameter of CoRDS determines the

number of replicates of the E test, allowing the user to find a balance between

accuracy and processing time depending on the data stream.

The E test returns a value p that indicates the likelihood of the two distri-

butions being equal. Two distributions are considered equal when p exceeds

a predefined value pmax and different when p is lower than pmin. Thus, three

situations can arise:

− p > pmax for some known cluster C. The distribution of S is considered

equal to that of cluster C: cluster C is activated and updated.

− p < pmin for all known clusters. When the distribution of the window is

not equal to any existing cluster a new cluster is created with all data

from the window: CN+1 = S.

− pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax. There is no evidence that the robot has entered a new

situation; the current active cluster is updated.
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A cluster C is updated by adding the oldest observation st−swindow
in S to

C. If this causes |C| to exceed scluster, a data point is removed from C in a

First In First Out (FIFO) manner. The removal and addition of data points

imply that cluster definitions are dynamic. Depending on the maximum size

scluster, clusters can be made to move so as to track a changing environment or

to be relatively static by respectively decreasing or increasing scluster.

CoRDS updates the definition of the clusters by adding a data point to

the currently active cluster. This causes drift [105] in the definition of the

clusters. Such drift may be beneficial, updating the definition of a cluster to

match the current reality more closely, but it may also result in undesirable

changes, particularly in the face of outlier measurements. At present, CoRDS

does not include facilities for outlier detection. Outliers in the sensory data

can cause an unwarranted change in the distribution in S, in which case a new

cluster may be formed. In future, the method could be extended to deal with

outliers as they occur, or to reconsider outlying points in the context of the

known clusters.

9.2.3 Merging Clusters

Because cluster definitions in CoRDS can change over time, initially different

clusters can converge on the same distribution over time. CoRDS uses the E
test to compare the distribution of two existing clusters. When the return value

of a comparison of the clusters exceeds a user-defined threshold, the clusters are

merged by combining their two samples. If the two samples combined exceed the

maximum cluster size scluster, scluster data points are drawn randomly from the

union to define the new, merged, cluster. Testing for convergence of the existing

clusters does not necessarily have to be performed after every data point. The

relative frequency fmerge determines how often clusters can be merged. For

example, when fmerge has a value of 0.1, the convergence test occurs every 10th

time the current situation is compared to the known clusters. The merging

threshold is defined as pmax−merge, and the number of E test replicates for these

comparisons is defined as rmerge.
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The CoRDS method is summarised in Algorithm 3.

9.3 Experimental Setup

To evaluate CoRDS we conducted three experiments: one with synthetic data

and two with actual sensor data gathered by Thymio II robots1. The first

experiment provides an introductory example to illustrate CoRDS and to

investigate tradeoffs between its settings. The data consist of a two-dimensional

data stream where both dimensions are independently drawn from a Gaussian

distribution. The mean of this distribution varies over time. The second

experiment uses activation levels of four proximity sensors on a Thymio II robot

in a wall-following scenario. The dimensionality of the data is higher than in

the first experiment, and the data stream contains more repetitions of similar

situations. The final experiment considers camera images from a Raspberry Pi

noIR camera in a puck gathering scenario with a Thymio II robot. This allows

us to investigate how CoRDS performs with high-dimensional data streams.

The robot sensor data was collected beforehand, and CoRDS ran on a

desktop for ease and replicability of the experiments. This does not invalidate

the concept of online clustering if the CPUs of the robots are powerful enough to

execute CoRDS. The current implementation CoRDS is implemented in R, and

the experiments ran on a MacBook Pro with a 2,5 GHz Intel Core i7 processor.

The experiments use the settings for CoRDS as shown in Table 9.1. For the

sensor data experiments, fmerge was set to 0.1 in an attempt to reduce runtime

without influencing the quality of the algorithm.

9.3.1 Introductory Example

The introductory example considers a two-dimensional data stream consisting

of 2000 data points drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean µ that

varies over time and a constant standard deviation σ = 1. Initially, µ = 1; at

time t = 500, µ changes to a value of 2 and at time t = 1500 it is reset to the

1Databases and scripts of the conducted experiments can be found on https://github.

com/jvheinerman/CoRDS
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1 N ← 0;
2 active← 0;
3 while data stream 6= ∅ do
4 t← current time;

5 if |S| < swindow then
// Collect sensor data until window size is reached

6 st ← current sensor data ;

7 else
8 if max

1≤i≤N
E(S,Ci) < pmin then

// Create new cluster from window S
9 N ← N + 1 ;

10 CN ← S ;
11 active← N ;
12 S ← ∅ ;

13 else
14 if max

1≤i≤N
E(S,Ci) > pmax then

// Activate and update most similar clusters

15 active← index of most similar cluster;
16 Cactive.update(st−swindow);
17 S.remove(st−swindow);

18 else
// Update active cluster

19 Cactive.update(st−swindow);
20 S.remove(st−swindow);

21 if isInteger(t · fmerge) then
22 for ∀Ci, Cj , i 6= j do
23 if E(Ci, Cj) > pmax−merge then
24 Ci ← up to scluster elements from Ci ∪ Cj ;
25 remove Cj ;
26 N ← N − 1;

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode for the CoRDS method.
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Table 9.1: CoRDS method parameters with default values. Where a range is indi-
cated, settings differ for the experiments; the appropriate value is indicated in the
experiments’ description.

Datastream parameters

swindow maximum window size 20
mdata data multiplication factor 1− 30

Data preparation parameters

σnoise standard deviation of Gaussian distribution added to the
data

0− 1

Clustering parameters

scluster maximum cluster size 60
R replicates permutation of E test 60
rcluster repetitions of E test 10
pmax threshold to exceed for distribution equality of window

and cluster
0.4

pmin threshold to exceed to create new cluster from window 0.03

Merging Clusters parameters

fmerge frequency of testing for merge 0.1− 1
rmerge repetitions of E test 5
pmax−merge threshold to exceed for merging clusters 0.4
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Figure 9.1: Varying µ of the Gaussian distribution over time. The data for the
introductory example is created by drawing from this Gaussian distribution with σ
= 1.

initial value of 1. Figure 9.1 shows the µ of the Gaussian distribution over time

and a realisation of the data stream for the two dimensions. Thus, there are two

‘situations’, and the data changes from the original situation to a new one at

t = 500 and reverts to the original situation at t = 1500. CoRDS should detect

the changes at t = 500 and at t = 1500, and it should recognise that the third

situation equals the original situation. So, the desired behaviour of CoRDS is

that it creates two clusters, where the first cluster represents the distribution

with µ = 1 and the second cluster represents the distribution with µ = 2.

We investigate tradeoffs between algorithm settings by means of a parameter

sweep where we test different values of each parameter while maintaining the

default values for the other parameters cf. Table 9.1. Table 9.6 shows which

parameters were included in the sweep and the values that we tested. For

every setting, 20 replicate runs are performed, and the data is drawn from the

Gaussian distribution separately for every run.
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Table 9.6: Tested parameter settings of the CoRDS method for the introductory
example. For each parameter, the values are tested with the remaining parameters
at their default value cf. Table 9.1.

swindow 10, 20, 30, 40
mdata 1
σnoise 0
scluster 40, 60, 80, 100
R 20, 40, 60, 80
rcluster 2, 5, 10, 15
pmax 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
pmin 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05
fmerge 1
rmerge 5
pmax−merge 0.4

9.3.2 Proximity Sensor Data

For the second experiment, we extracted proximity sensor data from a Thymio

II robot (Figure 9.2) performing pre-programmed clockwise wall-following be-

haviour in a square arena. We only include proximity sensors on the robot’s

the left-hand side, front and back. The sensor values are normalised between

[−1, 1]. The clockwise wall-following behaviour implies that the sensor located

at the right back of the robot is never activated. Nevertheless, but the sensor

data is included the data stream in determining whether CoRDS can cope with

a constant value in one of the dimensions.

We collected data from a robot performing two full laps of the square arena,

amounting to 7000 datapoints. Figure 9.3 shows the activation levels of the

proximity sensors over time. When the robot is situated in a corner, the front

sensor is activated followed by a short period of left-back sensor activation.

Between corners, either only the left or no proximity sensor activation is

registered. .

The ideal number of clusters CoRDS should create is not as evident as

for the introductory example. From Figure 9.3, one can distinguish at least
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Figure 9.2: Thymio II robot with Raspberry Pi 2, Raspberry Pi NoIR camera, WiFi
dongle, external battery and a LEGO gripper.

4 situations in the first 2000 datapoints: (1) left-hand sensor activation (2)

no activation (3) front and left-hand side sensor activation and (4) back-left

and left-hand side activation. Close inspection reveals a fifth small cluster just

before datapoint 500 where only the front sensor is activated.

As mentioned above, and illustrated in Figure 9.3, the activation level for

the back-right sensor is constant. This constant dimension can be problematic

for the E test, resulting in unreliable p-values. To address this problem, we

add noise drawn from a Gaussian distribution with µ = 0 and σnoise = 0.5 to

each sensor’s signal. Figure 9.4 illustrates the effect of the added noise for the

left-hand proximity sensor.

As in the introductory example, we investigate the effects of a number of

CoRDS settings by changing the value of one parameter while maintaining

the default values from Table 9.1 for the other parameters. Table 9.8 lists

the parameter settings investigated with the proximity sensor data. For every

setting, we performed 20 replicate runs with independent samples of the noise

added to the data stream.
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Figure 9.3: Proximity sensor activation levels from a Thymio II robot performing
clockwise wall-following behaviour in a squared arena. The values are normalised
between [-1,1]. The desired clusters that CoRDS should create and recognise are
indicated by the integer numbers. See text for explanation.

Figure 9.4: Sensor data of the left-hand side proximity sensor for the first 2000
datapoints with and without added noise (σnoise = 0.5).
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Table 9.8: Investigated CoRDS parameter settings for the proximity sensor data
stream.

swindow 20
mdata 1
σnoise 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
scluster 60
R 60
rcluster 2, 5, 10, 15
pmax 0.4
pmin 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05
fmerge 0.1
rmerge 5
pmax−merge 0.4

9.3.3 Camera Sensor Data

The third experiment considers image data collected from the Thymio II robot’s

camera sensor in a puck gathering task. Solving this task requires finding a

green puck and pushing it to a target area, which is one of the square arena’s

corners designated by a blue colour. The control mechanisms for the robot for

this task was pre-programmed. Figure 9.5 shows an image sequence where the

following situations can be identified: searching for a puck; driving towards the

puck; pushing the puck while searching for the target area; pushing the puck

towards the target area. Ideally, CoRDS should cluster the data stream into

these situations.

The camera images have an original resolution of 120× 160 pixels. Every

pixel is an (r,g,b)-tuple of red, green and blue intensity levels. Thus, the raw

data stream has 57,600 dimensions. The data is normalised between [0, 1]

where 1 is the highest observed value in the data and 0 the lowest. Subsequent

images from Figure 9.5 are different because the robot changes its position and

orientation between two sensor readings.

The differences in, for instance, the position of the wall and target corner

make every image unique, but common sense tells us that they do not necessarily
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

(u) (v) (w) (x) (y) (z)

Figure 9.5: A (part of the) sequence of robot camera images
collected during the puck gathering task. Five situations
can be identified: searching for a puck, driving towards the
puck, pushing the puck while searching for the target and
driving towards the target.

belong to a different situation. For example, we would assign the first eight

images of the second row of Figure 9.5 to the same cluster (the ninth picture

contains the target area). We investigate whether reducing the image resolution

and adding noise helps CoRDS to cluster similar images more easily. Figure

9.6 shows the impact of lowering the dimensions of the images and Figure 9.7

shows the impact of various noise levels.

Because the camera’s refresh rate is much lower than that of proximity

sensors, the frequency of the incoming data stream is much reduced compared

to the previous experiment. With default settings, the whole data stream would

fit into a single window and CoRDS would generate only one cluster. To address

this issue, one can reduce the window size swindow or duplicate each data point

mdata times to simulate a higher refresh rate. In this case, we choose for the

second option because it allows for sufficient data points for the statistical test,

and set the duplication factor mdata = 30 —a value exceeding the window size.

We investigate the noise level for different image sizes by changing the value
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(a) 120x160 (b) 12x16 (c) 6x8

Figure 9.6: Illustration of lowering the resolution from the
original 120 × 160 (left) to 12 × 16 (middle), and 6 × 8
(right).

Table 9.10: Investigated CoRDS parameter settings for the camera data stream.

swindow 20
mdata 30
σnoise 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1
scluster 60
R 60
rcluster 10
pmax 0.4
pmin 0.03
fmerge 0.1
rmerge 5
pmax−merge 0.4

of the noise while maintaining the default values for the other parameters as

in Table 9.1. The values used are shown in Table 9.10. For every setting, we

performed 10 replicate runs with independent realisations of the noise added to

the data stream for each run.
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Figure 9.7: Lowered resolution images from Figure 9.6
consisting of 12×16 pixels (top row) and 6×8 pixels (bottom
row) with noise levels. Noise levels,from left to right, are
0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4, and 0.5.

9.4 Experimental Results

The system parameters explained in the previous section can be categorised in

two groups. The first group is one of the parameters that modify the accuracy

of the resulting clusters. These are the settings R, fmerge, rcluster, and rmerge.

The second group of parameters controls the sensitivity of the algorithm. These

are swindow, mdata, pmax, pmin, σnoise, scluster, and pmax−merge. We analyse

the impact of these settings of both the accuracy and sensitivity parameters

quantitatively as well as qualitatively. Quantitative measures are the number of

created clusters, the number of times clusters are merged, and the runtime of

CoRDS. It is hard to define an objective measure of the validity of the situations

that CoRDS detects; there is–except in the simple synthetic example– no ground

truth what the clusters should be. Thus, the qualitative measure of the results

depends on our interpretation of the reported situations.
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Having approached a certain level of sensibility, the parameters of CoRDS

can be tailored to fit particular scenarios. In short, qualitative measures entail

comparing the resulting active cluster pattern with the ‘ideal’ cluster formation,

where the ideal cluster formation is based on the experimenters’ expertise. As

a measure of robustness, we also show the worst results, chosen qualitatively

by the experimenters, from all repetitive runs for each particular parameter

setting.

9.4.1 Experiment 1: Introductory Example

This simple example will help understand the dynamics of CoRDS. As explained

in Section 9.3.1, this considers a two-dimensional data stream where both

dimensions are independently drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean

depending on the time and a standard deviation of 1. Figure 9.1 shows that the

mean changes twice, resulting in the desired number of 2 clusters to be detected

by CoRDS.

Figure 9.8 shows the impact of the merging operation in CoRDS. Merging

results, as one might expect, in a slightly higher runtime and fewer clusters. For

the 20 replicate runs with merging enabled, 12 runs were perfect, e.g. CoRDS

detected two clusters where the current situation is recognised as a known

situation after the reset at time t = 1500. When merging is not allowed, the

algorithm resulted in 5 perfect runs. It seems that merging allows CoRDS to

recover from erroneously creating new clusters.

Figure 9.9 shows the impact of parameter rcluster. Increasing the value of

rcluster improves the accuracy because the E test is performed more often. As

a result, the runtime also increases, but the increase seems modest: only when

rcluster = 15, more than a 7-fold increase from the lowest value of rcluster = 2,

does the median runtime increase appreciably.

The qualitative impact is highlighted by the four right-hand graphs, each

showing time on the horizontal axis and the ID of the active cluster on the

vertical axis. Each dot in the graph represents the active cluster that CoRDS

detects at that time. These graphs show the worst results, (i.e., the results
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Figure 9.8: Impact of allowing clusters to merge, on the median number of created
clusters, number of merges, and runtime of CoRDS including interquartile range for
20 repetitive runs. Merging reduces the median number of created clusters a little
and increases the number of merges and runtime slightly.
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that least conformed to the experimenters’ ideal of two clusters) from the 20

repetitive runs for each set of rcluster (2, 5, 10, 15 from top to bottom). Consider,

for instance, the top plot for rcluster = 2. It shows that CoRDS (correctly)

detects and recognises the first situation until t = 500. It then notices a second

situation, almost immediately followed by a third and later even by a fourth

situation. Until t = 1500, CoRDS dithers between situations 2, 3, and 4 (which

we actually know to be one and the same). From t = 1500 on, the first situation

is correctly recognised until a further fifth cluster is detected.

CoRDS detects the shift at t = 500 in distribution for every rcluster value

we considered and it can recognise the first situation when the mean has been

reset to its or the at a later time stage. Additionally, we can conclude that by

increasing rcluster, the number of spurious clusters decreases.

The graphs depicting the impact of the remaining parameters are excluded

from this thesis. We refer to the original publication [82] for these graphs.

This simple example, with only two dimensions, is not computationally

expensive. The median runtime is around 30 seconds and increases up to 50

seconds when the cluster size is increased. Thus, a data point can be processed

in ca. (30/2000) = 0.015 seconds, and we feel justified in saying that a simple

two-dimensional data stream can easily be processed in an online fashion.

9.4.2 Experiment 2: Proximity Sensor Data

For the introductory example, it is obvious what the correct clustering looks

like. For this second experiment, this is not that trivial at first glance. Section

9.3.2 explained that for the first 2000 datapoints, 4 or 5 clusters are expected.

In total, 7000 data points were collected. The 5000 remaining data points

not shown in Figure 9.3 contain a number of novel combinations of sensor

activation. Two examples are a) when the front and back sensors are activated

together because the robot turns a corner very close to the wall and b) the back

sensor activated but the left-hand sensor is not. This results in an overall ideal

number of clusters that is 7 or 8. Figure 9.10 illustrates this cluster configuration.

This example shows a long sequence of active clusters with repeating patterns
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Figure 9.9: Impact of rcluster on the median number of created clusters, number of
merges, runtime, and worst clusterings results including the interquartile range for
20 repetitive runs. When the number of repetitions increases, fewer clusters are
created, fewer clusters are merged, and the runtime increases slightly. The four
right-hand graphs represent the qualitatively worst cluster pattern per setting of
rcluster (2, 5, 10, 15 from top to bottom). These graphs show that the two expected
clusters are always formed but with additional clusters that are not necessary. The
number of spurious clusters decreases when rcluster increases.
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Figure 9.10: Example of correct clustering for the proximity sensor data. The 5
clusters for the first 2000 conform to expectations. Due to combinations of sensor
activation that do not occur in the first 2000 time steps, the full data stream has
an optimal number of clusters of 7 or 8. Cluster number 7 is very active in the
second half of the data stream whereas cluster 1 is less active. The reason is the
robot moves closer along the wall in the second tour of the arena.
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(e.g., driving along the wall which activates only the left-hand sensor). In this

example, CoRDS does indeed recognise this situation when it reappears (cluster

1), confirming that CoRDS can recognise previously encountered situations also

in higher dimensional data.

To verify consistent behaviour of CoRDS we again analyse the influence

of allowing merging and various rcluster and pmin settings as we did for the

introductory example. In this experiment, we also analyse the impact of varying

the σnoise setting. The results for 20 replicate runs for each setting are shown

in Figures 9.11 and 9.12.

The results show that the effect of allowing merging is similar to that in the

introductory example: a slightly longer runtime and a decrease in the number

of clusters. Increasing the value of parameters rcluster and pmin also has similar

results: increasing the value of rcluster results in fewer clusters and fewer merge

operations and increasing pmin results in more clusters an merge operations.

The noise level σnoise has a strong influence on the number of clusters that

CoRDS detects. When σnoise is low, the number of clusters is relatively high.

Increasing the noise decreases the number of clusters and merge operations. As

before, a larger number of clusters implies a longer runtime.

Most of the parameter settings have a median runtime of around 500 seconds

which is 0.07 seconds per data point. The increase of this value compared to

that for the introductory example is a result of the larger number of dimensions

and the increase in the created number of clusters. When the data stream

arrives at a frequency lower than (1/0.07s−1), the CoRDS method can still run

on the robot in an online fashion (assuming the robot has similar processing

power). If the frequency is higher, data points can either be skipped or averaged,

depending on the volatility of the situations.

9.4.3 Experiment 3: Camera Sensor Data

The final experiment investigates how CoRDS copes with high-dimensional data

streams. The data stream contains 31 images from the robot camera as it finds

and collects a puck. Because the data were collected while the robot retrieved
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Figure 9.11: Impact of merge (left) and rcluster (right) on the median number of
created clusters, number of merges, and runtime including interquartile range for
20 replicate runs. The parameters have a similar impact as in the introductory
example: fewer created clusters and merged. The runtime for including merging
increases slightly; this effect is not observable for rcluster.
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Figure 9.12: Impact of pmin (left) and σnoise (right) on the median number of
created clusters, number of merges, and runtime including interquartile range for
20 repetitive runs. The increase of pmin results in more clusters which increases
the runtime, whereas increasing the noise has the opposite effect: increasing noise
decreases the number of clusters and runtime.
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a single puck, this data stream does not contain repeating situations as do the

other examples.

Figure 9.13 shows the created clusters for a successful CoRDS run on this

data. The 31 picture sequence results in 13 clusters; similar pictures are

recognised as belonging to the same situation. As mentioned in Section 9.3.3,

each image is duplicated 30 times to prevent almost all circumstances occurring

in a single window. The first cluster in Figure 9.13 thus consists of 90 data

points, containing the first 3 images from Figure 9.5. The second cluster consists

of images 4 and 5, etc.

An interesting question that can be investigated with this experiment is

the tradeoff between compressing the image and adding extra noise to the

picture—in effect, two ways of blurring the image. Figure 9.14 shows the effect

of adding noise at various levels while compressing the images to 12×16 pixels

(left) and 6×8 pixels (right). Because every pixel is represented as a tuple of red,

green and blue (rgb) values, the two data streams have 576 and 144 dimensions,

respectively. The numbers of merge operations are not shown because no merges

occurred for these experiments due to there being no repeating situations.

These results show that adding noise has a similar influence for this high

dimensional data stream as it does for the proximity sensor data: more noise

reduces the number of clusters and runtime. As expected, the 6 × 8 image

sequence results in a shorter runtime and fewer clusters than the 12×16 sequence.

The median runtime for the parameters used in the example of Figure

9.13 is around 500 seconds. Although this is the same runtime as the second

example, this only concerns 90 data points. This results in a processing time of

(500/930) = 0.54 seconds per image. This processing speed is acceptable for

online processing if the subsequent images are not too different,

9.5 Discussion

This study introduced and evaluated the CoRDS method that enables a mo-

bile robot to process its sensory data stream, distinguish different patterns,

and identify such patterns as different environmental situations. The method
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.13: Example of a satisfying clusterings result (a) for the camera sensor
data (b) consisting of 576 dimensions, where σnoise=1. The 31 pictures are grouped
in 13 clusters.
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Figure 9.14: Impact of σnoise on images of size 12×16 (left) and 6×8 (right) on the
median number of created clusters and runtime including the interquartile range
for 10 replicate runs. Increasing the noise has the same influence as in the second
example: fewer created clusters and therefore less runtime.
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processes sensory data streams into situations in an unsupervised and online

fashion. It detects situations by clustering the sensory data stream without

prior information about the number of clusters or the distribution of data points

within the clusters. Under the assumption that a robot’s situation changes

relatively infrequently, CoRDS assesses the difference between the current situ-

ation (a sliding window of sensor readings) and that of sensor readings from

previously encountered situations. Situations—or clusters—can evolve over

time and merge with other clusters when their sensory distributions converge.

A cluster is active if it has the same sensory distribution as the window.

We tested the CoRDS method on three different data streams: one synthetic

and two streams of actual sensor data generated by Thymio II robots. The

analysis considered both quantitative and qualitative measures. The quantitative

measures entailed the number of clusters, the number of merge operations, and

the runtime of the algorithm. The qualitative measure compared the active

cluster pattern with the ideal cluster formation as expected by the experimenters

based on their understanding of the robot behaviour.

This study showed that CoRDS does create active cluster patterns that, for

all three experiments, corresponded with the experimenters’ expectation (the

qualitative measure). In total, CoRDS has 11 parameters: 4 accuracy parameters

and 7 sensitivity parameters. The accuracy parameters can be increased as

far as the available computing power of the robot allows because increasing

these parameters only increases the accuracy of the cluster comparisons. The

sensitivity parameters should be tuned per scenario. This might indicate a

challenging parameter tuning problem, but the experiments show a consistent

and logical effect of the settings of these parameters. This will help users of

CoRDS to establish guidelines for setting them.

For example, allowing clusters to merge resulted in a slightly longer runtime

and fewer created clusters. In addition, increasing the number of bootstrap

samples of the statistical test used to compare cluster distributions resulted

in improved accuracy, but also increased the runtime. This increase in the

runtime of both parameters was relatively modest. To cope with constant-valued

dimensions in the data stream, CoRDS adds noise to the raw sensor data. The
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level of noise substantially impacts the number of clusters detected: low noise

levels led to higher numbers of clusters. The number of detected clusters has

a substantial impact on the algorithm’s runtime as more clusters imply more

comparisons.

The runtime analysis indicated that the CoRDS method could run online

on the robot itself if the robot is equipped with a fast processor. The first

experiment, with only two dimensions, was not computationally expensive: data

points were processed in 0.015 seconds. The second experiment had a processing

time of 0.07 seconds, and the third experiment had a processing time of 0.54

seconds. If the CoRDS method is used on the robot and the processing time of

one data point is higher than the frequency of the data stream, not all data

points can be processed online. In this case, data points can either be skipped

or averaged, depending on how often the situation changes. If this approach is

not desirable, a runtime speedup can be realised by implementing CoRDS in a

faster software package and by optimising the code for speed.

Our findings suggest that data stream clustering techniques can be relevant

for robotics: the sensory data of the robot can be used to categorise situations.

Current generic data stream clustering techniques fall short, hence the need

for a clustering technique specifically designed to recognise situations from

sensory data such as the CoRDS method proposed in this chapter. We hope

that CoRDS will inspire research into novel data stream clustering techniques

that can be applied in robotics to categorise environmental situations in sensory

data streams.

An issue not addressed in this study was the learning of robotic behaviours.

The reason was twofold: the focus was on the learning of situations and

many studies have already considered the learning of behaviours. Nevertheless,

combining the two learning tasks—learning behaviours and learning to recognise

different situations—is a fruitful area for further work.
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9.6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter raised an important question in self-learning robots referring to

how robots can autonomously learn about and act in their environment in

an online and unsupervised manner. This study introduced and evaluated

the CoRDS method that enables a mobile robot to process its sensory data

stream, distinguish different patterns, and identify such patterns as different

environmental situations. The method processes sensory data streams into

situations in an unsupervised and online fashion. It detects situations by

clustering the sensory data stream without prior information about the number

of clusters or the distribution of data points within the clusters. Under the

assumption that a robot’s situation changes relatively infrequently, CoRDS

assesses the difference between the current situation (a sliding window of sensor

readings) and that of sensor readings from previously encountered situations.

Situations—or clusters—can evolve over time and merge with other clusters

when their sensory distributions converge. A cluster is active if it has the same

sensory distribution as the window. Our findings suggest that data stream

clustering techniques can be relevant for robotics: the sensory data of the robot

can be used to categorise situations. Current generic data stream clustering

techniques fall short, hence the need for a clustering technique specifically

designed to recognise situations from sensory data such as the CoRDS method

proposed in this chapter.
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10
Conclusion

10.1 Summary

This thesis aimed to study the benefits of robot-to-robot learning on top

of individual learning and evolution. To study the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning in a structured way, we defined a conceptual framework. The conceptual

framework is generic, based on separating inheritable features and learnable

features. Evolution was applied to the inheritable features. Individual and robot-

to-robot learning were applied to the learnable features. This thesis focussed

more on the learnable features by understanding the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning on top of individual learning.

The current literature showed that robot-to-robot learning seems to offer

more than a parallel search: selection criteria can give rise to interesting
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dynamics and the potential for exploring and (re)combining diverse behaviours.

Current methods for analysing the performance of an evolutionary algorithm to

adapt robotic controllers fall short. Therefore, we proposed additional metrics

related to performance, learning speed and selection pressure that where used

throughout the experiments performed in this thesis.

The first set of experiments investigated the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning on top of individual learning and evolution. The experiments showed

a significant benefit of robot-to-robot learning: it makes the population learn

faster and the quality of learned controllers higher compared to using only

individual learning. This effect is demonstrated under three different setups: for

robots with an identical sensory layout, for robots with a different sensory layout

and robots with evolving sensory layout. We showed similar results between

the simulation experiments and hardware experiments. This might contradict

with the well-known reality gap which is the problem that evolved controllers in

simulation usually have a lower performance in reality. However, we transfer the

entire learning mechanisms to the hardware platform and evolve controllers on

the hardware platform directly, i.e., we deploy the learning mechanisms instead

of an evolved controller.

The second set of experiments investigated the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning on top of individual learning for a more complex task. We chose

a different combination of adaptive mechanisms compared to the first set of

experiments. The results are promising: even a relatively complex task, such as

the foraging task, can be learned within the hour on a physical robotic platform

due to robot-to-robot learning.

In the third set of experiments, we investigated the effect of the parameter

settings, or configurations, of the individual learning mechanism on the benefits

of robot-to-robot learning. We showed that robot-to-robot learning could reduce

the sensitivity of the learning process to the choice of parameters. Specifically,

robot-to-robot learning resulted in an increase in the number of successful runs

and a decrease in bad performing neural networks. These two effects are similar

to the effects desirable when tuning parameters. When tuning parameters

the goal is to increase the average, median or maximum performance over
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all experiments. Preferably, these measures have low variability. Increasing

the success rate increases the average and possibly the maximum and median

performance measures. Decreasing the population failure increases the average

and potentially the median performance measure. As a result, robot-to-robot

learning can potentially reduce parameter tuning efforts.

While all the experiments explained the difference in observations, they do

not explain why robot-to-robot learning results in benefits. This was the goal of

the last set of experiments. Results revealed that the benefits of robot-to-robot

learning depend on the complexity of the task to learn. Specifically, the results

showed that a simple task benefits from smaller population sizes and more

sharing but a more complex task requires a better balance between robot-to-

robot learning and individual learning for the best results. This is due to the

impact of sharing information on the level of diversity. Infrequent sharing of

information leads to an increase in diversity while too frequent sharing leads to

a decrease in diversity. A simple task benefits from a decrease in diversity to

converge to the global optimum quickly while a more complex task can converge

in local optima when the diversity drops too quickly.

To conclude, we confirmed results in the literature that robot-to-robot learn-

ing leads to benefits concerning performance and learning speed. Additionally,

we showed a newly discovered benefits in terms of sensitivity in the learning

process to the choice of parameters. However, we can not confirm that benefits

always occur due to robot-to-robot learning. We believe that the benefits

depend on the complexity of the task to learn. Note that these results are

shown for robotic controllers represented by a population of neural networks

that are adapted through evolutionary algorithms. The next section proposes

how one can build upon the results presented in this thesis.

10.2 Proposed Future Work

We believe that this thesis has important learned lessons that we hope are

adopted in future research in this area.

First, we showed that results in simulation and physical robots are compa-
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rable if we deploy the learning mechanisms instead of the evolved controller.

We hope this reduces the need for hardware validated experiments as they are

time-consuming and therefore usually quite limited.

Second, robot-to-robot learning can be seen as parallelising the search. This

means it can reduce the wall clock time needed to learn complex tasks. This

will hopefully contribute to the field of ER to be a worthwhile alternative

to hand-coded robots for an environment not fully known to the designers.

Additionally, parallelising has the effect of reduced sensitivity against parameter

settings. We argued that robot-to-robot learning could be an alternative to the

tuning of parameters and we hope that this is being investigated further.

Third, due to our implementation decision, one can argue overlap with the

field of parallel evolutionary algorithms and island models. Especially our last

set of experiments, which included the analysis of the diversity of the population,

shared fundamental similarities with literature from the literature of parallel

evolutionary algorithms and island models. Due to this thesis, we believe that

we provided the field of parallel evolutionary algorithms and island models with

an interesting test bed of problems.

Additionally, we provided convenient tools to analyse selection pressure and

so allow researchers better to understand this crucial component of evolutionary

systems. We hope that this contributes to renewed interest in the analysis of

the selection procedure in evolutionary systems, both in the presence of crisply

defined selection criteria, as in objective free evolution.

Lastly, the last chapter of this thesis raised an important question in self-

learning robots referring to how robots can autonomously learn about and act

in their environment in an on-line and unsupervised manner. This chapter is a

bit different from previous chapters in the sense that we did not evolve robotic

controllers. Integrating the proposed clustering approach into previous work

would be interesting.

In the future, and outside the scope of this thesis, it is worthwhile to research

the benefits of combining learning mechanisms that operate at different speeds

and that may be driven by different motivations in robot collectives. This offers a

natural way to combine goal-driven adaptation with artificial curiosity, providing
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a possible path towards integrating methods such as developmental robotics

or novelty search with more regular task-driven adaptation. Additionally, the

robot collective could consist of different robots. This means that the learned

knowledge first needs to be redescribed to be able to share between physically

different robots.

10.3 Conclusion

The main contribution of this thesis is the proposed explanation of the inconsis-

tent benefits of robot-to-robot learning in the current literature. We believe

that the parameter settings of the individual learning mechanism influence

the potential benefits of robot-to-robot learning. We showed that the benefits

of robot-to-robot learning are higher when the parameters of the individual

learning mechanism are not optimal. When adding robot-to-robot learning, the

resulting performances are less dependent on the parameters of the individual

learning mechanism. This means that due to robot-to-robot learning, parameter

tuning efforts are minimised automatically. These results have been shown for

a single task. Efforts to generalise this result to multiple tasks revealed that the

complexity of the task also influences the potential benefits of robot-to-robot

learning. To conclude, we believe that robot-to-robot learning adds an extra

dynamic to the individual learning mechanism resulting in increased learning

speed and performance.
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Glossary

Configuration A combination of all parameters with their corresponding

values.

Controller In general, the mechanism that controls the robot by translating

sensor inputs to actions.

Evolution In general, the mechanism that improves the members of the pop-

ulation over time. Specifically in this thesis, it is the mechanism that

operates on inheritable controller features.

Fitness function A function that assigns a fitness value to the controller

which corresponds to the quality of the observed behaviour.

Knowledge bit The information that robots exchange. This can comprise

rules, experiences, controller parameters or even the whole controller.

Individual In general, a member of the population. Specifically in this thesis,

we refer to the inheritable controller features which are also referred to as

the genome.

Individual learning The mechanism that takes place within a single robot

and changes some of its learnable controller features based on its own

experience.
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Robot The physical or simulated device which is executing the controller.

Robot-to-robot learning The mechanism that changes learnable controller

features caused by the reception of a knowledge bit from another robot.

Three-fold adaptive mechanism A combination of individual learning, robot-

to-robot learning, and evolution. Individual learning and robot-to-robot

learning adapt the learnable controller features and evolution adapts the

inheritable controller features.

Two-fold adaptive mechanism A combination of individual learning and

robot-to-robot learning to adapt learnable controller features.
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